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Preface

Economic growth on spaceship Earth

The metaphor of Earth as a spaceship—made famous by Kenneth Boulding (1966)—helps to
bring home the obvious truth that we live together on a planetwith finite resources. Furthermore,
inputs from beyond the Earth—such as the flow of energy from the sun—are limited, and there
are enormous obstacles to resource extraction from other planets, let alone their colonization. The
necessity of living together on the finite surface of the Earth suggests the need for cooperation and
fairness, as emphasized by George Orwell in ‘The road to Wigan Pier’.1

The world is a raft sailing through space with, potentially,plenty of provisions
for everybody; the idea that we must all co-operate and see toit that everyone
does his fair share of the work and gets his fair share of the provisions seems so
blatantly obvious that one would say that no one could possibly fail to accept
it unless he had some corrupt motive for clinging to the present system.

On the other hand, Kenneth Boulding focuses on the necessityof the careful use of the finite
natural resources available to us, and the avoidance of fouling our own nest with pollution. In this
book we follow Boulding by focusing on resource use and pollution rather than cooperation and
fairness. Boulding describes the transition in the human imagination from the idea of the frontier
economy in which scarcity is only ever local, to the idea of global limits. We aim to understand
both the ‘frontier’ and ‘spaceship’ phases of development as part of a single long-run process;
even when we have the mindset of the frontier, we are already on the spaceship.

This book thus concerns the development of the global—spaceship—economy in the very
long run. How can we make sense of the changes in the human economy that we have seen of
the last couple of centuries, and even the last 20000 years? In the light of our explanation of the
past, what future scenarios are possible, or indeed likely,regarding long-run global production
of goods and services, given the finite nature of the Earth, its natural resources, and the inflow
of energy from the sun? Furthermore, what policies are called for in order to achieve desirable
long-run outcomes with regard to (sustainable) long-run production and the quality of the living
environment? Over the last 100 years and more the world has witnessed economic growth which
is not only uniquely rapid, but also astonishingly steady. Can this increase be maintained, and
if it is maintained, will that be at the expense of the qualityof the Earth’s environment or other
species?

Questions regarding management of the economy

There are many relevant questions that could be raised regarding economic growth on space-
ship Earth. Consider the following three.

(1) (a) What is desirable?
(b) What is feasible?
(c) What is optimal?

The first question might be asked by a philosopher. What characterizes a good life? What charac-
terizes a good society? What characterizes a good society taking into account not only the people
(and animals, plants, etc.) of today, but also those of the future? There are many different ideas
about a good society. A couple of famous ones are those of utilitarianism and Rawls. According
to utilitarianism we should strive to maximize utility, which is typically considered as the sum
of individual utilities. Utility may be a function of various factors; in economics we typically
focus inconsumptionas the key to utility. Something different utilitarian measures generally have
in common is that they areconsequentialist, that is they measure the rightness of actions and
more general moral rules according to their outcomes, with the best actions leading to the greatest

1Orwell (1958), p.203. Available athttps://archive.org/details/roadtowiganpie00orwe.
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2 PREFACE

sum of utility. A fascinating and deep analysis of issues regarding morality and choices affect-
ing the future is Derek Parfit’sReasons and persons.2 He subjects standard utilitarian reasoning
to a searching examination from which it emerges severely battered. If for instance we should
maximize happiness, is it better to have 100 billion people scratching out a living but enjoying a
tiny bit of happiness each, or 5 billion genuinely happy people? And what responsibilities do we
have to future generations since our specific choices lead totheir creation? (If we had done things
differently, different people would have been born.)

According to Rawls (1971), good moral rules (or indeed rulesfor how society is run) are
rules which would be chosen by the citizens of that society ifthey had to make their choices from
behind a ‘veil of ignorance’, a veil which prevented each player from knowing anything about their
own position in that society (i.e. whether they would be richor poor, or have high or low status).
Rawls claims that—when faced with a choice from behind the veil—we would choose moral
and social principles based on liberty, equality of opportunity, and help for the least advantaged.
In an intergenerational context—where the veil prevents usfrom knowing into which generation
we would be born—these principles translate into equality of opportunity across generations (so
future generations should not be denied opportunities thatwe have, and vice versa), and also help
for the least advantaged generations, so we should work hardto help the poorest generations rather
than the richest. If we assume that global growth will carry on indefinitely this implies that we
should look after ourselves, at least in a material sense, since future generations will be richer!

The second question from our list—what is feasible—might beasked by an engineer. Once
a feasible solution to a problem has been found, the engineermight be satisfied. Or, if there is a
limit on the budget, the problem might be to find a feasible solution within budget. This brings us
to the third question, what is optimal. This is of course the classic question asked in economics,
where we seek not just general rules or to rank alternative outcomes, but also specific ways of
organizing society (including production and trade of goods and services) which lead towards the
‘optimal’ allocation of resources.

How do we know whether an allocation is optimal? Clearly we need a criterion, and the
criterion typically used in economics is utilitarian: we want to maximize the sum of utility or
(more generally) expected utility. But how to measure utility? Economists typically assume that it
is an increasing function of consumption. Furthermore, we weight future utility lower than current
utility, typically by discounting exponentially. Then we have

max
∑

h

Uh,

where Uh =
∑

t

uh(ct)βt.

Here we have a set of discrete time periods indexed byt, Uh is the net present value of the utility
of householdh, uh(ct) is the instantaneous flow of utility in periodt, andβ is the discount factor
(which is less than 1). The reduction of utility to consumption is of course highly controversial
outside economics, but most economists take it for granted.Furthermore, we also tend to take for
granted the assumption that all households at a given time are identical (or can be treated as such),
which is typically made in order to increase the tractability of macroeconomic models.3

A utility function can help us to rank alternative options, but how do we know what options
are available? In order to know this, we must understand how the economy works, and how
it can be controlled or managed. To build up such an understanding, we use highly simplified
models which describe the agents in the economy (such as the government or regulator, firms, and
households), their endowments (what they own), and the technology (what possibilities there are
to produce outputs using available inputs). Given such a model we can tackle questions such as
the following.

(2) (a) What would happen given laissez-faire?
(b) What would happen given business-as-usual (b.a.u.)?
(c) What would be the effect of regulations such as high taxes on fossil fuels, or strong

support for research into renewable energy?
(d) What would asocial plannerdo?

2Parfit (1984).
3Note that economists can (and sometimes do) use a Rawlsian criterion in which the aim is to maximize the utility

of the least well off, themaximincriterion:

max{min{u1,u2, . . . ,un}}.

This states that we should maximize the smallest member of the set of utilities, i.e. we should concentrate our efforts on
ensuring that the least well-off individual increases their utility.
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(e) What should aregulatordo?

The first three questions relate to what happens in the economy under different circumstances.
Question 2(a): what will happen in the absence of regulationby government? That is, what will
happen if the government allows all agents to do what they like without imposing rules or taxes,
except the rule of law (implying for instance the protectionof private property or the right of
individuals to own things). Question 2(b) is about the future in case the government continues to
apply the policies which it currently applies, no more and noless, and the 2(c) is about the effect
of specific policies.

Questions 2(d) and (e) are more subtle, since to answer them we need to be able to predict
the future and then choose between alternative options. Question 2(d) presupposes the existence
of an agent who has the power to fully control the allocation of resources in the economy without
the need for regulatory instruments; all other agents simply do as the social planner instructs
them. The planner is (fortunately) benevolent, i.e. she wants the best for everyone, she wants to
maximize the sum of utilityU. What would such a social planner do, how would she allocate
resources? Would she, for instance, instantly cut fossil-fuel extraction? Or would she invest
massively in research into alternative energy sources? If we can work out what our imaginary
benevolent dictator would do, this gives us a yardstick against which to measure the results of our
efforts to manage the economy through regulation (emissions taxes, technology standards, etc.),
i.e. a yardstick which helps us to answer the question 2(e). How close can we get to the allocation
in the planned economy?

Macroeconomic methodology

Having discussed the types of questions normally tackled ineconomics, we now briefly dis-
cuss neoclassical economic methodology in general, and macroeconomic methodology in particu-
lar. In neoclassical economics we build precisely defined model economies in which it is possible
to calculate outcomes exactly, both given laissez faire (i.e. no regulatory intervention), and given
interventions such as the application of taxes or command-and-control regulations. We then use
these models to draw conclusions about how real economies work and are likely to develop or
react to regulatory interventions. In macroeconomics our focus is on the economy as a whole
rather than a specific set of firms or markets.

The precisely defined models of neoclassical economics consist of sets of equations. The
models are generally very drastic simplifications of real economies: it is common for instance to
assume that only one type of good ever gets produced in a modeleconomy, and furthermore that
there is only one type of labour. Some of the single good is consumed, while a proportion is kept
back by firms in the form of capital to help in further production. It is then natural to ask whether
we can ever use such models to learn anything of importance about real economies?

If a highly simplified model is to teach us about the real economy, it seems reasonable to
suppose that it should be through a similar mechanism to thatby which a parable teaches us about
life. A good model helps us to organize our analysis of the economy, and allows us an insight
into how the real, complex economy works, and how it is likelyto react to changed circumstances
(such as shortages of raw materials, or the introduction of atax on fossil fuels). The point can
be made more explicitly through a caricature of hownot to do macroeconomics. Consider the
aggregate data shown in Figure 4.4. The data are consistent with a model in which long-run
expenditure on metals and primary energy is a constant fraction of global product. Furthermore,
the following aggregate production function is also consistent with this result:

Y= (ALL)1−β(ARR)β, (PF)

whereAL is labour productivity,L is labour,AR is resource productivity,R is the quantity of
resource input (pricewR), andβ is a parameter less than 1. It is straightforward to show thatgiven
perfect markets (so price=marginal revenue product)wRR/Y= β, i.e. expenditure on the resource
is a constant fraction of total product. Having noticed thisproperty of the function, thewrongthing
to do is to draw the conclusion that the production function (PF) is an appropriate description
of production in the economy, and to use this to predict the effect of policy interventions. A
prediction which would follow from this is that there is no point in boosting energy-efficiency
AR to try to reduceR, because rises inAR cause effective energy inputsARR to become cheaper,
causing producers to use more energy, negating the effect.

Why should we not draw the conclusion that the production function (PF) is an appropriate
description of production in the economy, and use this to predict the effect of policy interventions?
There are many different ways to answer this question. Perhaps the simplest is that we have
no evidence that (PF) is thecorrect description of the economy, or even close to being correct.
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All we know is that it can match one subset of aggregate data. There are likely to be many
other functions or models which also match the data, but which may give completely different
predictions concerning the effect of boostingAR.

In order to have any confidence in our model we need much more evidence regarding its
suitability as a description of the economy. In particular as economists we want our model to
include amicroeconomic mechanismor microfoundations: this is a mechanism through which the
behaviour of individual agents—behaviour which can be explained as a result of the incentives
faced by these agents—leads to the observed aggregate quantities and trends. Furthermore, we
need to see evidence that this microeconomic mechanism is infact relevant to the case in hand. For
a famous statement of the case for microfoundations—or perhaps the caseagainstpolicy models
without microfoundations—see Lucas (1976). According to Lucas, we cannot expect to predict
the effects of a policy experiment based only on patterns in aggregate historical observations,
because the policy experiment will change the rules of the game and therefore the old patterns
may no longer apply. We must instead understand the rules of the game and how it is played—
in economic terms we must know agents’ preferences, the technologies available to them, what
resources they are endowed with, etc.—in order to understand and predict the effect of a policy
intervention. This book is largely concerned with this endeavour.

This book

This book is based on economic analysis. However, this does not mean that we accept the
economist’s habit of equating utility and income. Instead,we focus primarily on questions 2(b)
and (c) above—what will happen under various scenarios—thus conveniently obviating the need
to explore the more difficult questions 1(a), (b), and (c). It turns out that predicting the future is
quite hard enough as it is.

We will also consider 2(e), policy, but based on goals which are exogenously determined
(such as reducing CO2 emissions) rather than calculated within the model. For instance, when
considering climate policy we simply assume that society has decided (in its wisdom) on a goal
of drastically reducing CO2 emissions, and investigate how best that goal can be achieved. Thus,
again, we avoid difficult questions about optimal overall choices, and focus on more limited ques-
tions.

Our avoidance of questions such as 1(a), (b), and (c) impliesin practice that we avoid some
huge and important debates within the fields of economics andsustainability. One such debate is
that about the appropriatediscount rateto use when assessing public policy, a debate made famous
by the report of Sir Nicholas Stern (2006) for the UK Treasuryon the economics of climate change.
More generally, in the main part of the book we ignore the issue of intergenerational equity and
justice completely. However, in the concluding chapters webroaden the discussion somewhat.

We almost completely ignore problems linked to the fact thatthere is no one global gov-
ernment, but rather a collection of states which are very different from one another: they have
different economies, different values, and also different endowments of natural resources such as
fossil fuels. This leaves individual states that wish to pursue a cleaner, greener global development
path with a much more complex problem than that which would face a global government; they
must either seek international agreement, or—if they act unilaterally—they must weigh up both
the direct effects of their actions on the global environment, and also theindirect effects via the
effect onothercountries actions. These effects may be in the opposite direction to that desired, a
form of rebound effect.



CHAPTER 1

Technological progress and the human takeover of spaceship
Earth

1.1. The expanding choice set

The story of modern humans (Homo sapiens) and their takeoverof spaceship Earth is the
story of technological progress and its consequences. Over2 million years ago the first human
species evolved, and learnt to control fire and make stone tools. For most of the intervening
period technological progress was minimal. Various human species existed and spread throughout
Eurasia, but they did not have a dominant position in the ecosystems in which they lived; they were
neither top predators nor a major influence on plant life. Andtheir numbers and biomass were
modest compared to many other species.

Within the last 100000 years all this has changed, as Homo sapiens (the species which
emerged around 300000 years ago) developed the ability to cooperate in large numbers and tran-
scend the limits imposed by a strictly genetic evolution. Supplementing the—relatively glacial—
genetic evolution we now havecultural evolution, the development of new ways of understanding
the world, communicating, and behaving. Part and parcel of this cultural evolution is technolog-
ical progress, where I say ‘progress’ rather than ‘change’ because I mean the ability of humans
to manipulate their environment (both physical and biological) to deliver desired results, and this
ability has increased over time; note that the ‘desired results’ could be anything from a warm and
dry place to live, to a thermonuclear explosion. In the language of economic modelling, techno-
logical progress expands the choice set available to humans.

1.2. Three alternative choices

Many animal species use technologies, for instance building nests and hives. And there are
also many examples of animals learning behaviours and passing them on between individuals and
over generations. A famous example is blue tits learning to break through the aluminium tops of
milk bottles to get at the cream, as the bottles stood on 20th century British doorsteps (see citealp
as13tits and https://www.britishbirdlovers.co.uk/articles/blue-tits-and-milk-bottle-tops). Early in
the 20th century milk was placed on British doorsteps in openbottles, and blue tits and robins
learnt to drink the cream which rose to the top. However, whenthin aluminium tops were applied,
only the more social tits (rather than the territorial robins) learnt to break through the tops and
get at the cream, the reason being that individual robins whodiscovered the trick did not pass the
knowledge on to other members of the species, whereas the tits did. However, the discovery by the
British tits was not one of a series which led to them furthering their cooperation, outcompeting
all other birds, and together ruling the roost. The discovery was instead an isolated incident, and
the practice died out with the increasing popularity of skimmed milk (no cream) and the decline
in doorstep deliveries.

Technological progress within a species increases the choice set available to that species.
There is of course no guarantee that the choices made will increase the wellbeing of that species;
for instance, as mentioned above humans may use their control of their environment to make
small bits of it dramatically warmer and drier and hence morecomfortable to live in, or to blow
large areas of it up with thermonuclear bombs. How can we categorize or analyse the choices
available? What choices have we made in the past? And what will we choose in the future? To
get a handle on these questions, we return to the tits. What did the British population of blue tits
do with their new-found ability to take the cream from milk bottles? Let us assume that the cream
provided an easy and steady source of nutrition for the birds. On discovering this source, they
could hypothetically have reduced the total amount of time they spent foraging for food (work)
and increased the time spent on leisure activities such as hanging out in the local oak tree chatting
to their friends. Alternatively, they could have continuedto spend as much time working as before,
but increased their consumption of goods. They could have eaten more, or diversified into other
goods, perhaps making larger and more elaborate nests. Finally, they could have used the extra
food supply to increase their reproductive success, and hence to increase the total population of

5



6 1. TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

tits. In this scenario they continue to show similar patterns of behaviour, but the extra food allows
them to better survive tough periods (e.g. winters), give their chicks more food, and to raise more
or larger broods. So we have three (potentially overlapping) categories: increase leisure, increase
consumption, and increase reproductive success.

The theory of evolution tells us unambiguously that the titswill use their newly discovered
food source to increase reproductive success. The tits’ behaviour patterns have evolved to maxi-
mize reproductive success, and the discovery of the extra food source will not change that. Hence
the effect will be—over time—an increase in the population of tits,at the expense of humans
(who lose some of the cream from their milk) and quite possibly at the expense of other species
who compete with tits, for instance for nesting sites. On theother hand, blue tit parasites and
species that live in symbiosis with the tits will benefit.

Humans have transcended evolutionary imperatives to a far greater extent than blue tits, hence
there is no simple rule or theory which tells us how we humans will use the power given to us by
a new technology. However, the three categories above—leisure, consumption, and reproductive
success—are useful, and we can draw some general conclusions. Up to around 1700 CE, the
dominant use of our increased power was to increase reproductive success; we denote this phase
Malthusian. In the majority of developed economies today, the power of new technology is mainly
used to increase consumption, a phase we callconsumerist. In the future, the trend towards in-
creased leisure—which has been clear but weak in the developed economies over the last century
—may become more important, and could give rise to a ‘technotopia’ in which technology allows
us to combine leisure, consumption of material goods, and high environmental quality (including
respect for other species).

1.3. The Malthusian phase

In a pure Malthusian model we can think of Homo sapiens’ reproductive choices as being
driven by biological rather than cultural factors. Hence when new technologies allow sapiens to
extract more goods (more food, better shelter) from a given area, sapiens’ reproductive success
increases, and the population of that area increases. Furthermore, when new technologies allow
sapiens to colonize new areas which were previously inhospitable, the total population increases
as the colonized areas are populated.1

Over most of the Malthusian period we can assume that the rateof technological progress is
slow compared to the adaptation of the population level to the new possibilities opened up by each
technology. For instance, the invention of clothing—probably around 170000 years ago, and the
sewing needle—at least 50000 years ago—would have significantly increased sapiens’ ability to
colonize new areas. These inventions were separated by around 120000 years, but given the right
technology sapiens colonized entire continents (such as North and South America) in a matter of a
few thousand years. A consequence of this, as we see in Figure1.1, is that during the Malthusian
period humans were unable to get very far ‘ahead of the curve’through technological progress,
by which I mean that each new discovery gave only a short-lived period of plenty before the gains
had been eaten up by an increased number of hungry mouths.2

Perhaps the most dramatic technological breakthrough of the Malthusian phase of human
conquest of the planet was the invention of agriculture (known as the first agricultural revolution
among other things), which occurred independently in many areas of the globe, but first around
12500 years ago in what is now the Middle East. Prior to this invention, humans were exclusively
hunter–gatherers. Agriculture allowed humans to extract far more food from a given area of land
than could be achieved through hunting and gathering. Henceinitially it would have seemed like
a win–win option: combine some agriculture with hunting andgathering, and have more food
while retaining the benefits of the traditional lifestyle, including a varied diet and tasks. However,
where agriculture was adopted population expanded rapidlythrough the Malthusian logic, forcing
a complete transition to agriculture and making a return to hunting and gathering impossible!

So technological progress allowed Homo sapiens to ‘be fruitful and multiply’ during the
Malthusian phase which accounts for the vast majority of theperiod since the emergence of dy-
namic human cultures around 70000 years ago. But what was theeffect of humans (and specifi-
cally homo sapiens) on spaceship Earth during this period? Was it a period of harmony and respect

1Note that we call the phase Malthusian. The name is derived from Thomas Malthus, and in particular his bookAn
essay on the principles of population, first published in 1798. He argued for the existence of precisely the mechanism
captured in population model: that increasing productivity from a fixed quantity of land leads to increased population and
not increased income per capita. Hence humanity is permanently on the borderline of survival, and the natural tendency
for population to increase must be checked by death caused bydisease, starvation, or (perhaps) self-control.

2The discussion of this section owes a lot toSapiens, citetharari14.
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Figure 1.1. Global product and population, historical (data from Brad DeLong).
Both variables are normalized to start at zero. Population grows by a factor of
approximatelye5, i.e. about 150. Average yearly production per capita is close
to 100 USD throughout.

for nature? Or were humans too few and feeble to inflict serious damage on other species and the
global environment? The answer to both these questions is a resounding ‘No!’ Pre-industrial hu-
man populations wreaked havoc on spaceship Earth, in particular causing the extinctions of many
of its most spectacular animals.

Homo sapiens evolved in Africa, thus co-evolving with the megafauna of that continent which
thus learnt to cope with sapiens predation. We then expandedinto other areas, wreaking ecological
destruction on the unsuspecting species wherever we went. Sapiens arrived in Australia around
47000 years ago, and the population of megafauna collapsed over a period from 45000 to 43100
years ago (van der Kaars et al., 2017). The same pattern is repeated over and over again for islands
from Tasmania (41000 years) through North and South America(13000 years), New Zealand
(700 years), and the Commander Islands just 250 years ago. Furthermore, the expansion of sapiens
went hand-in-hand with the disappearance of other human species such as Neanderthals and Homo
floresiensis.

Was sapiens’ expansion out of Africa an ‘ecological disaster’? There are of course no objec-
tive criteria on which to judge such a statement. Clearly it was a disaster for the species wiped
out by sapiens, but on the other hand other species (such as those with a symbiotic relationship to
sapiens, such as wheat) thrived. And there is little evidence that these extinctions were a disaster
for humanpopulations; having wiped out the megafauna, humans moved on to other sources of
sustenance. Indeed, if humans had been dependent on the megafauna then the extinctions would
probably not have occurred, since declining megafaunal (prey) populations would have led to de-
clining populations of the predator (sapiens), and hence declining hunting pressure. We return to
this in the economic models of Chapter 2.

Megafaunal extinction was a blip rather than a catastrophe for human populations because
they could hunt other animals, but also because they had the alternative of gathering food, and
(later on) agriculture. Agriculture also allowed the first large permanent settlements, leading to an
acceleration in cultural change and technological development, development which went hand-in-
hand with the development of money, markets, and the capitalist system, ultimately ushering in
the consumerist phase.

1.4. The consumerist phase

In a consumerist model reproductive choices are driven purely by cultural rather than biolog-
ical factors, and there is no direct link between technological progress (allowing us to increase
our control over the environment and therefore extract greater flows of goods and services) and
population.3

Figure 1.2 shows the global increases in per-capita production and population over the last
200 years. Growth in total global product is simply the sum ofthese two curves, hence we can see
that the contribution of per capita increases is greater than the contribution of population increases.

3We thus ignore research showing that, for instance, fertility choices—and hence long-run population trends—are
influenced by economic factors, as argued by Barro and Becker(1989).
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Figure 1.2. Global product and population, modern (data from Maddison
(2010) and US Census Bureau).

More importantly, as more and more countries complete the demographic transition over the next
50 years we expect the population curve to level off, whereas there is little evidence to suggest
that average GDP per capita will stop growing any time soon.

Recall that in a pure Malthusian phase all humans consume only what they need to survive,
mainly food and shelter. This was a decent approximation formost societies up to 1700, although
typically there was a small elite which captured a significant proportion of the production of the
hoi polloi and therefore had per capita incomes way beyond what they could spend on reproductive
success. In the consumerist economy it is instead the case that the vast majority of the population
have sufficient income to achieve a higher rate of reproductive success than that which they actu-
ally choose. The result is that consumers are faced with a myriad of choices to make: what should
they do with their surplus income, after covering their basic needs? Clearly, they will not simply
consume more of the same goods which were chosen in the Malthusian economy, i.e. staple foods
and a roof over the family’s head.4 Should they consume more meat? Or clothing? Or pay for
education for their children? Or travel? Furthermore, notethat income itself becomes a choice
variable: in the pure Malthusian economy everyone works as hard as they can in order to feed
their family. However, in the consumerist economy we have the option to forego consumption for
the benefit of increased leisure.

A further dilemma facing agents in the consumerist phase is how much to save, with this
saving translating into investment on the production side of the economy. In the pure Malthusian
economy with a more-or-less fixed set of technologies for production, saving simply has to be
sufficient to ensure that there are seeds, tools, and livestock for the following year’s production.
However, in a consumerist economy (typically based on a capitalist system of production), agents
have an incentive to forego consumption today in order to earn interest and thus consume more
tomorrow. And producers have the opportunity to borrow money, allowing them to invest not just
in maintaining their stocks of capital goods (replacing worn-out tools), but also in upgrading to
more modern capital goods. And they may even choose to investin developing completely new
capital goods or production processes, thus contributing to technological progress.

The implications of these choices—regarding labour supply, consumption patterns, and in-
vestment—are immense, both for humans and our fellow travellers on spaceship Earth. From
Figure 1.2 we can read off that global product per capita has increased by a factor of around
e2.5 = 12 over the last 200 years—the value of what the average global citizen produces today is
around 12 times greater (in real terms) than the value of whatthat citizen produced 200 years ago
—so the vast majority of our consumption (and production) isdiscretionary, we are free to choose.
And the significance of our choices is immense. Consider our choice of what to eat. Agricultural
production covers approximately 43 percent of global land mass (excluding areas of desert and
ice), hence it is by far the biggest determinant of the fate ofother terrestrial species.5 Of this area,
83 percent is used to produce animal products—including areas used for growing crops which
are then used as fodder—which yields just 18 percent of the calories. Clearly, if we all switched

4This has been well known for over a century. Note for instanceEngel’s law, which is that as income rises, the
proportion spent on food declines. See Engel (1857).

5See for instance Poore and Nemecek (2018) for a recent analysis.
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to vegan diets we could free up a very large proportion of global land-mass for animal and plant
species other than wheat, corn, soy, and cattle. Regarding investment, consider the energy sector.
Given sufficient investments in alternative sources of power we could achieve a massive fall in
global CO2 (henceforthcarbon) emissions to the atmosphere within a decade or two, withoutthe
need for significant changes in consumption patterns. Furthermore, investments in technologi-
cal progress within these alternative energy sectors wouldbe likely to reduce the costs of such a
switch significantly.

What choices have we made over the last 200 years? The first thing to note about our choices
in the consumerist phase is that we have only increased our leisure time to a relatively modest ex-
tent, which is the reason why we denoted this phase the consumerist phase. Secondly, throughout
the consumerist phase we have actually put a large and increasing proportion of our productive ef-
fort into investment in knowledge, rather than into making consumption goods. The vast majority
of this investment is, however, intended to allow us to make more or better consumption goods in
the future. This investment allows each worker to produce (on average) a greater value of goods
in a day’s work. Furthermore, in many cases it allows us to increase the productivity with which
we use materials and primary energy sources, allowing greater production of goods from the same
physical inputs. For instance, given a megajoule of primaryenergy in the form of coal, we can
produce a lot more lumens of artificial light today than we could in 1800, and we can transport the
same load a lot further. Ultimately—apart from environmental and sustainability benefits—this
knowledge helps us make more consumer goods, because it implies that fewer of us are needed in
the mines extracting and processing natural resources.

So our investment in knowledge (and capital) and modest increases in leisure time have al-
lowed us to increase our per capita consumption dramatically. What have we added to basic
foodstuffs and shelter in our consumption basket? Broadly we can say that productive effort has
shifted from agriculture, to manufactured goods, and then to services. However, note that there is
a close relationship between many services and manufactured goods; one of the biggest categories
of services is transport! Looked at differently, we have shifted our consumption patterns into ever
more resource- and energy-intensive goods. Within the foodsector, we consume more and more
meat, and particularly beef, requiring the largest land area (for feed production and grazing) per
calorie produced of all the major meats. Turning to transport, we demand to be transported ever
greater distances at increasing speeds, and (with regard toroad transport) in heavier and more
powerful vehicles.

So we have the ability to make goods and services (food, telephones, transportation) using
less labour and also smaller flows of physical inputs such as metals and energy. We have continued
to pump in labour, thus leading to rapid growth in GDP per capita (Figure 1.2), and delivering a
large amount of discretionary consumption. Figure 1.3 shows that the net effect of changes in
productivity and changes in consumption patterns is that resource and energy use have (broadly)
tracked global product over the past century and beyond (we have data going further back for
energy). This implies that the amount of metal and primary energy used per unit of value produced
has remained unchanged; put differently, the efficiency with which metals and primary energy are
used in the production process has not—on the aggregate—increased. So the combined effect
of the two factors discussed above—changes in the productivity of metals and primary energy in
making given products, and shifts in the pattern of productsproduced and consumed—has been to
leave total resource and energy efficiency almost unchanged, implying steep increases in resource
and energy use. Given the finite nature of the stocks of physical resources on the spaceship,
and the fixed inflow of sunlight, these trends raise questionsabout long-run sustainability and
intergenerational equity which we address below.

If metals are abundant, and energy can be obtained from the sun, the trends in physical re-
source consumption might not be a problem. However, the pollution linked to the large-scale use
of resources is undoubtedly a problem. Over the last centurywe have emitted pollution to the
atmosphere which has caused brain damage in our children on astaggering scale (lead), partially
destroyed the upper atmosphere’s ability to filter out damaging ultra-violet radiation (CFCs), acid-
ified soils and waters over vast areas thereby severely damaging forest and aquatic ecosystems
(SO2 and NOx), and significantly altered the global climate (CO2, CH4, etc.).6 However, by con-
trast to the aggregate resource data of Figure 1.3, the pollution data show that steep rises in pol-
lution emissions (often steeper than the rise in GDP) are often followed by even steeper declines;
in Figure 1.4 we see this pattern for sulphur dioxide emissions in the UK, and CFC emissions
globally. Thus is seems that some factor which does not applyto global resource use does apply

6For more on these pollutants and their regulation see von Storch et al. (2003), Sunstein (2007), Ellerman et al.
(2000), and Stern (2008) respectively.
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Figure 1.3. Long-run growth in total consumption compared to growth in total
global product, for (a) Metals (tons extracted), and (b) Primary energy from
combustion (joules burnt). GDP data from Maddison (2010), and metals data
from Kelly and Matos (2012). For energy data sources see Hart(2018a).

to national (and sometimes global) pollution emissions. Will this factor lead to declining flows
of all pollutants in the long run? And will it (assuming it exists) lead to a decline in global car-
bon emissions precipitous enough to avoid catastrophic damages? We return to these questions—
closely linked to the environmental Kuznets curve hypothesis—in Chapter 8.
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Figure 1.4. UK Sulphur emissions compared to total UK GDP, and global CFC
production (CFC11+CFC12) compared to total global product. Sulphur: both
normalized to zero in 1956, the date of introduction of the first of a long se-
ries of regulations restricting emissions. CFCs: both normalized to zero in
1987, the date of signing of the Montreal protocol. Data: Maddison (2010)
(GDP), Stern (2005) (Sulphur), AFEAS (CFCs). AFEAS data downloaded from
http://www.afeas.org/data.php, 9 Nov. 2014. Two anomalous points in the sul-
phur data have been altered.

1.5. Managing the future – A technotopian phase?

The consumerist phase has been characterized by rapidly expanding natural resource use,
and ever-increasing dominance of humans over the global ecosystem. However, it has also seen
the gradual development of institutions to manage the effects of the economy on that ecosystem.
Adam Smith (1776)—with his famous metaphor of the invisiblehand—argued that private efforts
to earn income for personal gain promote the interests of society, and this insight has evolved into
a fundamental result of welfare economics, that given perfect markets with rational individuals
making decisions based on self-interest, no-one can be madebetter off without someone else
being made worse off (the First Welfare Theorem). But theory (developed by Pigou(1920) among
others) and evidence regarding polluting emissions and their regulation shows that private choices
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must also be tempered by regulations when there are negativeexternal effects, i.e. when choices
by one agent lead to negative effects on others for which the agent does not have to pay.

The ultimate aim of economic analysis is to find better ways ofmanaging the future. In
order to better understand how to manage the future of the global economy, we first try to under-
stand what lies behind the choices we have made during the consumerist phase described above.
Based on such an understanding we can draw tentative conclusions about what policy actions are
required today and in the future, and what the trajectory of the economy may be given their imple-
mentation. Given a single external effect—pollution damages—the policy problem is typically
rather straightforward, although even here intractable problems arise when aggregate polluting
emissions are damaging but it is costly to measure the contribution to those emissions of individ-
ual agents such as households and firms. Furthermore, in the global economy there are typically
multiple external effects, including due to the existence of transboundary pollutants and knowl-
edge externalities.

Here we mention two key underlying trends, both based on the assumption that technological
progress continues. The first is that, given continued technological progress and hence an increas-
ing ability to manipulate our environment to deliver desired results, we will increasingly prioritize
higher environmental quality relative to consumption of human-made goods and services. The
reason is straightforward: when technology is primitive and we have little control over our en-
vironment, environmental quality is typically high and theconditions for non-human species are
good, whereas our consumption of human-made goods and services is meagre. As technology
improves we therefore prioritize the former over the latter, and environmental quality declines
while consumption increases. However, as consumption increases we care more and more about
environmental quality, and therefore we tend to ensure thatboth increase over time. Since damag-
ing effects of our actions on the environment are typicallyexternal(in an unregulated market we
can emit pollution without having to pay for the damage), this shift is inextricably tied up with
regulation of the actions of individuals and firms.7

The second underlying trend linked to continued technological progress regards the balance
between the supply of labour (also linked to production and consumption) and leisure time. When
technology is primitive then (in a Malthusian economy) we would expect humans to have little
leisure time, and low consumption: we spend almost all of ouravailable time producing sufficient
goods and services to survive and reproduce.8 If we move out of the Malthusian economy and
start to deliberately control our reproduction then we can (and do) move into a state in which
our production of goods and services per person is greater than what is needed for survival and
reproduction, and we face a decision regarding how much labour to supply. The more labour each
individual supplies, the less leisure time she has. On the other hand, when we supply more labour
our income increases and we can consume more. And at the aggregate level, when total labour
supply increases then aggregate production, consumption,and investment increase.

It is not obvious what the long-run trend in labour supply should be. Given consumption
greater than the minimum to satisfy basic needs, we would surely expect people to choose at least
some leisure time (at the expense of some of the ‘excess’ consumption). Furthermore, we might
think that as technology improves at least some of the potential benefit should be realized in the
form of increased leisure, rather than all of it being dedicated to increased consumption. The
data shows very slow and uneven (both across countries and over time) increases in leisure time
over the last century; the vast majority of the potential benefit of improved technology has been
dedicated to increased consumption rather than increased leisure. In the last part of the book we
analyse why this might be. One possible reason is that productive effort by one agent generates
a negative externality for others, because the first agent’shigher income (and therefore higher
consumption) makes the other agents feel poorer and hence oflower status. To the extent that our
choices are driven by the pursuit of higher status rather than higher consumptionper se, we will
never be satisfied by higher aggregate consumption, and willcontinue to prioritize labour over
leisure (inter alia worsening environmental problems). Furthermore, if we could coordinate and
agree to chill out a bit more, every agent’s utility could potentially increase, at the same time as
environmental quality and conditions for other species improved: technotopia.

7Whether or not this increasing prioritization of environmental quality will extend to non-human species is an open
question.

8Note that it is frequently claimed that people in pre-agricultural hunter–gatherer societies had a lot of leisure time,
which seems to contradict the Malthusian idea. If they did indeed have a lot of leisure time, a possible explanation is
linked to the inability of hunter–gatherers to save and invest: if the population is constrained by conditions during ‘tough
times’ when there is no leisure time, then in the remaining ‘good times’ there could be a lot of leisure time even though
population is at its maximum sustainable level given the available technology.





CHAPTER 2

Malthusian growth

In this chapter we develop a model of a Malthusian economy with technological progress
linked to population growth given a resilient ‘spaceship’ environment. We go on to consider ex-
tensions and variations in which the environment and other species are included more explicitly, al-
lowing for the possibility of ecosystem collapse (affecting humans), or extinction of other species.
The Malthusian phase of sapiens’ planetary takeover is relatively straightforward to model eco-
nomically, especially if we assume a resilient ecosystem which sapiens gradually learns to control
more and more tightly. In a purely Malthusian model humans simply meet their basic needs, which
remain the same over time. Furthermore, deliberate investment in generating new knowledge is
minimal, and technological progress can be treated as beinglinked to the total human population,
but not linked to specific incentives to perform research. When we add ecosystem dynamics then
things get more interesting, and we can investigate the mechanisms behind megafaunal extinctions
(as do for instance Bulte et al., 2006) and the potential of humans to destroy the conditions needed
for their own survival (as do Brander and Taylor, 1998).

2.1. Technological progress and Malthusian population growth

Recall the data shown in Figure 1.1, where we saw that over a very long timescale up to 1700
AD, per capita production scarcely increased, whereas population increased at an increasing rate.
In this section we build an economic model which captures twofundamental ideas which together
can explain these results. The first idea is that when technological progress allows production per
hectare to increase, this leads in the medium term to population increase rather than an increase
in consumption per capita. And the second is that technological progress is driven by discoveries
made by people, so when the population increases, the rate ofprogress tends to increase. Hence
population growth tends to accelerate.

We start in a situation with a small number of intelligent beings with the ability to use tools
and develop and apply new technologies over time. We call these beingspeople. For simplicity
we can think of the ‘spaceship’ on which they live as consisting of a single island. Their initial
technology is primitive, and they use the abundant mineral resources, the trees, and the land, in
combination with sunshine and rainfall, to produce food andshelter. Their production technology
is such that

Y= (ALL)1−α(ARR)α,

whereY is total production of food and shelter,AL is an index of labour productivity (linked
to technology),L is the population (assumed the same as labour supply),AR is an index of the
productivity of the land,R is the area of land, andα is a positive parameter less that 1.1 We
assume that bothAR andR are fixed, so both the quantity and the quality of the land are fixed. In
other words, we have a stable, resilient ecosystem.

We are most interest in production per person (orper capita), hence we divide through byL
to obtain

Y/L = A1−α
L (ARR/L)α. (2.1)

So production per capita declines in population, since higher population dilutes the land available.
The size of this effect depends onα: in the limit of α = 1 then the quantity of land is the sole
determinant of production, whereas for smallerα more people can extract greater total production
from a given area of land. In the parameterized model we setα = 0.3.

We model changes in population using a standard growth function from biology, the logistic:

Lt+1− Lt = θLt(1− Lt/L
∗
t ). (2.2)

1Note that the people may also use capital goods in their production process, things like axes and hoes. However,
we leave these goods out of the production function by incorporating them intoA; that is, we assume that given their
technology, the people have sufficient capital to achieve maximum productivity. So for instance for the technology of
‘stone axes’, there is no value in having more than one such axe per forestry worker.

13
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Hereθ is a parameter, andL∗t is equilibrium population, often called thecarrying capacity: when
L = L∗, Lt+1 = Lt and population is constant, but whenL < L∗ population tends to increase, and
whenL > L∗ it tends to decrease.

To link equations 2.1 and 2.2 we assume a level of income per capita Y/L at which the pop-
ulation is stable: we denote this level as ¯y. WhenY/L > ȳ then we have ‘good times’ and the
population grows, and whenY/L < ȳ then the population falls. It follows that whenY/L = ȳ,
L = L∗. Insert these equations into equation 2.1 to yield

ȳ= A1−α
L (ARR/L∗)α.

and rearrange:

L∗ =
ARR

ȳ1/α
A(1−α)/α

L . (2.3)

The equation shows that the bigger the island and the higher the productivity of the land, the
higher the population that can be sustained. Furthermore, the less people need in terms of food
and shelter, the higher the population. And finally, the higher is labour productivityAL, the higher
is the sustainable level of populationL∗.

Now recall that the data shows us that on spaceship Earth the human population has been
increasing for tens of thousands of years. How can we explainthis increase? The reason must
be a long-run increase in the carrying capacityL∗, driven in turn either by in increase inAR (land
quality) or an increase inAL (labour productivity). So, either exogenous changes are making the
global environment more hospitable for the species, or the species itself is developing in some
way (possibly managing its environment) such that a higher population is sustainable.2 Put this
way, it should be obvious why human population has risen since 20000 BC: over time we have
learnt more and more about how to control and utilize our environment, and this has allowed
us to increase in number, partly by populating our existing (20000 BC) range more densely, and
partly by extending our range to habitats that were previously inhospitable for us. Put another way,
technological progress has allowed our population to grow.But how do we model technological
progress?

We model technological progress using the following equation:

ALt+1 = ALt[1− δ+ ζ(ΩLt)φ], (2.4)

whereδ is knowledge depreciation,Ω is the proportion of the population (or the proportion of
total labour) which is devoted to the generation of new ideas, ζ is a productivity parameter equal
to the progress resulting from the idea coming from 1 person’s full time idea-generation, andφ is
a parameter∈ (0,1); the lower isφ, the greater is the overlap between the ideas, and in the limit
of φ = 0 everyone has the same idea. We thus assume that individualsexogenously come up with
new ideas about how to organize the world, once per period. Regarding these ideas, we assume
that the size of the step forward through a new idea is in proportion to the stock of knowledge on
which it builds. Furthermore, since these ideas ‘flow from the same spring’ in the sense that the
individuals all have approximately the same knowledge on which to build, there is a lot of overlap
between them hence the progress yielded by each idea is not additive.

We now have all the equations we need to simulate the development of the economy over
time from a given starting point. Figure 2.1 shows the simulated global economy—compared
to the data presented previously—using the following parameters (with 20-year periods): ¯y= 1,
R= 1,α = 0.4, θ = 0.06,φ = 0.2,δ = 0.02, andζ = 0.020012, with the starting pointA= 1,ΩL = 1.
(We have subsequently normalized to match the levels in the data.) Note that the model produces
a reasonable match to the data. Two points must however be raised at this point: firstly, the data
are very uncertain; secondly, the model is extremely simpleand is only intended to show one way
in which population, production, and technology can be linked in a dynamic model.

2.2. A fragile ecosystem and megafaunal extinction

An obvious objection to the above model is that the ecosystemis not resilient. A potential
proof of this lack of resilience is the wave of megafaunal extinctions which occurred as modern
humans (Homo sapiens) expanded their range around ‘spaceship Earth’ starting around 50000
years ago, starting with Australia and nearby islands. In the terminology of Hart (2002), following
Thompson et al. (1990), nature may be assumed to be benign (corresponding to our resilience but
not as extreme), capricious (changing quality randomly), perverse/tolerant (benign within limits

2The model developed here is in some ways related to the modelsof Oded Galor, see for instance Galor (2005).
However, Galor’s models rely on a completely different—and more complex—mechanism to deliver the acceleration in
technological progress which we ascribe to population growth.
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Figure 2.1. Global product and population. Continuous lines, model simula-
tion; dashed lines, historical data from Brad DeLong.

but subject to collapse), or ephemeral (ready to collapse atany moment). These assumptions about
nature are illustrated in Figure 2.2, where they are linked to alternative ideologies.

Nature Capricious

Nature   
Ephemeral

Fatalist Hierarchist 

Individualist Egalitarian 

Competition No competition 

Inequality 

Equality 

Nature Perverse/
Tolerant        

Nature Benign

Figure 2.2. States of nature, adapted from Thompson et al. 1990

I illuminate the correspondence between the ideologies andthe assumptions about nature—
borrowing from Hart (2002)—with the following caricature of the debate about climate change.
If nature is benign, then even if the climate does change nature will adapt and there will be no
‘catastrophe’ or even major damages. This belief may be heldby an individualist, perhaps a busi-
nessman, who believes in a world in which agents are free to use their imagination and initiative in
order to get the best out of the ‘raw materials’ that nature provides. Mistakes will be made, maybe
even big mistakes, but ‘luckily’ nature is benign, always returning to its stable equilibrium, hence
unbridled capitalism is socially optimal. The faith in ‘nature benign’ is thus essential to support
the ideology (individualism). The hierarchist could be an environmental economist. She believes
that in the good society, careful control of economic activity in general, and greenhouse-gas emis-
sions in particular, is essential to protect public goods. Without control, disaster is certain, but
with control it can be avoided—the supporting myth is thus nature perverse/tolerant. The egali-
tarian is an environmental activist who argues that even hierarchical control is not enough to save
nature from the individualists—the only solution is to overthrow capitalism and close ranks in
eco-communes. Again, the myth supports the ideology. Finally, the fatalist has little control over
events, and thus adopts the myth of nature capricious; climate change is not caused by humans,
but is an ‘act of god’ over which we have no control.
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Thompson et al. (1990, p. 86–93) argue that types in oppositecorners converse more readily
than adjacent types. Hierarchists and individualists forman alliance which may be termed ‘the
establishment’, keeping egalitarians and their demands atarm’s length. Individualists need the
stability—e.g. the rule of law—provided by the hierarchy, and hierarchists need the individualists’
capacity for innovation. Egalitarians try to persuade fatalists that the collective offers an alternative
to isolation and powerlessness, but are suspicious of alliances with coercive hierarchists or selfish
individualists. These diagonal relationships are very clear in an economic context, the classic
debate within the economics establishment being along the individualist–hierarchist diagonal. To
what extent are hierarchical controls needed in order to achieve desired economic (or eco–eco)
outcomes? In a world of perfect markets, the hierarchy (and its economists) are unnecessary.
Neoclassical economics can then be interpreted as the studyof hierarchical exceptions to the
individualistic rule. Those who reject the use of ‘neoclassical economic methods’ (such as some
ecological economists) may be placed on the fatalist–egalitarian diagonal.

Returning to the megafauna, we could claim that the extinctions were caused by capricious
nature and had nothing to do with human action, following thefatalist line. Or we could follow
the individualist and argue that the extinctions were entirely natural and benign, with little or
no significance to humans: humans didn’t cause the extinctions, and even if they did then they
don’t suffer from them. Or we could take the egalitarian’s position andargue that the extinctions
were an inevitable consequence of human greed and stupidity. However, for obvious reasons—I
am an environmental economist—we choose the hierarchist’sapproach of trying to explain the
extinction as the regrettable result of bad management of the ‘resource’.3

Modelling the coexistence (or not) of humans and megafauna is in principle straightforward.
Since the extinctions occurred over relatively short timescales compared to preindustrial rates of
technological progress, we can safely ignore technological progress in our model.4 The simplest
possible approach would be to build a predator–prey model inwhich humans are completely
dependent on ‘harvesting’ megafauna, the population of which decline under harvesting pressure.

We start with equation 2.1, but since the technology terms are constant we leave them out:

Y/L = (R/L)α.

Now R/L is interpreted as the harvest of meat per capita. Now we link this to the population of
fauna, and hunting effort: R= φEN, whereφ is a parameter,E is effort andN is the population,
so the denser the population of animals, the easier it is to hunt. If hunting is the only activity then
α = 1 and we can assumeE = L, so we have

Y/L = φN.

Food per capita is simply proportional to the animal population.
Now recall (from the previous model) that we defined ¯y such that whenY/L = ȳ then popula-

tion is stable. So there is a unique animal population consistent with a stable human population,

N = ȳ/φ.

Now assume that the human population grows according to a modified logistic function

Lt+1− Lt = θLLt[1− ȳ/(Yt/Lt)]. (2.5)

So when production per capita is very large, population grows at the maximum rate, when it is ¯y
it is stable, and when it is zero the population collapses. InsertY/L = φN to yield

Lt+1− Lt = θLLt[1− ȳ/(φNt)]. (2.6)

This gives us the equation for the dynamics of human population given the animal population.
Now we simply assume a logistic function for the animal population, adding harvest pressure:

Nt+1−Nt = θNNt[1−Nt/N
∗] −φLtNt. (2.7)

To test the model we can do two things. Firstly, find the long-run steady state analytically.
Secondly, we can simulate the dynamics of the model numerically. To find the long-run steady

3Although historically it has had its supporters, the idea that the extinctions were not caused by humans is scarcely
tenable; over 50000 years and at least 13 separate locationsthe arrival of humans has been closely followed by the
disappearance of megafauna. See for instance Burney and Flannery (2005).

4Extinctions in New Zealand, after arrival of the Maori around 800 years ago, occurred over a period of as little as
100 years. Technological progress over such periods—if we assume that its rate is typical for the rate shown in Figure 1.1
—would be around 10 percent.
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state, assumeLt+1 = Lt andNt+1 = Nt, and solve the above two equations for unique values ofL
andN. The result is

N = ȳ/φ and L =
θN

φ

(

1−
ȳ

φN∗

)

.

Note first that ifȳ/φ ≥ N∗ then the solution makes no sense. In this case there is no stable animal
population which is consistent with human survival. Assuming ȳ/φ < N∗ then the stable human
population is decreasing in ¯y andφ, and increasing inθN andN∗. These results are straightforward
with the exception of the effect of φ: when humans become better hunters, the stable human
population falls. The reason is linked to the ‘tragedy of thecommons’ (Hardin, 1968). In the
model we effectively have a free market solution with zero cost of effort, so each agent simply
exerts maximum hunting effort in all circumstances, without regard to long-run consequences for
themselves or the other agents. A far higher human population could be maintained if agents
(perhaps with the help of hierarchical environmental economists) could be induced to plan their
hunting effort together.

If humans are to maximize their long-run population then it is easy to see that they need to
manage the resource to maximize yield. To find this yield, rewrite equation 2.7 as

Nt+1−Nt = θNNt[1−Nt/N
∗] −Yt. (2.8)

Now we want to find the value ofNt which maximizesY subject to the restriction that the animal
population is constant, i.e.Nt+1−Nt = 0. Given this restriction we have

Y∗ = θNNt(1−Nt/N
∗),

and from the first-order condition inNt we know that the optimal animal population in this case
is N∗/2, and the maximum sustainable yield of meat isY∗ = θNN∗/4. At stable population we
requireY/L = ȳ, hence the maximum sustainable human population is given by

L =
θNN∗

4ȳ
,

which is greater than or equal to the population in the ‘market’ solution.5

Now we turn to the simulation. Below we see a very simple Matlab program to simulate this
model, and Figure 2.3 shows the output. In the figure we see that human population rises steeply
initially, which drives the animal population down. The lags built in to the model lead to a certain
amount of overshoot, with human population rising beyond the sustainable level, which pushes
the animal population below the sustainable level, which causes a crash in the human population,
recovery in the animal population, etc. These oscillationsgradually attenuate, and the steady state
which we derived above is approached, in whichL= 0.18. as opposed to the maximum sustainable
population of 0.5.

clear

clf

thetaL=0.02;

thetaN=0.02;

phi=0.1;

Nstar=100;

ybar=1;

N(1)=Nstar;

L(1)=.01;

n=2000;

5Recall the market solution:

θN

φ

(

1− ȳ
φN∗

)

.

Definex= φN∗/ȳ and write the condition

θNN∗

4ȳ
≥ θN

φ

(

1− ȳ
φN∗

)

.

CancelθN, rearrange, and substitute inx to yield

1
4

x≥
(

1− 1
x

)

hence 4x2−4x+4 ≥ 0

and (x−2)2 ≥ 0.
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Figure 2.3. Development of the numerical model over time

for t=1:n

L(t+1)=L(t)+ thetaL*L(t)*(1-ybar/(phi*N(t)));

N(t+1)=N(t)+ thetaN*N(t)*(1-N(t)/Nstar)- phi* L(t)* N(t);

end

t=[0:1:n]

plot(t,L,’-k’, t,N./Nstar,’-k’)

shg

There are many directions in which we could now take the analysis. A typical approach would
be to set up a utility function and derive the development of an optimally managed economy.
However, we focus instead on the problem with which we started, the analysis of megafaunal
extinctions. Since there is no extinction in our model, we clearly have a problem.

There is no extinction in our model because as the animal population declines, harvest also
declines, even for a fixed human population. Furthermore, the declining harvest also drives down
the human population, further reducing the total rate of harvest. This eventually allows the animal
population to recover. So, more generally, resilience is built into the model in two ways: firstly,
because we depend on the ecosystem in question, so ecosystemdamage also puts the brakes on
our destructive activity; and secondly because the worse the state of the ecosystem, the harder it
is for us to inflict further damage on it (we can’t find the remaining individuals of the species).
Since we know that humans did actually cause megafaunal extinctions, we need to return to our
model. Or, more accurately, we turn to the model developed byBulte et al. (2006).

Following Bulte et al., we now add other sources of food to themodel economy. In particular,
we add small animals as well as megafauna. We continue to assume that hunting effort is exoge-
nous, but now hunters catch both small animals (the population of which is more resilient) and
large animals which risk extinction. The harvest of small animals allows the human population to
remain high even when the megafauna are approaching extinction, and hence the continued high
hunting pressure can push the megafaunal population to zero(in a model with discrete individu-
als).

We assume a harvest function

Y= L(φNN+φSS),

where the subscripts refer to megafauna and small animals, and S is the small-animal population.
However, we simplify the growth function for the small animals by assuming that the stockS
adapts instantly to hunting pressure, henceS = S∗ − φSS L, henceS = S∗/(1+ φSL). Then we
have

Y/L = φNN+φSS∗/(1+φSL).

And (following a similar procedure to previously)

Lt+1− Lt = θLLt[1− ȳ/(φNNt +φSS∗/(1+φSLt))]. (2.9)
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Figure 2.4. Development of the numerical model over time

Retain

Nt+1−Nt = θNNt(1−Nt/N
∗)−φNLtNt.

To understand this model, consider first the case in whichN = 0 so humans are completely
dependent on the small animals. Then we haveY= LφSS, Y/L = φSS∗/(1+φSL), andLt+1−Lt =

θLLt[1− ȳ/(φSS∗/(1+φSLt))]. Solve forLt whenLt+1− Lt = 0 to yield

L = S∗/ȳ−1/φS.

This shows that ifφS < ȳ/S∗ then the small animals are too scarce (or hard to catch) to sustain
a human population on their own. In this case, their existence increases the amplitude of the
fluctuations seen in Figure 2.3, since they allow the human population to keep growing for longer
as the megafaunal population crashes. See Figure 2.4(a), inwhich φS = 0.09 andS∗ = 10, with
other parameters unchanged. On the other hand, ifφS > ȳ/S∗ then the human population can
be sustained on small animals alone, and now the megafaunal population approaches zero, as in
Figure 2.4(b), in whichφS = 0.11.

Note that the megafauna never actually become extinct in theabove models, because of the
hunting success function which means that as the populationapproaches zero, the rate of hunting
success remains a small fraction of the remaining population. However, adding realistic features
such as a minimum viable population of megafauna, or exogenous shocks to population (a ‘trem-
bling hand’ population), then extinction could emerge fromthe model. In fact, in Figure 2.4(b)
extinction would be guaranteed, since in the model as it stands the megafaunal population ap-
proaches zero; on the other hand, in Figure 2.4(a) extinction would be possible depending on
parameters (including the size of the minimum population orthe exogenous shocks). So adding a
small-animal population which could support humans would guarantee extinction of the megafau-
nal population. And adding a small-animal population whichcould not support humans would
increase the risk of megafaunal extinction. Finally—and crucially—note that in (a) if such ex-
tinction occurred it would in turn lead to human extinction in the long run.

A model something like that illustrated in Figure 2.4(b) seems like a promising candidate to
explain megafaunal extinctions. In this model megafauna provide a rich source of meat and are rel-
atively easy to hunt. When humans arrive, the population is vast. The result is very rapid growth in
the human population, and a corresponding collapse in the megafaunal population. As megafauna
become scarce, the proportion of small animals in the human ‘catch’ increases, allowing humans
to sustain their numbers and thus to continue to drive the megafauna into the evolutionary abyss.
For more discussion, see Bulte et al. (2006), where a model isdeveloped which also includes the
option of dividing time between hunting and agriculture. However, Bulte et al. conclude that the
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addition of this option to the model has rather modest effects on its properties; the key to extinc-
tion is the fact that the both small animals and megafauna canbe caught during one and the same
hunt.

The model above shows how something that expands our choice set—the option of harvesting
small animals as well as megafauna—can lead to a much worse long-run outcome, although it
gives short-run benefits. In this specific case, the small animals may allow the human population
to remain large for long enough to wipe out the megafauna on which the population depends for
its long-run survival. The result follows because we have assumed that the humans simply hunt
the animals without accounting for the future. This is perfectly rational at the individual level
(the tragedy of the commons), but not at the societal level unless the social discount rate is zero,
i.e. people only care about the present and not at all about the future.

The opposite extreme is that people only care about the future. If we retain the Malthusian set-
up in which long-run income per capita is fixed, a natural assumption is that utility is maximized
when population is maximized. In that case, the human population could be much better-off if
they reduced the hunting effort directed at the megafauna, and sustained a megafaunal population
of N∗/2.

It is of course possible to draw parallels with modern problems such as global warming. Here
the climate system corresponds to the megafauna, which we disturb through the burning of fossil
fuels (among other things). If there is some factor—corresponding to the small animals—which
delays the time at which we feel the full force of changes to the climate, this may actually lead
us to a catastrophe which we would otherwise have avoided, because it leads us to react too late.
If we believe that these delays (and the underlying processes hidden by the delays) are essentially
unknowable then this leads us towards an ‘egalitarian’ viewof nature (Figure 2.2) in which nature
is ephemeral and we need to radically reduce economic activity to reduce the risk of collapse; on
the other hand, if they are in principle knowable then we are in the hierarchist’s world in which
nature should be wisely managed.

There are several other papers in the literature exploring related questions, of which the best
known is perhaps Brander and Taylor (1998). They build a model which they argue can help us to
understand what happened on Easter Island, where archeological and other evidence suggests that
humans—through overexploitation—found an ecosystem which was, from a human perspective,
productive, and in a relatively short period pushed it into an new unproductive state. During this
process the human population first boomed, and then crashed.

2.3. The demographic transition and the post-Malthusian economy

The Malthusian models developed above—and those of Branderand Taylor (1998) and Bulte et al.
(2006)—show us how technological progress can lead to population growth without long-run in-
creases in production per capita, and how excessive extraction without regard to the long-run
effects can lead to population overshoot, environmental disaster, and population collapse. The
basic Malthusian model is highly relevant for understanding long-run population growth, and the
extended models may have some relevance to historical events such as megafaunal extinction and
the fate of Easter Island, and the pattern may even be repeated in countries with rapid population
growth today. However, none of the models are directly applicable to modern societies in which
population is not limited by income, but through choice. So while environmental collapse may
still be a possibility in modern societies, we need a different model to capture the causes and
potential solutions.

Returning to Malthus, it is ironic that his essay was writtenat almost precisely the time at
which the link between productivity and population was broken in his homeland, i.e. the time at
which increased productivity actually led to permanent increases in real income per capita rather
than increases in population alone: the demographic transition. That is, the transition from a
situation with high birth and death rates, to one with low birth and death rates. The transition
typically occurs at the same time as a country’s economy industrializes, although that does not
mean the industrialization as such is the direct cause; likely direct factors driving the transition
include the strengthening of women’s rights and education,and a reduced probability that newborn
children will die before reaching adulthood.

We do not discuss the demographic transition further here, but simply note that global pop-
ulation growth is not on an inherently unsustainable path; indeed, global population is likely to
level off at around 10 billion people (current population 7 billion),i.e. an increase of less than 50
percent over today’s level. By contrast, average global product per capita is likely to grow by up
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to 50 percent every 20 years for the next 100 years or more. (50percent every twenty years corre-
sponds to 2 percent per year.) Thus economic growth per capita is likely to be far more significant
with regard to resource demand and pressure on the environment than is population growth.

Given the greater importance of growth in GDP per capita thanthe growth in population, in
the remainder of the book we leave out population growth completely from our models. Further-
more, for the most part we treat economic growth as exogenous, something that simply occurs in
the background (as above). However, in Chapter 3 we explore reasons why firms invest in new
knowledge in a market economy, and in Chapters 5 and 7 we investigate the consequences of such
endogenous investment for environmental policy.

Another feature of the post-Malthusian economy is that the population has moved beyond
the constraints imposed by the availability of renewable natural resources on food production;
instead, most of the population is employed in industrial orservice sectors dependent on energy
and the extraction of non-renewable natural resources.6 In most of the remainder of the book
we therefore ignore land (in the sense of the limited surfacearea of the earth) as a constraint
on production of final goods, since land is mainly crucial to the food sector, and the size of the
food sector shrinks in the long run.7 However, note that land is also important in many ways
not directly linked to human production of goods are services; for instance, land is important for
human recreation and for the survival and thriving of non-human species, or ‘nature’. In turn,
humans may value nature instrumentally (because of the ‘ecosystem services’ it provides) and for
its own sake, perhaps based on moral reasoning. In Chapter 8 we argue that such values become
more and more important as technology improves and our powerover nature increases.

6Note that this is not to deny the importance of renewable natural resources in underpinning production. Catastrophic
mismanagement of such resources could still lead to collapse of advanced economies, just as it (more obviously) can lead
to collapse of agrarian economies. However, we do not study this question here.

7In practice we know that the share of the agricultural sectorin GDP tends to shrink steadily, and in most leading
economies that share is now less than 1 percent.





CHAPTER 3

Post-Malthusian—industrial—growth

In the post-Malthusian era we assume that technological change and population are no longer
linked; instead, we simply assume constant population for the most part. Hence technological
change leads either to increases in production per capita, or increased leisure time per capita, or
a combination of both. In the ‘consumerist phase’ defined in Chapter 1, it leads primarily to in-
creased production rather than leisure, and this is the phase to which we now turn. In this chapter
we define what we mean by economic growth, and narrow down the list of candidates with which
to explain long-run growth. We show—in a neoclassical growth model without including natural
resources—that in the long run increases in the productivity of labour are essential to drive eco-
nomic growth; such productivity increases are inextricably linked to the concept of technological
change. We therefore go on to models focusing explicitly on technological change, starting with
a vintage growth model and moving on to an endogenous growth model.

3.1. Production, GDP, and growth

Economic growth is growth in GDP, gross domestic product, i.e. the value of all the goods
and services produced within an economy during a given year.Consider an economy with only
one final product. Then GDP is simply the quantity of that goodproduced multiplied by its price.
RealGDP is quantity× price in constant dollars. Growth in real GDP (in percent peryear) is then
simply the growth rate of production of the good.1

In an economy with many products the problem of measuring GDPgrowth is more complex.
NominalGDP is simply quantity× price for each product, summed over all products, and growth
in nominal GDP is the growth rate of this sum. But what aboutreal GDP? If prices are all constant
and the range of goods available is also constant then there is no problem: nominal and real GDP
(and their growth rates) are the same. But if the prices of different goods change at different rates,
and completely new goods also appear, then the problem is much more complex. We do not go
deeply into this problem here: suffice it to say that growth accountants try to measure the change
in consumer’s (and firms’) willingness-to-pay for the set ofgoods produced, in constant dollars.
If consumers are willing to pay 3 percent more for the ‘basket’ of goods produced in the economy
in 2014 than for the goods produced in 2013 then GDP growth must have been 3 percent.

In economic models we describe production using productionfunctions, which describe the
quantity of a good (or potentially several goods) produced as a function of the quantities of the
inputs used. We now investigate the nature of production functions, focusing on one case and
discussing it by comparison to descriptions from chemistryand physics. The function on which
we focus is for the production of iron from iron ore. Assume wehave an economy with households
who supply labourL, a stock of iron (III) oxide Fe2O3, and a stock of coal in the form of pure
carbon,C. The workersL take the iron ore and coal and—using furnaces—reduce the oreto pure
iron, with a by-product of carbon dioxide. A simple chemicaldescription of this process is

2 Fe2O3 + 3 C 4 Fe+ 3 CO2.

Note that—as in all meaningful equations—there is a form of balance or equality between the
two sides. In this case, the number of atoms of each type (iron, oxygen, and carbon) is identical
on each side, and the equation shows how these atoms are rearranged through a chemical reaction.

Another way of describing the process is to track the energy released during the chemical
reaction. Assume that 2 moles of iron (III) oxide and three moles of carbon react (as above)
within a reaction chamber at constant temperature and pressure, where the chamber is part of an
isolated system. Then we know that

∆G = ∆H−T∆Sint,

where∆G is the change in Gibbs free energy,∆H is the enthalpy change of reaction,T is the
temperature, and∆Sint is the entropy change within the reaction chamber. This equation is mathe-
matical (rather than chemical) hence each side of the equation must be equal to the same number,

1Note that we always work with real, not nominal, quantities in this book, unless otherwise stated.
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and furthermore these numbers must be in the same units. In this case, the units are units of energy,
so we choose the standard SI unit ofjoules. SinceT has units of kelvin (the temperature scale
used in physics and chemistry),S must have units ofjoules per kelvin; otherwise, the units would
not be equal!

The first equation above tracks changes in the arrangement ofatoms when the chemical re-
action occurs; the second tracks the flow of energy in the reaction. An economic production
function describing the same process is an accounting relationship describing how costly inputs
can be used to make a valuable output. Assume that a firm employs labour to run the process, and
that vast piles of iron ore and coal are freely available; furthermore, they are so large that they are
thought to be inexhaustible. Assume also that facilities such as furnaces are also abundant and
freely available. So the only costly input for the firm is labour. How then do we write the firm’s
production function? Very generally, we can write

Yi = F(l i),

whereYi is the quantity in tons of the final product (iron) made by the firm per year,F is a function,
andl i is the number of workers employed (on an annual basis). Much more specifically we could
write

Yi = ALl i .

Now we have assumed that there areconstant returnsin labour, so if the firm doubles its labour
inputs, the quantity of final productYi produced will double. Note that we can assign units toAL,
since the units on each side of the equation must balance: theunits ofAL must betons worker−1

year−1. ThusAL is a measure of the firm’s productivity.
The firm is also using iron ore, coal, and capital in the production process, but we do not

include them in the production function because they are assumed to be free and abundant. Fur-
thermore, the firm also produces carbon dioxide (see the chemical equation) but again since this
has no value we leave it out of the production function. However, as soon as one of the other
inputs or outputs becomes costly or valuable (or as soon as werealize that it is valuable) then we
should include it in the production function. For instance,assume that the pile of coal starts to run
out, and firms start competing on a market to buy coal inputs; or assume that coal must be dug out
of the ground, requiring labour. In either case we should include coal in the production function.
If we assume that the firm has no flexibility whatsoever about its production process, and that a
fixed quantity of coal is required for each ton or iron produced, then we should use a Leontief
production function:

Yi =min(ALl i ,ARr i ).

This reads as follows: productionYi is equal to the smallest of the following two quantities;
effective labour inputsALl i and effective coal inputsARr i . The units ofr i are tons of coal per year,
hence the units ofAR must be tons of iron per ton of coal. Alternatively, the firm may find that it
can trade off more labour for less coal (because with more labour inputs the workers can ensure
that the coal is used more effectively) in which case some more complex functionF is called for
where

Yi = F(ALl i ,ARr i ).

In a similar way we can add capital to the production function, with each addition making the
function more complex, and therefore these additions are only undertaken when they are relevant,
i.e. when they add to the explanatory power of the models. In economic analysis focusing on
issues other than natural resources and environment it is common to leave out natural resource
inputs from the analysis, since although they are not free they do not typically make up a large
proportion of firm’s costs. This does not make these analyseswrong, or in contradiction with the
laws of physics; it simply means that they are focused on the question at hand.

Furthermore, firms typically produce more than one output. As well as the intended output,
firms often produce unintended outputs or byproducts. Thesemay be harmless or even have
some value (consider sawdust from a sawmill), but they may also be harmful pollutants such as
carbon dioxide. Again, in economic analysis focusing on issues other than natural resources and
environment it is common to leave out these polluting byproducts from the analysis. In this book
the questions are all about resource inputs and polluting outputs, hence it is essential to include
these quantities in our production functions.
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3.2. What drives growth? Reasoning from first principles

We saw in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.2) that average global growth has been remarkably constant
and sustained over a period of more than 200 years. What has driven this process, and if such
growth is to continue into the future, what will drive it? We now turn to these questions. First
we consider an economy where there is only one scarce input—labour—then we add capital and
physical resource flows.

3.2.1. Labour. We begin with a model in which production involves the application of lim-
ited labour—together with abundant machines and raw materials—to make a single final product.
The final product is measured byY, unitswidgets year−1. Labour is homogeneous (all workers are
the same) so we can measure its quantity in a single dimension, L, unitsworkers.2 The production
function is then as follows:

Y= ALL,

whereAL is labour productivity and has unitswidgets year−1 worker−1. It is essential to include
AL in the function, otherwise the units on either side of the equation cannot be the same. The
properties of this function are intuitively reasonable. For instance, if we double the input of
labour L while holding its productivityAL constant then production doubles. Similarly, if we
double labour productivity and hold labour inputs constantthen production also doubles.

Now consider growth. Assume first thatL (labour) is the same as population. Then we can
of course increase total productionY if population increases. However, production per capitaY/L
would not then change; in the literatureY/L is frequently denotedy (as opposed toY for total
production). Another way to generate growth would be if everyone worked longer hours, or if a
greater proportion of the population joined the labour force. However, the long-run possibilities
using this method are clearly very limited, given the high level of labour-force participation we
already see, and the limited hours in the day. The conclusionfrom this discussion is therefore that
the only way to raise production per capita in this economy inthe long run is to raiseAL, labour
productivity.3

3.2.2. Labour and capital. Now assume that machines (or more generallycapital) are not
abundant, i.e. they are no longer free but rather they are costly and their use must be accounted
for. Might an increase in the quantity of capital be the driving force for growth? Since there is
still only one product, widgets, then capitalK is simply the number of widgets kept back within
firms to help in the production process: it therefore has units of widgets. Our general production
function becomes

Y= F(ALL,AKK),

whereK has unitswidgets, and AK has unitswidgets year−1widget−1. So widgets—the final
product—may either be consumed or kept back within firms, where they can be used as tools or
machines. Workers need these machines in order to produce, and the more machines each worker
has access to, the more she can produce. Therefore the function F must be increasing in its two
arguments, effective inputs of capital and labour.

Consider now doubling both capital and labour while holdingtheir respective productivities
constant. Then we have the same number of workers per machine, hence production per worker
must also be the same, and total productionY must double. This implies that there are constant
returns to scale inK andL together, implying in turn that there must be decreasing returns to scale
in either ofK or L separately: for instance, doublingK while holdingL constant will not lead to
Y doubling. Finally, the more capital we have (for a fixed number of workers) the less the benefit
of adding even more capital should be: formally,F′′K < 0. To understand this, assume that the
‘machines’ are actually hammers: once workers have one hammer each there is little or no benefit
to saving up additional hammers.

These arguments tell us straight away that simply accumulating capital cannot give long-run
growth. Consider again an economy in which workers use hammers to make final goods. If
there is initially less than one hammer each then accumulation of capital (hammers) can boost
production. But when every worker has a hammer then accumulation of additional capital will
scarcely boost production at all, and when there is a mountain of hammers for each worker then
additional hammers will definitely not boost production.

2One worker is then one person who works full-time throughoutthe year, or (for instance) two people who each
work half-time throughout the year.

3We typically ignore the distinction between labour and population, implying that we assume that the ratio of labour
supply to population is constant. However, in Chapter 10 we study labour supply explicitly.
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Since neither increases in labour nor capital can drive long-run growth in this model, it must
follow that technological progress—growth inAL andAK —lies behind long-run growth inY. In
fact we can go further, if we rewrite the production functionas follows:

y= f (AL,AKK/L).

The functionf should have the same properties asF, implying thatAL (labour productivity) must
rise to deliver long-run growth, whereasAK (capital productivity) does not necessarily need to
rise, since capital per worker may rise instead.

The above conclusions are strengthened further when we notethat capital is costly: if we
devote effort to building up capital, we take away effort from making final goods. So a focus on
making capital goods reduces current consumption, and a focus on making capital goods which
have no use (due to diminishing returns) reduces consumption in all periods.

3.2.3. Natural resources.We can also add natural-resource inputs to the production func-
tion above:

Y= F(ALL,AKK,ARR).

Again, even if natural resource inputs are free, using more and more of them with given technology,
labour, and capital will result in diminishing returns and not long-run growth. And if natural
resources are costly to extract then devoting more and more labour to their extraction will lead to
falls in net production and consumption rather than increases.

3.3. Neoclassical growth models

We now leave natural resources for the remainder of the chapter, and focus on capital and
labour. In this section we explain what is meant by aneoclassical growth model; in the following
sections we focus on specific versions of such models, especially the Solow model. In neoclas-
sical growth models capital and labour are used to produce a single good, which can then either
be retained in the production sector (boosting the capital stock) or consumed. Implicitly, in neo-
classical growth models we assume that resources are so cheap that they can be treated as being
available to the firm for free, and therefore do not need to be included in the (economic) production
function.

3.3.1. The production function. We return to the production function

Y= F(ALL,AKK),

and assume the properties described above. Firstly, we assume that having more capital and labour
available is never a bad thing for production, in other words

F′K ,F
′
L ≥ 0.

Second, we assume that the more we increase one input—while holding the other constant—the
smaller is the marginal increase in production, i.e.4

F′′K ,F
′′
L ≤ 0.

Third, we assume that each input is essential, hence there isno production whenK or L are
zero, and furthermore the marginal productsF′K andF′L approach zero when the quantity of the
respective input approaches infinity. Fourth, and finally, we assumeconstant returns to scalein
the physical inputsK andL: that is, if we doubleK and doubleL but hold the productivitiesAK

andAL constant, output doubles. In a sense this assumption is already implied by the way we
have defined the productivity indices; given this definition, the new assumption is thatchanging
the quantities K and L alone does not affect the productivity indices.

This production function tells us immediately that accumulation of capital will boost produc-
tion, but only up to a point; as the amount of capital in the economy increases, returns to further
increases in capital diminish (F′′K < 0). Think of the economy with workers and tools. Increasing
the number of tools available may boost production if tools are short, but once there are plenty of
tools available then no further benefits will be felt.

4Note that we also allow for the possibility that the marginalproductivity of an input may be constant in the quantity
of that input, at least over some interval.
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Figure 3.1. A Solovian economy in which hammers are the final good.

3.3.2. Technology.In neoclassical growth models we generally think of technology as knowl-
edge, a non-rival and non-excludable good which can therefore be used simultaneously throughout
the global economy. It is thus common to assume thatAL andAK are the same in all economies.
Furthermore, at the time the neoclassical growth model was developed economists had no way
of modelling technological progress as an endogenous outcome of firms’ optimization decisions,
hence productivity was assumed to grow exogenously, i.e. for reasons not explained in the model.

3.3.3. Savings and capital.In neoclassical growth models, since there is only one product,
capital must also consist of that product. And investment issimply the choice to keep the product
in the production sector rather than consuming it. Furthermore, it is common to assume that the
stock of capital depreciates at a constant rateδ. That is, in discrete time, if we have 10 units of
capital in periodt then (in the absence of saving) there will only be (1−δ)×10 units left in period
t+1. Note that this depreciation is entirely independent of whether the capital goods are actually
used in production or not. The equation governing the evolution of the capital stock can therefore
be written

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt+ sYt,

wheres is the saving rate (which may be endogenous). Recalling the production function, we can
write

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt+ sF(Kt,Lt).

To get an intuitive grip on the model economy, consider Figure 3.1. What are the values ofK, L,
Y, ands? Assume that the economy is in a steady state, i.e. nothing changes over time. What must
be the value ofδ?

3.3.4. Firm optimization. In neoclassical growth models we assume that there are very
many small firms in perfect competition. Mathematically we can think of a unit mass of firms,
the result of which is that the economy behavesas if there is just one firm, but that the single firm
is nevertheless a price-taker. Saying that the firm is a pricetaker is the same as saying that the
price it pays for inputs is equal to the marginal product of those inputs, and the price it takes for
its product is equal to marginal cost. This one firm is known astherepresentativefirm. For more
on this see Appendix A.3.

The representative firm hires capital and labour on the market. The firm’s problem is as
follows:

max
K≥0,L≥0

F(K,L)−wKK −wLL. (3.1)

The prices paid by the firm—wK for renting capital andwL for labour—are equal to the marginal
products of the inputs, that iswK = F′K , andwL = F′L. Note that total costs are thenKF′K +LF′L. If
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profits are to be zero these must be equal to total income whichis justY, since we normalize the
price of the final good to 1.

3.4. The Solow model with constant technology

The Solow model, which we develop here, is a very simple neoclassical model in which invest-
ment in capital is exogenously fixed at a fixed proportions of production. A more sophisticated
model is the Ramsey model which we discuss briefly in Appendix3.A.

3.4.1. Distinctive features of the Solow model.The main feature which distinguishes the
Solow model from other neoclassical models is the savings rate, which is simply fixed exoge-
nously ats:5

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt+ sYt.

The second feature which is generally associated with the Solow model is the choice of the
Cobb–Douglas functional form for the production function.Furthermore, we assume that techno-
logical progress increases the productivity of labour alone. That is,

Y= (ALL)1−αKα, (3.2)

whereα is between 0 and 1. Compare this to the simple economy above inwhich Y = ALL.
Now, because both labour and capital are needed for production, a doubling in labour productivity
increases production, but does not give a doubling in production. You should verify that the
function has all of the properties necessary for neoclassical production functions.

A special property of the Cobb–Douglas function is that the elasticity of substitution between
the inputs is 1. Assume that the relative prices of the inputschange, and that we have a repre-
sentative firm which is a price taker. Then the elasticity of substitution is the percentage change
in relative input quantities chosen by a firm divided by the relative price change, times−1. To
calculate it, note first that quantities are simplyK andL. Relative prices are given by the relative
marginal products, and∂Y/∂L = (1−α)Y/L, whereas∂Y/∂K = αY/K. Hence

wKK
wLL

=
α

1−α
;

K
L
=

wL

wK

α

1−α
;

∂K/L
∂wK/wL

= − K/L
wK/wL

.

This confirms the unit elasticity of substitution, and highlights another feature of the production
function: the relative returns to the factors are fixed. Capital takes a proportionα of total returns,
and labour takes a proportion 1− α. To get the intuition, assume that the quantity of capital
available increases; one result of this increase is that theprice of capital decreases relative to the
wage (the price of labour). Given Cobb–Douglas, the decrease in price exactly compensates for the
increase in quantity such that returns to capital remain unchanged relative to returns to labour. This
is an attractive feature of the model, since in reality we observe a remarkably constant division
of returns between labour (70 percent) and capital (30 percent), across different economies and
different times.

Finally, in the Solow model labour productivity is typically either assumed to be constant, or
to grow at a constant rate. The productivity of capital is constant (and normalized to 1). In this
section we assume that labour productivity is constant.

3.4.2. Solving the model.Consider the Solowian economy of Figure 3.1 in which the pro-
duction function is Cobb–Douglas andAL is fixed. Assume thatα = 1/3 andδ = 0.1. What isAL?
What iss? Is the economy in long-run equilibrium?

In Figure 3.1 there are 10 workers, each with a hammer. ThusL = 10 andK = 10. Production
Y is 5 hammers per period, soY= 5. So

Y= A1−α
L ·101−α ·10α.

So we know thatA2/3
L = 0.5. Furthermore, we see that 20 percent of production is saved, so

s= 0.2. Finally, the economy is in long-run equilibrium because the quantity of capital remains
constant over time: savings (which are equal to investment)are 1 hammer per period, which
exactly compensates for depreciation (10 percent of 10 hammers per period).

5Note that we have set up this version of the model in discrete time. The choice of discrete (rather than continuous)
time is essentially arbitrary; we choose discrete time because it is slightly easier to explain aspects of the intuitionbehind
the model in such a context. For more on discrete and continuous time see Appendix A, Section A.2.
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Figure 3.2. The transition path in the Solowian economy of Figure 3.1, starting
with one hammer.

Imagine instead the same economy, but that in the initial period there is only one hammer
saved as capital. Work out production and saving, and depreciation, and hence the number of
hammers available in the next period. Describe how the economy develops over time. Your
description should match Figure 3.2.

Three things are notable from the figure. Firstly, even at thedesperately low initial level of
capital, initial production is at almost 50 percent of its long-run level. Secondly, the transition to
the long-run equilibrium is rather rapid. Each dot represents one year, so we see that in just 15
years the initially very capital-poor economy is close to 90percent of the production of the rich
economy. Finally, and most fundamentally, there is zero growth in the long run.

Mathematically, we can easily work out the long-run steady state of the model. It is when
sY= δK, i.e. when investment matches depreciation. Using the production function we have

s(ALL)1−αKα = δK,

hence K1−α = s(ALL)1−α/δ

and K = ALL(s/δ)1/(1−α),

Y/L = AL(s/δ)α/(1−α).

So long-run GDP per capita is a linear function of labour productivity, and weakly increasing in
the savings rates.

Now assume instead that capital is available for hire on a global market at pricewK per year,
and that we have many separate economies. If we index the economies byi then we have (for
economyi)

Yi = (ALLi)1−αKα
i . (3.3)

Economyi has exogenously given levels of labourLi ; all economies have access to the same
knowledge and therefore have the same technologyAL. What is economyi’s level of capitalKi

and productionYi in long-run equilibrium, i.e. when the quantity of capitalKi is optimal?
WhenKi is optimal then marginal returns to capital must be equal to the price, i.e.

αYi/Ki = wK .

Thus we see straight away that the ratio of GDP to capital is constant across countries! Further-
more, after substituting in the expression forYi and rearranging we have

Ki = ALLiw
−1/(1−α)
K .

This tells us the optimal quantity of capital. Substitute itback into the expression forY to yield

Yi/Li = ALw−α/(1−α)
K . (3.4)

So—again—GDP per capita rises linearly with labour productivity AL. Now it declines slowly
in the rental price of capital, rather than increasing ins, the savings rate.
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3.4.3. Conclusions on Solow with constant technology.The above results show that the
Solow model with constant technology is incapable of explaining any of the key empirical obser-
vations about long-run growth and differences in GDP between countries. GDP does not grow in
the long run in the model, and differences in GDP between countries should be modest, even if
savings rates differ drastically between the countries.

The model is nevertheless useful, because it shows us whatcannotdrive long-run growth.
Capital accumulation! This is a remarkable conclusion given that the long-run aggregate produc-
tion function appears to have the form6

Y/L = K/L.

So even though long-run production per capita is linearlycorrelatedwith the long-run capital per
capita, simply accumulating capital will not give growth!

3.5. Solow with exogenous technological progress

Given that capital accumulation alone cannot drive growth,we turn back to labour productiv-
ity AL. Even though we cannot explainwhy it grows, it is clear that it must grow in the long run—
at least in the model economy—to explain the growth process.Note that in this section we switch
to continuous time which is convenient when there is positive long-run growth.

So let’s assume thatAL grows exogenously at a constant rategAL . For good measure letL
grow too, at raten. Now assume that there exists abalanced growth path(b.g.p.) along which
all variables grow at constant rates (note that these rates may differ from one another, and may be
zero or negative). What are the characteristics of such a path, if it exists?

We have

Y= (ALL)1−αKα

ȦL/AL = gAL

L̇/L = n

K̇ = sY− δK.

Now, since we know that we are on a b.g.p. we know thatK̇/K must be constant, hencesY/K − δ
must also be constant, in turn implying thatY/K must be constant. Returning to the production
function we therefore know that

(ALL/K)1−α

must be constant on a b.g.p., implying that

K̇/K = ȦL/AL+ L̇/L.

In words, the capital stock grows as the same rate as augmented labour inputs, keeping the ratio
of effective labour to capital constant. But, from the productionfunction, we know that

Y/L = AL[K/(ALL)]α,

implying that on such a b.g.p.Y/L grows at the same rate asAL! That is, per-capita GDP grows at
the same rate as labour productivity.

Is such a b.g.p. stable, and (if so) how quickly does the economy approach such a b.g.p. if it
has been knocked off course by a shock? It is stable, for the same reasons as the economy without
technological progress: when there is ‘too little’ capitalsavings outstrip depreciation and capital
(per effective unit of labour) accumulates rapidly; when there is too much capital depreciation gets
the upper hand and capital (per . . . ) declines. Furthermore,simulations show that this process is
rather rapid.

Together these facts tell us very clearly that differences in the quantities of the factors of
production (in particular capital) available in different countries cannot explain the very large and
very persistent differences in the productivity of labour (or GDP per capita) between countries.
Instead the difference must lie in the different ability to make productive use of the factors (labour,
capital, resources) available.

To make intuitive sense of the model, and relate the model economy to real economies, we
need a picture of how labour productivity can increase even though the single product does not
change over time. The easy way out would be to assume that it isbecause people work harder
and harder, but this is clearly nonsense: there is nothing tosuggest that the average worker in
the U.S. produces 34 times more (in value terms) than the average worker in India because the
U.S. worker works harder. A better picture is the following.Assume that the single product is

6That is, countries’ GDP tends to be in close proportion to thevalue of their capital.
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Figure 3.3. Testing the Solow model. Upper panel: German real GDP, com-
pared to an estimated constant-growth trend (growth rate 2.3 percent per year).
Data: Maddison (2010). Lower panel: Model simulation assuming the same
growth trend in labour productivity and parametersα = 0.3, δ = 0.1, s= 0.2,
with a massive shock to capital (the stock is divided by a factor of 30 at the end
of year 24).

a widget, which is a wonderful good because it can rapidly (costlessly) be transformed into any
number of different goods, including both capital goods (machines) and consumption goods (food,
clothes, etc.). Over time (exogenously) new designs for machines are discovered, and the newer
machines augment labour better than the old ones, they make each worker more productive. So
the capital stock is measured as the number of widgets, but over time these widgets are arranged
into more and more productive configurations. Furthermore,when the machines are optimally
allocated the newer (more productive) machines demand a greater number of widgets.7

This analysis is supported by empirical evidence; for instance, we know that economies re-
cover rapidly from a sudden loss of physical capital. This iswell illustrated by the case of German
recovery after WW2, as shown in Figure 3.3. We see that after just 15 years the economy has al-
most regained its old trend line, despite the very drastic loss of capital and hence also productivity
in 1945. This matches well to a model economy with standard parameters, starting on its balanced
growth path.

3.6. A vintage growth model

Through the Solow model we have learned that in order to continuously increase output it
is not sufficient to continuously increase the amount of capital; rather, it is essential to continu-
ously adopt new technology. The history and growth of GDP percapita is largely the history of
technological development. Is our production of goods and services higher per capita than it was
100000 years ago because we have more stone arrowheads today? Or is it higher because we have
developed technologies such as agriculture, the smelting of iron and steel, the printing press, and
the computer? But how can we describe and analyse the processof adopting new technology?

3.6.1. The basic model.Technologies—such as those mentioned above—are in one sense
ideas, designs, or blueprints (as famously argued by Paul Romer, see for instance Romer (1994)).
However, in order for them to boost productivity in the economy they must typically be embodied
in capital goods: it is not enough to have a design for a printing press with moveable type, the
machine itself is also required. So the growth process should consist of a cycle of research (and
invention) followed by investment (and hence application of the inventions). Then more research,
etc.

Given such a cycle, a huge number of questions arise. For instance, how much research to
do, and in what areas? And (given the existence of a new invention) when to scrap the old capital
and invest in the new? At one extreme we could always wait for the old capital to fall apart (if
capital is very expensive and new designs are not much betterthan the old); at the other extreme
we could always invest the moment a new design is invented (ifcapital is cheap and advances
large). Both the research and scrapping problems are complicated to model. But for our purposes

7Assume for instance that at timet = 1 the optimal arrangement of widgets is called ahammer, each hammer consists
of 100 widgets, and in the optimum each worker has 1 hammer andhas productivityAL = 1. At t = 2 a new arrangement
called ascrewdriverhas taken over. Each screwdriver consists of 50 widgets, andin the optimum each worker has 4
different screwdrivers and is twice as productive as a worker with a hammer, soAL = 2. And att = 3 each worker has an
electric screwdriver, which takes 400 widgets to make, and makes the worker twice as productive again, i.e.AL = 4.
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it is sufficient for now to assumeexogenous arrival of designs(so we follow Solow in assuming
exogenous technological progress), and that it takes the same length of time to construct new
machines as it takes for the existing machines to fall apart.So construction of the ‘next generation’
starts the moment the current generation comes into service. How might such an economy work?

Model economy 3.1. Assume an economy in which there are people and machines, andeach
machine needs one person to operate it. Machines last for tenyears, at which point they fall apart
irreparably and must be replaced by new machines. In the year2000 there are 100 people and 100
(new) machines. Of these, 80 people—each with a machine—work on the production of consumer
goods, while 20 people—each with a machine—work on the manufacture of the next-generation
machines. 100 new machines are ready in 2010, and they are 20 percent more productive than the
old. That is, they generate 20 percent higher output per period. All workers command the same
wage, which is 100 crowns per period in the first period (from 1January 2000 to 31 December
2009).

To understand this economy, consider the fundamental picture of the circular flow of money
in the economy, illustrated in Figure 3.4. (Note that money flows in the opposite direction to goods
and factor inputs, which were illustrated in Figure 3.1.) Here we see the fundamental equation
Y = C+ I . We also know thatY—the flow of payments from firms to households at the bottom
of the picture—is made up of wage payments to workerswLL, and rental payments to capital
owners,wKK. So whenY increases, the sum of these payments—to capital and labour—must
increase by the same amount. Furthermore, if we assume that capital and labour takefixed shares
of the total cake, then payments to capital and labour will grow at the same rate as overall GDP.
In reality it is true that the shares of capital and labour arerather constant, with capital owners
typically taking around 30 percent of GDP, and workers taking the remaining 70 percent.

Now we turn to the specific economy in question, illustrated in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5(a)
shows the total flows during each period of 10 years, whereY1 is total GDP in period 1. We
know the flow of wages, but we know nothing so far about the value of the capital accumulated
in the economy, nor the flow of payments to capital. Furthermore, since we do not know returns
to capital we cannot work out GDP either. The fundamental problem is that we do not know the
interest rate. Recall that we know that workers making machines are paid 100 crowns each per
period in period 1. Who pays these workers? It must be investors who borrow money in period 1,
planning to make a profit by hiring out the machines in the following period. What price do the
investors set? It depends on the interest rate.

Model economy 3.1, continuation 1. Assume that the real interest rate per period of 10 years is
100 percent. What is GDP in period 1? What is the labour share,and what is the capital share?8

8Note that an interest rate of 100 percent over 10 years corresponds to 7.2 percent per year, since 1.07210 = 2.
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Figure 3.5. The circular flow in economy 3.1: (a) based on the information we
are given initially; (b) after we have calculated returns tocapital.

Recall that to make the 100 new machines to be used in period 2,20 workers with 20 machines
must be employed throughout period 1. Thus 20 percent of the economy’s resources are directed
to investment, costing 20 percent of GDP,Y1. Therefore the total investment cost through period 1
is 0.2Y1 crowns. The interest rate is 100 percent per period, implying that the owners of the capital
must pay back 0.4Y1 crowns at the end of period 2 (double the sum they borrowed in period 1).
This implies in turn that they must earn 0.4Y1 crowns hiring out the machines during period 2
in order to break even. Therefore—assuming perfect markets—the cost of renting the machines
must be 0.4Y1 crowns in period 2.

The final insight we need to characterize the growth path is that there is balanced growth at 20
percent per period. This means that if the cost of machine hire is 0.4Y1 crowns/period in period 2,
it must be (0.4/1.2)Y1 crowns/period in period 1, i.e. 0.33Y1 crowns/period. Thus payments to cap-
ital are 33 percent of GDP. Since per capita payments to labour are 100 crowns/period, per capita
payments to capital must be 50 crowns/period, and GDP per capita must be 150 crowns/period.
See Figure 3.5(b).

We have now characterized one growth path of this economy. However, we are far from done
with our analysis, since so far we have simply assumed the investment rate (20 percent of GDP)
and the interest rate (100 percent every 10 years). In real economies these numbers arise as a
result of the decisions of economic agents. We now set about building a simple model to describe
this process.

For now we assume that total expenditure per year (i.e. nominal GDP, PY) is fixed, and
the only question is how this expenditure is allocated between consumption and investment. To
analyse this allocation we consider the supply of and demandfor investment funds. The supply
of investment funds should be an increasing function of the interest rate, which we can think
of as the price of such funds: the higher the interest rate, the more a household can earn by
foregoing consumption and lending its money to those who wish to borrow. Therefore we have
an upward-sloping supply curve. The demand for investment funds, on the other hand, should
be a decreasing function of the interest rate: the higher is the interest rate, the fewer investment
projects will be profitable. Therefore we have a downward-sloping demand curve. The result is
a standard diagram, Figure 3.6, the only slightly non-standard feature being that the ‘price’ of
investment funds, on they axis, is the interest rate.

Now we can use the figure to analyse the effect of various shocks in the economy on the inter-
est rate and the investment rate. First, assume (as in the economy without money) that households
become concerned about the future, expecting bad times ahead. Their propensity to save therefore
increases, and the supply curve for investment funds shiftsto the right. From the figure we can see
that the result must be a decrease in the interest rate, and anincrease in the investment rate. Thus
consumption does indeed decrease, and investment increases, just as it did in the economy without
money. What is the effect of this shift in resource allocation, fromC to I? SinceY=C+ I , there is
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Figure 3.6. The supply and demand of investment funds

no immediate effect on GDP. However, over time there will be an effect. Since more resources are
devoted to investment in new machines, this should allow themachine-makers to produce higher
quality machines for the next period (recall that the numberof machines is fixed, one per worker).
Thus GDP will be higher in the next period, thanks to the higher propensity to save in the current
period.

We now briefly consider two other shocks and their effects. Firstly assume that households
become more optimistic about the future, causing them (ceteris paribus) to save less and consume
more today. Thus the supply of money shifts to the left, the interest rate rises and investment
declines. Assuming that lower investment translates into lower quality machines in the next period,
the growth rate also declines. Secondly, assume that firms become much more optimistic about the
returns to investment. This causes them to demand more investment funds today at a given interest
rate, since their expectations about future profits are higher. Thus the demand curve shifts to the
right, and both the interest rate and the investment rate rise. Assuming that higher investment
translates into higher quality machines in the next period,the growth rate rises.

3.6.2. Rungs on the ladder.A wealth of evidence shows that countries far from the frontier
can grow their economies very rapidly through adoption, much more rapidly than countries at the
frontier can grow through R&D. Furthermore, it is not uncommon to see dramatic shifts in the
trend growth rate, coinciding with policy or other changes affecting the country in question. A
classic case is China: after a long period of stagnation and reversals, economic growth in China
started to take off in the 1970s, and at the end of that decade it rose to the double-digit rate is
has held ever since. What triggered this, and what stops other economies following a similar
path? A simple adaptation of our model can help to explain thephenomenon. We assume that all
technologies—including very advanced ones—are availableat all times, but the more advanced
technologies are more costly.

First, note that a very high rate of growth—such as that observed in China—demands a very
high rate of investment. Recall the model economy 3.1. To achieve rapid growth in the model
economy, firms must either renew their capital at very short intervals, or they must take very large
steps forward each time they renew their capital. In either case, a high overall rate of investment
is required (relative to the existing level of GDP). Returning to China, there the investment rate is
around 50 percent. In a closed economy with a 50 percent investment rate, 50 percent of factors of
production (workers and machines) must be dedicated to producing investment goods such as new
capital, and 50 percent must be dedicated to producing consumption goods. But note that in an
open economy—trading with the rest of the world—there are other alternatives. One alternative
in such an economy would be to produce only consumption goods, export half of these goods, and
use the proceeds to import capital goods.

Model economy 3.2. Assume an economy similar to 3.1. However, this economy is open, and
far behind the technology frontier. It produces only consumption goods, which it either consumes
itself or sells abroad (exports). Using the proceeds of its exports it buys capital goods, i.e. new
machines. New machines are available in a series of different qualities, where higher quality
machines yield higher GDP per capita; but higher quality machines also cost more.

Specifically, each rung of the ladder gives 20 percent higherGDP than the previous rung,
and the machines to achieve it cost 20 percent more than the machines for the previous rung. The
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Rung GDP Investment I/Y×100 Growth
5 24883 4147 41 9.5
4 20736 3456 35 7.6
3 17280 2880 29 5.6
2 14400 2400 24 3.7
1 12000 2000 20 1.8
0 10000 1667 17 0.0

Table 3.1. Rungs of the quality ladder. Units of GDP and investmentare USD
per capita per period, and units of growth are percent per year.

current GDP per capita is10000USD per ten-year period, and for2000USD per capita the
country can upgrade—in the next 10-year period—to machinesthat yield12000USD per capita
per period.

Now assume that the country invests in new machines that are five rungs up the ladder com-
pared to its current machines, for each member of the population. What is investment as a pro-
portion of GDP? What is consumption? And what is the growth rate in GDP per capita, per
year?

To solve this model, we calculate GDP on each rung, and the investment required to attain
each rung, using the information given, and denoting the initial rung as rung 0. We then calcu-
late the corresponding investment rates in percent, and growth rates in percent per year. This
information is shown in Table 3.1.

Reading off from the table, to jump up five rungs the country must invest 4977 USD per
capita in new machines, whereas GDP over the 10-year period is 10000 USD per capita. So the
investment rate is 50 percent, implying that 50 percent of the country’s production is exported in
order to pay for the imported machinery. The country then achieves a jump in GDP from one
period to the next of 149 percent, corresponding to 9.5 percent per year.

In a closed economy, highI implies highS, i.e. a highsavings rate. But in an open economy
(which trades with other economies) this is no longer the case, and the key to kick-starting growth
in a stagnant economy isnot a very high domestic savings rate: the key is instead to generate
confidence that investment put into the economy will give a healthy return to the investor. Without
such confidence, high domestic savings will translate into high investment in foreign countries,
i.e. capital will leave the domestic economy.

What is the key to ‘investor confidence’? (Note that we shouldnot identify investors with
foreign investors, they may equally well be domestic nationals.) After decades of searching for
the key, economists have concluded that there is no one key. It is not the existence of an educated
workforce, it is not the presence of infrastructure, it is not a lack of rules and regulations, it is not
law and order, it is not the presence of a stable political system. Instead, the key is all of these
things, and more. In short, theinstitutionsof the country should be growth-friendly, investor-
friendly.

Regarding the specifically economic environment, key factors include stability of the eco-
nomic system, and openness. Stability of the system is crucial because of the (often long) delay
between investment and returns; if investors judge that there is a high risk of economic crisis or
upheaval during the lifetime of the investment this will drastically reduce the investor’s willing-
ness to invest. Openness (in particular openness for trade)is crucial because it allows new ideas
to come into the economy, and it allows investors greater opportunities to get returns from their
investments. Regarding openness, note that countries typically trade most with their near neigh-
bours, and it is therefore a big advantage for domestic growth if neighbouring economies are rich,
or growing rapidly.

Regarding the more general institutional environment, a lack of bureaucracy, a lack of cor-
ruption, an educated population, and a well functioning civil society would all seem to be advan-
tageous when it comes to attracting investors (whether domestic or foreign). Again, the key is to
understand that investment implies costs today and hoped-for benefits tomorrow. Factors—such
as corruption—which cause investors to lose confidence in actually receiving such benefits are
likely to be very negative for growth prospects. Fear of revolution or civil war would have an even
more powerful negative effect.

Regarding openness, we discussed openness to trade, but another important type of openness
is openness tochange. Since growth is based on the replacement of old, less productive tech-
nologies by new ones, it is a process that is at once both creative and destructive: hence the term
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creative destructioncoined by Joseph Schumpeter.9 When the new ideas succeed, their instigators
are likely to grow in wealth and power, implying that the previously wealthy and powerful lose
status. Thus it is not obvious that the powerful individualsin a given economy want economic
growth at all. According to Daron Acemoglu—a highly influential macroeconomist who has
written on growth and institutions among many other questions—the likelihood that leaders are
anti-growth increases if they are far removed from the ordinary population.10 One thing bringing
leaders closer to the people is a functioning democracy.

3.7. Modelling endogenous growth

3.7.1. Ideas and growth.We now consider how to endogenize technological progress, or
more specifically (in the context of our vintage model) how toendogenize the size of the increases
in capital productivity per period. We can think of new technologies as designs or blueprints.
Until they are put to use, they are not embodied in physical capital; they are intangible. From
now on we simply refer to new technologies as newideas. The special properties of ideas have
profound consequences for the growth process. In economic jargon we say that ideas arenon-rival.
Moreover, they can benon-excludable.

Recall the growth model of Chapter 2, in which there was no capital, and growth was driven
by increases inAL, which were in turn linked to the size of the population. The relationship was
described by equation 2.4,

ALt+1 = ALt[1− δ+ ζ(ΩLt)
φ],

in whichδ is knowledge depreciation (which is presumably very slow),Ω is the proportion of the
population (or the proportion of total labour) which is devoted to the generation of new ideas,ζ is
a productivity parameter equal to the progress resulting from the idea coming from 1 person’s full
time idea-generation, andφ is a parameter∈ (0,1); the lower isφ, the greater is the overlap between
the ideas, and in the limit ofφ = 0 everyone has the same idea. We thus assumed that individuals
exogenously come up with new ideas about how to organize the world, once per period.

In order to build a model in whichΩ is endogenous we need to find a way to give agents an
incentive to perform research or generate new knowledge or ideas. It is not obvious why agents
should have such an incentive because ideas may benon-excludable, meaning that it may not be
possible to prevent other people using one’s ‘own’ idea, without payment. Ideas also possess a
very special property—when compared to other goods such as pizza or cars—which is that they
arenon-rival in consumption, meaning that one agent’s use of the good does not hinder another
person from using it, either consecutively or even simultaneously. This is clearly not true of cars,
and even less so of pizza. The non-rivalry of ideas makes goodideas immensely valuable to
society, since a single idea can be used by any number of people, any number of times. However,
the non-excludability means that an individual who comes upwith an idea may have a hard time
capturing any of that value.

Let us return to the context of pre-industrial human societies, starting with hunter–gatherers
50000 years ago. Why was technological progress so slow in these societies? Firstly—as we
argued in Chapter 2—because the total global population waslow, the total number of people
able to invest in new ideas was also low. Hence the rate of production of ideas was low; in the
vast majority of 10-year periods, there were no significant innovations whatsoever, and worn-out
spears and arrow-heads were replaced by new ones of identical design. The second reason for
slow technological progress in pre-industrial societies is that the incentives to innovate were very
weak. If we consider a hunter–gatherer band of 100 people, what are the incentives for that band to
invest in research about better ways to hunt, harvest, build, etc.? There is of course some incentive
to do this: benefits of any technological advances will be felt by the group. However, the benefits
to the group will be dwarfed by the potential benefits if the innovation spreads across the globe.
This shows that the incentives to perform research are immeasurably greater if the researcher is
able to capture a significant proportion of global benefits.11

Return to the Solow model and industrialized economies. Assume that someone founds a
research firm and (after much work) finds a better way to make hammers such thatA increases.
If there are patent laws (excludability), the owner of the new knowledge will have an advantage
in production, and (because of non-rivalry) can take over production in the entire economy and
become fabulously rich. On the other hand, if there are no patent laws then the discoverer of the

9See for instance Schumpeter (1942),Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy.
10See for instance Acemoglu (2009),Introduction to modern economic growth.
11This suggests that in pre-market economies investment in technologies related to war should have been relatively

large, since only such investments could lead the (small) group to capture benefits from outside the group.
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new knowledge will gain no benefit from it whatsoever, since all firms will use the knowledge and
the owner’s firm will still make zero profits. In total the owner’s firm will make a loss, because
the firm will be unable to cover the costs of the research. Neither of these extreme results seems
to make much sense. What is the way forward?

In general, we can say that a more sophisticated model is clearly required, a model in which
there is a variety of products with their own production functions, and where researchers can
protect their intellectual property in some way, for instance through taking out patents. Agents
then have an incentive to perform research (the incentive being the expected flow of profit in the
future). Furthermore, the resultant discoveries may form the basis for further advances by later
researchers, thus potentially leading to a sustainable growth process.

In the literature there are two main traditions concerning how to model growth. In both
research traditions anintermediate sectoris introduced, where there are patents and market power,
and the intermediate goods produced in this sector are inputs—together with labour—into the
final-good sector where there is perfect competition. Thesetraditions are theRomertradition (see
for instance Romer (1990)), and theAghion–Howittor Schumpeteriantradition (see for instance
Aghion and Howitt (1992)). However, in this book we use a different basic model in which there
are no intermediate goods, just a range of final goods which are imperfect substitutes for one
another. This model is simpler, and in some respects it has more explanatory power as well. For
the purposes of this chapter it is the best choice, partly dueto its simplicity, and partly due to the
fact that we later build on it in our model of directed technological change (Chapter 5).

3.7.2. The model environment.Now we turn to the model, which is illustrated in Figure
3.7. In the model there is a unit continuum of infinitely livedhouseholds, and the representative
household hasLt members. The representative household maximizes its utility U, which is given
by

U =
∞
∑

t=0

βtCt.

So time is discrete, and utility is linear in consumptionC, discounted by a factorβ per period.
The mass of products that can be made is variable, with each product made by a single firm.

Denote the mass of products made byN, and assume for now thatN = 1. Index the products by
i, and focus on producti, quantityyi , made exclusively by firmi. The production function for
producti is as follows:

yi = ALi lYi. (3.5)

HerelYi is the number of workers hired by the firm at pricewL. The price of labour is determined
endogenously (within the economy). The firms are symmetric in the sense that each employs the
same quantity of labour, and invests the same in research. Wehave thus dropped capital investment
from our vintage capital model! This is done to simplify the equations, it actually makes very little
difference to the results or the intuition.

Aggregate labourL is then the integral across the entire mass of firms of firm labour lYi:

L =
∫ 1

0
lYidi = l.

wherel is labour demanded by the representative firm. And aggregateproductionY is a function
of the individual production levelsyi which are all equal toy in symmetric equilibrium:

Yt =

[
∫ 1

0
yηitdi

]1/η

(3.6)

= yt. (3.7)

The parameterη is between 0 and 1, implying that the goods are not perfect substitutes, and each
producer has a degree of market power. The price of the aggregate good is normalized to 1.12

In period t a firm which plans to make goodi must first decide how much to invest in de-
velopment of the production technology which in turn determinesALit , labour productivity. The
production function forALit is as follows:

ALit = ALt−1[1− δ+ (ζlAit)
φ], (3.8)

whereδ is depreciation,ALt−1 is general knowledge in the previous period,ζ is the productivity
parameter,lAit is the quantity of research labour hired by the firm, andφ is a positive parameter.
So the more research labour hired by the firm, the more productive it will be. The price of research

12For more on aggregation in economies with a continuum or ‘mass’ of firms, see Appendix A.3.
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labour is simply the wagewLt.13 Note that firm-level knowledge depreciates completely fromone
period to the next; firms start from scratch each period. Periods must thus be fairly long, at least a
few years. Here we set the period length to 10 years.

General knowledgeAL is made up of the knowledge of each of the individual firms. We
choose the simplest possible specification,

ALt =

∫ 1

0
ALitdi,

so in symmetric equilibrium (when firm knowledge levels are all the same) we have

ALt = ALit .

We assume that the representative firm employs a constant number lAi of researchers each
period, hence the aggregate number of researchersLA = lAi and is also constant. Now look at
aggregate growth. From equation 3.5 and givenALi = AL we have

Y= ALLY.

But how doesAL change over time? DefineALt+1/ALt = 1+ θ. From the equation for knowledge
growth (3.8) we have

1+ θ = 1− δ+ (ζLA)φ.

L

l_Yi l_Ai

Y

A_Li

y_i

Figure 3.7. A schematic diagram showing the economy with endogenous growth.

3.7.3. The solution.Now we set up the optimization problem facing a firm which has de-
cided to produce goodi in periodt. (Note that in Nash equilibrium no two firms will produce the
same product in the same period.) The Lagrangian for the problem is as follows:

Lit = pityi −wLtlYit−wLtlAit −λit

[

ALit −ALt−1[1− δ+ (ζlAit−1)φ]
]

.

SoL is equal to revenue minus costs, minus the Lagrangian multiplier λ times the restriction on
labour productivity.

To solve the problem we need to know how the price of goodi, pi , is determined. Goodi is
produced by a single monopolistic firm with productivityALi . To find the price of this good think

13Note that it would be more realistic—but a little more complicated—to model research occurring in periodt−1
rather than periodt.
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of an entrepreneur buying goodsyi to make (and sell) the aggregate goodY at price 1 (normalized).
The entrepreneur’s problem is to maximize profits:

π =

[∫ 1

0
yηitdi

]1/η

−
∫ 1

0
piyidi.

Take the first-order condition (FOC) inyi to obtain

pi = (y/yi)1−η

hence MR=
∂pi

∂yi
yi + pi = ηpi ,

where MR is marginal revenue. So when firmi raises its production of goodi by one unit, its
revenue goes up not bypi (the price of that unit at the start) but byηpi whereη is less than 1.
Hence firms havemarket powerand can raise the price they receive for their goods by restricting
production. Finally, note that in symmetric equilibrium the firms all produce equal quantities so
yi = y andpi = 1, hence MR= η.

Now take the FOC on the Lagrangian in labour (using the above result) to yield

wLlYi =MR · lYi
∂yi

∂lyi

Since MR= ηpi andyi = ALi lyi we havewLlYi = ηpiyi . And in symmetric equilibriumpi = 1 (all
the goods have the same price), hence

wLLY = ηY. (3.9)

This tells us that payments to production workers use up a proportionη of total revenue (which is
Y).

Now we want to know more aboutη. Assume that the mass of firms (1) is an endogenous
outcome, as isη: when there are few firms and few goods, the firms have a lot of market power (η
is low) and they make positive profits. This encourages entry, competition stiffens, andη declines.
In equilibrium there is a unit mass of firms andη is such that profits are zero. So, what is the value
of η?

Take the FOC in labour productivityALi to obtain (in symmetric equilibrium)

λAL = ηY.

And take the FOC in research labour to obtain,

wLtLAit = φλit [ALit −ALt−1(1− δ)]
then use the assumption of symmetric equilibrium, and then the definition ofθ above to show that

wLtLAt = φλt[ALt −ALt−1(1− δ)]
= φλtALt(θ+ δ)/(1+ θ).

Finally substitute in the FOC in labour productivity to obtain

wLLA = ηφY(θ+ δ)/(1+ θ). (3.10)

This equation gives us the research costs of the representative firm.
The expressions for production-labour and research-labour costs (3.9 and 3.10) can be used

to derive an expression for the profits made by firmi, i.e. revenue minus costs. Do this, and again
switch to the aggregate level assuming symmetric equilibrium:

πi = pityit − (wLtlYit+wLtlAit)

=
[

1−η[1+φ(θ+ δ)/(1+ θ)]
]

Y.

This tells us that if 1−η[1+φ(θ+δ)/(1+ θ)] > 0 then firmi will make positive profits, hence there
should be an incentive for further firms to enter, raising thetotal mass of firms above 1. On the
other hand, if 1− η[1+φ(θ+ δ)/(1+ θ)] < 0 then firm profits are negative, and firms should exit
thus pushing down the total mass of firms. And given that a unitmass of firms is an equilibrium,
we must have zero profits and hence

1= η[1+φ(θ+ δ)/(1+ θ)].

Rearrange to obtain

η =
1

1+φ(δ+ θ)/(1+ θ)
,

Now we knowη, we can easily find an expression for research labourLA using equation
3.9. Since profits are zero then the sum of payments to production workers and payments to
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research workers must be exactlyY. Since payments to production workers areηY this implies
that payments to research workers are (1−η)Y, so

wLLA = (1−η)Y,
= (1−η)wLLY/η,

and LA/LY = (1−η)/η
= φ(δ+ θ)/(1+ θ).

If we setφ = 0.2, the period length to 10 years,δ = 0.05, andθ = 0.2 (so approximately 2 percent
per year) we obtainLA/LY = 0.04. So four percent of resources are devoted to research in this
case.

3.7.4. Conclusions about endogenous growth.We have shown how we can take an ‘exoge-
nous growth model’ in which workers devote a fixed proportionof their time to research for no
obvious reason, and turn it into an endogenous growth model in which time spent on research is
the result of competing firms solving optimization problems. For our purposes, the key use of the
endogenous model will be in later chapters when we wish to analyse how firms choose between
investment in alternative types of technology, such as ‘clean’ and ‘dirty’. However, growth models
such as the above raise a number of other issues relating to policy for overall growth and welfare.

The key issue is that regulatory systems giving intellectual property rights to the discover-
ers of ideas tend to have two drawbacks. Firstly, the rights-holders use their position to restrict
production and drive up prices. This gives them profits, but it also causes deadweight losses for
society. Secondly, despite this discoverers typically getlower net benefits from their discoveries
than the net benefit to society, which implies that incentives to perform research are ‘too weak’,
and hence too little research will be performed compared to what would be socially optimal.

In order to boost research further, governments typically sponsor research through research
subsidies, and also through dedicated organizations supported by the government, such as uni-
versities. However, such subsidies are also fraught with difficulties. The problem here is that
it’s very hard to make sure that the research paid for by the government is actually performed.
Furthermore, it is hard for the government to know what wouldhave been done in the absence
of a subsidy: maybe the firm just pockets the subsidy and carries on with research it would have
performed anyway. These difficulties are connected to the nature of ideas (non-rivalry) and the
inherent uncertainty of the research process. If the government pays a firm to build a bridge, then
if the bridge is not built the government can sue. But if the government pays a firm to perform
some research, and the firm reports back at the end that the research did not lead to any useful new
ideas, what can the government do? To provide state aid to university research is of course a great
way to get out socially useful research for a small cost whilecontributing to students’ education.
Right?
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3.A. Appendix: The Ramsey model with endogenous capital investment

The Solow model is good for explaining the medium-run evolution of the capital stock, and
phenomena which are tightly linked to that. For instance, ifa country’s capital stock is largely
destroyed due to a calamity such as war or an earthquake, the Solow model predicts that the capital
stock and GDP will recover rather rapidly, and the evidence bears this out (Figure 3.3).

A better model for doing the above—and many other things—is the Ramsey model, which
takes the Solow model and endogenizes the saving rates; that is, in the Ramsey model households
choose the balance between consumption and saving in order to maximize their utility, rather than
simply by following a rule of thumb.14 The result is that (for instance) a catastrophic loss of
capital may lead to a rise in the saving rate because of the greater effect of saving on growth, but a
countervailing decline in the saving rate due to the desire to smooth consumption over time. What
actually happens depends on the balance between these effects.

We do not go into the solution of the Ramsey model, since this is beyond the scope of this
book. However, you should know that the key to endogenizing the savings rate is the household
utility function. Recall from the Introduction that we typically write a household utility maximiza-
tion problem as follows:

max
∑

h

Uh,

where Uh =
∑

t

uh(ct)βt.

HereUh is the net present value of the utility of householdh, uh(ct) is the instantaneous flow of
utility at time t, andβ is the discount factor (which is less than 1). But what is the form of the
instantaneous utility functionuh(ct)? The standard utility function used in the Ramsey model is
the CIES, as follows:

u=
c1−σ−1

1−σ
.

As long asσ > 0 this implies that marginal utility is declining in consumption, which means that
households have a preference for consumption smoothing. Furthermore, sinceβ < 1 they also
have a preference for consuming now rather than later. In an economy in which technological
progress drives consumption growth, both of these factors militate against investment and towards
consumption today.

Note that in an open economy we should also allow for international capital flows, which will
unambiguously favour rapid recovery from a negative shock to capital.

3.B. Appendix: A model without capital

The above analysis shows that the analysis of the capital stock and investment is principally
relevant for explaining medium-run fluctuations in GDP, rather than long-run trends. Since we
are interested in the long run in this book, this raises the question of whether we could simplify
matters by ignoring capital completely, effectively assuming that it grows in line with effective
labour.

If we write the production function as

Y= ALL[K/(ALL)]α,

and note that in balanced growthK grows at the same rate asALL, soK/(ALL) is constant, then it
should be clear that in long-run analysis we lose little by simplifying the production function to

Y= ALL.

The same conclusion applies when we include resources in theproduction function. Then we have
(for instance)

Y= ALL)1−α−βKβRα

= (ALL)1−α[K/(ALL)]βRα.

The above argument breaks down if (for instance) changes in resource flowsR are so great
that the overall growth rate changes significantly; growth is not simply driven by increases in
AL, but is affected in a major way by changes inR. In that case this will affect rates of capital
investment and the interest rate in the economy, and we should switch to an analysis including

14Also called the Ramsey–Cass–Koopmans model. See Ramsey (1928), Cass (1965), Koopmans (1963).
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capital and based on the Ramsey model with endogenous investment and an endogenous interest
rate.



CHAPTER 4

The DHSS model

We now return to the neoclassical growth model of Chapter 3, and add a nonrenewable re-
source to the production function. We thus have the DHSS model.1 We start with two simplified
versions of the model: in the first of these the resource inputis fixed (land), and in the second
the flow of resourcesRcomes from a non-renewable stock which is very large and homogeneous,
in which case increasing demand—driven by the increasing productivity of labour—drives in-
creases in resource extraction while not affecting the resource price. Next we consider the stan-
dard case in which a homogeneous resource is available in a fixed total quantity, and costs nothing
to extract. In this case, if the resource is essential to production then—if production is to be sus-
tainable—it must be extracted and consumed at a decreasing rate over time, at least in the long
run. After noting the problems with all of the above cases, weextend the model to allow for an
inhomogeneous stock of the resource. This greatly increases the realism of the model with regard
to resource supply, and throws the spotlight onto resource demand, to which we turn in subsequent
chapters.

4.1. The DHSS model: two simplified versions

4.1.1. DHSS 1: Land (and ‘flow renewables’).We begin this chapter with a neoclassical
growth model with zero population growth, and add the need for land in the production function.
Instead of land we can also think of a renewable resource which flows at an exogenous rate and
where there is no stock; consider for instance sunshine, wind, etc.: the exogenous, constant flow
of the renewable resource is equivalent to the exogenous, constant quantity of land available. The
quantity of land is simply fixed atR, and there is exogenous labour-augmenting technological
progress:

Y= (ALL)1−α−βKαRβ

ȦL/AL = gAL

K̇ = sY− δK.

To characterize the development of the economy, assume thatthere exists a balanced growth path
on which all variables grow at constant rates. This implies that K̇/K is constant, which implies
(from the capital-accumulation equation) thatsY/K − δ is constant, implying in turn that the ratio
of productionY to capitalK is constant. This implies thaṫY/Y= K̇/K, and hence (differentiating
the production function with respect to time and substituting)

Ẏ/Y= (1−α−β)gAL +αẎ/Y.

Rearrange to obtain

gY = gy =
1−α−β

1−α
gAL . (4.1)

This confirms the reasonableness of the original assumption, i.e. that there exists a balanced
growth path on which all variables grow at constant rates. Equation (4.1) shows us that given
labour-augmenting technological progress, whenβ > 0 (i.e. land is a non-negligible factor of pro-
duction) the growth rate of production is slowed. The underlying reason why land in the produc-
tion function slows growth whereas capital does not is that land is non-reproducible (by contrast
to capital).

The price of landwR can be obtained by considering the representative producer’s profit-
maximization problem,

maxπ = pY(ALL)1−α−βKαRβ− (wLL+wKK+wRR).

1DHSS stands for Dasgupta–Heal–Solow–Stiglitz. The model was developed in the 1970s, the original papers being
Dasgupta and Heal (1974), Solow (1974), and Stiglitz (1974).
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Normalize the price of the final good,pY, to one. Then take the first-order condition inR to show
thatwR = βY/R, and hence that

ẇR/wR= Ẏ/Y.

So the price of land tracks growth in GDP.
Finally, if we setβ = 0 (implying that land is not important) then we obtaingY = gy = gAL ,

just as we did in the basic neoclassical model with the production functionY= (ALL)1−αKα. Note
that we also obtained the same result in the even simpler model in which Y= ALL.

How relevant is this model to reality? Clearly, the total supply of land is fixed. The only
testable prediction of the model (apart from results that more-or-less follow by assumption) is that
the price of land should grow at the overall growth rate. Long-run data on land prices is hard to
come by, but the prediction seems to be broadly correct.

4.1.2. DHSS 2: An abundant resource, costly to extract.Now we consider a mineral
resource input instead of land. We assume that there is a verylarge homogeneous stock of this
mineral (consider for instance iron ore). The input is costly to extract, since extraction requires
the use of labour, capital, and the resource input, inputs which could otherwise have been used to
produce the final good. However, in the model we assume that all labour, capital, and resources
are used in the final-good sector, and that some of the goods produced in this sector are then sent
to the extraction sector and used (without the need for any other inputs) in extraction.2 There is
exogenous labour-augmenting technological progress. Denoting total final-good production byY
and denoting final goods devoted to extraction asX we have

Y= (ALL)1−α−βKαRβ;

ȦL/AL = gAL;

K̇ = s(Y−X)− δK;

R= φX.

Hereφ is a parameter determining the relative productivity of theinputs in extraction compared
to final-good production. The economy is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

To solve the model, note first that total extraction costs aresimply X, since the price of the
final good is normalized to 1. And since we assume perfect markets, the resource pricewR is equal
to unit extraction costsX/R, hence

wR= 1/φ.

Now, as previously, assume a b.g.p. and then characterize it. On a b.g.p.K̇/K is constant,
which implies (from the capital-accumulation equation) that s(Y−X)/K− δ is constant, implying
in turn thatY, X, andK all grow at equal rates, and hence (from the extraction function) R also
grows at this rate. Differentiate the production function with respect to time, andsubstitute for
K̇/K andṘ/R to yield

Ẏ/Y= (1−α−β)gAL+αẎ/Y+βẎ/Y.

Rearrange to yield

Ẏ/Y= gAL .

So the need for the resource imposes no brake at all on the growth rate of production, since
resource use tracks production (by contrast to land, which is fixed).

Note that the predictions of this model do a pretty good job ofmatching the data in Figure
4.4, especially the left panel (metals): the resource priceis constant, and resource extraction tracks
overall growth. The broad outline of the story told by the model is simple and almost certainly
correct: on the demand side, technological progress drivesincreasing demand for the resource; on
the supply side, it implies that when a fixed proportion of labour and capital is devoted to resource
extraction, the flow of extraction increases exponentiallywhile price remains constant.

The success of this simple model in accounting for historical data is striking, but so is its
unsuitability for predicting the future. The model predicts that resource extraction will continue
to increase exponentially, indefinitely. As mentioned in the introduction, the current physical
extraction rate of minerals is of the order of 1010 tonnes per year globally. Assume that this rate
continues to grow at the same rate as it has done over the past 100 years, i.e. approximately 3
percent per year. Then extraction would be multiplied by a factor 20 each century, and in 700
years we would be mining and using minerals roughly equal to the entire earth’s crustevery year,

2This way of formulating the model is simpler, and equivalentas long as there is sufficient symmetry between the
final-good production function and the resource extractionfunction.
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Figure 4.1. A schematic diagram showing the economy with an unlimited re-
source, costly to extract.

based on a figure of 2×1019 tonnes for the Earth’s crust. To predict the future we clearly need a
model with limited, inhomogeneous resource stocks. The rest of this part of the book is devoted
to such models.

4.2. The standard DHSS/Hotelling model: A limited resource, costless to extract

In the previous section we had a resource that was costly to extract but available in unlimited
quantity. Now we go the other way and assume a resource which is free to extract but available in
a known, finite quantity. This takes us into the heart of the literature from the 20th century, with
the Hotelling rule from 1931 and the DHSS model from 1974.

4.2.1. General set-up.Compared to the models above we now need to add an equation
limiting total resource use to no more thanS, the exogenous level of the total stock. On the other
hand, there are no extraction costs. However, we add a fixed rate of population growthn, and we
generalize from the above models (and from Solow) by allowing the saving rate to vary, so instead
of fixing this rate atswe simply state that investment is the difference between productionY and
consumptionC.

Y= KαRβ(ALL)1−α−β

ȦL/AL = gAL

L̇/L = n

K̇ = Y−C− δK

S ≥
∫ ∞

0
Rtdt.

Finally, utility is some function of the consumption path over a specified time period. Typically
we haveU =

∫ ∞
0

u(c(t))e−ρtt. whereρ is the pure rate of time preference, but (for instance) Solow
uses a maximin utility function.

Note that we can keep producing final goodsY even asR approaches zero; so if the final
good is hammers, and the resource input is iron, we can make anunlimited number of hammers
from a fixed stock of iron (without recycling). The model is thus set up from the start to favour
feasibility of sustainable production (ifgAL = 0) and sustainable growth (ifgAL > 0). Note that
with a different choice of production function—such as Leontief—we can rule out the above
property directly; given Leontief (and no resource-augmenting technological progress), you need
x grams of iron per hammer, full stop.

In the original models—see for instance Dasgupta and Heal (1974) and Solow (1974)—it
is common to set depreciationδ = 0, and the rate of technological progressgAL = 0. We can
then study whether capital accumulation can—in the very long run—compensate for necessary
reductions in the flow of resources to allow constant production. However, in this book we are
interested in explaining and predicting phenomena in real economies, so we assume thatgAL is
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strictly positive. Regardingδ we set it to zero initially, but only for convenience; later on we show
that the results are essentially unchanged with positiveδ.

4.2.2. Exogenous technological progress.What if we have the general set-up above, with
gAL > 0, a fixed saving rates, andn= δ = 0? That is,

Y= KαRβ(ALL)1−α−β,

ȦL/AL = gAL ,

K̇ = sY,

S ≥
∫ ∞

0
Rtdt.

Under these circumstances it is easy to show that we can maintain constant consumption if we set
its initial level low enough.

(1) First assume balanced growth, i.e. all growth rates are constant.
(2) Second, note that for any initial level of resource useR0 we can always find a rate of

decay in resource consumptionθ such that the resource is asymptotically exhausted:

S =
∫ ∞

0
R0e−θtdt = [−(R0/θ)e−θt]∞0 = R0/θ.

The lower isR0/S, the lower is the rate of declineθ.
(3) Third, note that ifY grows at some constant rategY, while a constant proportions is

invested, andK̇/K is constant, thenY/K must also be constant. ThusY and K must
grow at the same rate,gY = gK . This follows sinceK̇/K = sY/K.

(4) Fourth, differentiate the production function w.r.t. time and usegY = gK to find an ex-
pression forgY in balanced growth:

gY =

(

1−
β

1−α

)

gAL −
βθ

1−α
. (4.2)

So by choosing initial resource consumption, and henceθ, we can choose the long-run growth rate
gY up to a maximum ofgAL [1−β/(1−α)].

Recall that when the flow of resource input was fixed (the case with land), we had

gY =

(

1− β

1−α

)

gAL .

This is identical to the expression above whenθ approaches zero, as we would expect, since when
θ = 0 the resource flow is constant. Put differently, the need for resource flows to decline puts a
penalty on to the growth rate.

4.2.3. Hotelling. What will the solution be in a market economy? To answer this question
we need to know the resource price. The resource is free to extract, but because it is available in
finite quantity it isscarceand hence it will have a non-zero price on the market due to scarcity
rent (also known as Hotelling rent, resource rent, etc.).

Imagine you own a stock of some resource, which you keep in a large pressurized under-
ground tank. To extract the resource, you simply turn the tap. You have no alternative uses for the
tank once the resource is exhausted, and there are no environmental considerations.

In order to decide when to extract the resource you consider the price path. Is the resource
pricewR increasing over time? If so, then all else equal you will keepthe resource and sell it later.
On the other hand, if you extract and sell the resource then you can put the money in the bank, and
it will grow at ratewm, wherewm is the interest rate (we express it this way to emphasize thatthe
interest rate is the rental price of money). So your rule is toextract if the resource price is rising at
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a rate slower thanwm, and not extract if the price is rising at a rate faster thanwm. If ẇR/wR= wm

then you are indifferent.
Now imagine you are one of a vast number of such resource holders, so the market for selling

the resource is competitive (as are all other markets in the economy). How do the others plan
their extraction? Presumably, they think the same way as youdo. Assume that the current price is
high, and thus all resource owners expect slowly-rising prices in the future; then everyone wants
to sell. Now assume instead that the current price is low, andthus all resource owners expect
rapidly-rising prices; then no-one wants to sell. In the former case—when everyone wants to sell
—the price must drop in a discrete step down until it reaches apoint at which it is no longer the
case that everyone wants to sell. In the latter case it must rise in a discrete step up until it reaches
a point at which it is no longer the case that no-one wants to sell. The equilibrium price is the
same in both cases; it is the point from which the price is expected to rise at exactly the rate of
interest. At this point resource owners are indifferent between holding on to their resources and
selling their resources: we have an equilibrium.

We have thus intuited the equilibrium price path for the resource:

ẇR

wR
= wm,

wherewR is the price of the resource andwm is the price of (borrowing) money, i.e. the interest
rate.

R

C=(1-s)Y

L

I=sY

Y

Figure 4.2. A schematic diagram showing the economy with a limited resource,
free to extract.

Now return to the overall model, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Given perfect markets we
know that the Hotelling rule must be obeyed, i.e.

ẇR/wR= wm.

But the resource price is just the marginal product of the resource for the representative producer,
i.e.

wR = βY/R.

Differentiate this expression and use the Hotelling result, andour result regarding the b.g.p., to
show that on a b.g.p. we have

wm= ẇR/wR= (gAL + θ)[1−β/(1−α)].

If the interest ratewm is simply equal to the pure rate of time preferenceρ—based on the simplest
possible model of preferences over time,U =

∫ ∞
0 cte−ρtdt—then we have

θ =
ρ

1−β/(1−α)
−gAL ,

so the optimal rate of decline of resource use is increasing in the degree of impatience of agents
(ρ) and in the weight of resources in the production function (β), but decreasing in the rate of
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technological progressgAL . We can now put this back into the equation forgY to yield

gY = gAL −ρ
β/(1−α)

1−β/(1−α)
,

and hence θ = ρ−gY.

So the growth penalty due to the need to gradually cut resource consumption depends on the rate
of time preferenceρ and the weight of the resource in the production function compared to the
weight of labour. Note that for a meaningful solution we require thatρ > gY. (Among other things,
the rate of decline of resource use must be strictly positive.)

As an exercise, you should redo the above assuming capital depreciation at rateδ. You should
find that it makes no difference, since when capital depreciates we haveK̇/K = sY/K − δ. On a
b.g.p. (withK̇/K constant) this again implies thatY/K is constant, hencėY/Y= K̇/K, just as when
δ was zero. Since capital still grows at the same rate as overall production in this economy, we
obtain the same result for the growth rate. Note however thatthe level of production at a given
time will be lower given depreciation, since the stock of capital will be lower. More precisely,
assume an economy in whichδ = 0 is on its b.g.p. Now assume that, suddenly, the capital stock
starts to depreciate at rateδ > 0; then the economy will shift gradually towards a new b.g.p.on
which (a) the level ofY at a given time is lower than on the previous b.g.p., and (b) the growth rate
of Y is the same. This shift is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. The transition from one b.g.p. to another (lower) b.g.p., afterδ in-
creases from 0 to 0.1. Note that the figure is for a discrete-time economy with
the following parameters:α = 0.33;β = 0.05; θ = 0.1 (assumed exogenous and
constant);s= 0.2; gAL = 0.03. The economy starts with a capital stock such that
it is on the initial b.g.p.

Note that we also require atransversality conditionto solve the model fully. It is not enough
to know the rate of change of prices, we must also know the level of the price as some point
in time. There are two particularly simple possibilities: one is that the resource should only be
exhausted asymptotically, the other is that the price should be equal to some backstop price at the
time of exhaustion. For the case of exhaustion with a backstop, a slower rate of price increase
implies (for a given transversality condition) that the initial price must be higher, and hence the
initial price path will be higher and the date of exhaustion will be put back.3

4.2.4. Hartwick. The majority of the older literature focused on the case withno technolog-
ical progress, i.e.gAL = 0. Then we know straight away (from the Solow model) that long-run
growth is not possible, since there are diminishing returnsto capital accumulation. This conclu-
sion is strengthened when there are also resource constraints: non-negative growth is impossible
in the baseline case with a fixed resource stock free to extract. Given such a stock, the extraction
rate must approach zero in the long run, and the only way to compensate is if the capital stock

3A full analysis of how transversality conditions help us to solve dynamic optimization problems is beyond the scope
of this book.
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Figure 4.4. Long-run growth in consumption and prices, compared togrowth
in global product, for (a) Metals, and (b) Primary energy from combustion.

(and hence alsoK/Y) approaches infinity. But this is impossible to sustain in the presence of
depreciation.

The response to these results was not to reject the model withzero technological progress,
but instead to do further violence to the original Solow set-up: having taken away technological
progress, the next step was to take away capital depreciation as well. In this set-up long-run
growth remains impossible (due to diminishing returns to capital) but sustaining production and
consumption may be possible: all that is required is a sufficiently high rate of capital investment.
How high is sufficiently high? This question is tied up with the famous Hartwick rule. For an
analysis of this rule see Appendix 4.B.

4.2.5. Historical data. Recall that the key results of the DHSS/Hotelling model are that on
a balanced growth path the following relationships should hold:

gY = gAL −ρ
β/(1−α)

1−β/(1−α)
and θ = ρ−gY,

while ẇR/wR = ρ.

Hereθ is the rate of decline of resource use over time,ρ is the pure rate of time preference, and
wR is the resource price. Furthermore,α andβ are the respective factor shares of capital and
the resource in final-good production. The results show how the need for resource inputs (β > 0)
puts a penalty on the growth rate that can be sustained in the economy. The size of the penalty
is increasing in the rate of time preference,ρ, and the weight of the resource in the production
function,β. Furthermore, we see that resource use declines at a constant rate, and that the resource
price increases rapidly (recall thatρ > gY).

How do these results match up to the data for real economies? The answer to this question
is to be found in Figure 4.4, which builds on Figure 1.3. Here we see that—far from declin-
ing exponentially—resource and energy use have risen exponentially, tracking global product.
Furthermore, the prices of resources and energy have been remarkably constant in the long run,
whereas according to the model they should grow faster than global product (the discount rate is
always faster than the growth rate in optimal growth models). So the model predictions seem to
be completely, hopelessly wrong.

Things are perhaps not as bad as they seem for the DHSS model. The reason is that the
problems can all be traced to the same root, which is the wildly incorrect model of the resource
extraction sector. Resources are not in reality available in a fixed known quantity, free to extract.
Instead they are expensive to extract, and furthermore the costs of extraction vary in a complex
way due to factors such as technological change and cumulative extraction (as more is extracted
we must dig deeper, raising costs).

Recall our previous model in which resource stocks were unlimited and extraction costs con-
stant. This model did a much better job of fitting the data, butat the expense of ignoring resource
scarcity, making it useless for very long run analyses. In the next section we develop a model in
which we allow for both extraction costs and scarcity.
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4.3. An extended DHSS model: A limited resource, costly to extract

We have established that the scarcity rent of major non-renewable resources is currently low.
However, we also know that in the very long run the rate of extraction of non-renewable resources
cannot keep on increasing as it has over the last century. Howwill this slowdown occur, and what
will happen to prices and the scarcity rent?

The above analysis shows that we need a model with both extraction costs and limits on
resource stocks. With such a model we have a chance of both explaining historical data and
predicting the future. The simplest thing to do is to assume that marginal extraction costs are
constant,c. Continue to write the price aswR, and the resource rent asλ. Then (in the case with
perfect competition) the price is the sum of the resource rent and the extraction cost,wR = λ+ c,
and sincec is constant ˙wR = λ̇. The resource rent rises at the interest rate (λ̇/λ = wm) and the
modified Hotelling rule is

ẇR

wR
= wm ·

wR−c
wR

.

So whenc= 0 this reduces to the original rule, but whenc approacheswR (implying that the re-
source rent is only a small proportion of the total price), thenẇR/wR approaches zero, i.e. constant
price.

Unfortunately the model with constant extraction costs is still all-too naive compared to reality
in which a variety of factors affect extraction costs. Consider the picture below, and with its help
try to identify as many such factors as you can. Furthermore,categorize them according to whether
they should make extraction costs rise or fall over time.

The three key factors are the wages paid to workers, their productivity, and the depth of
the resource (where the latter should be interpreted broadly as the physical quality of resource
deposits). Both wages and productivity should rise over time, and these trends may be expected
to cancel each other out. (Why?) Depth should also rise over time, hence overall it seems that
we should expect resource prices to rise over time. Note alsothat if the ‘width’ of the resource
stock increases, then the rate of increase in depth for a given extraction rate will be lower. We now
capture this—and more—in a simple model, based on the more complex model of Hart (2016).

4.3.1. The basic environment.The basic model is illustrated in Figure 4.5. There is a con-
stant population and utility is a linear function of consumption of the aggregate goodY:

U =
∫ ∞

0
e−ρtYtdt.

The interest rate is thus constant and equal toρ. The price of the final good is normalized to 1. All
markets are perfect—there are many resource owners, and many final-good producers.

As we can see in Figure 4.5, labour is allocated either to final-good production or to extraction.
The extraction rate grows linearly in effective labour inputs,AXLX, whereAX (productivity) grows
exogenously. However, the rate declines inAD, which we denote ‘economic depth’. Economic
depth is the exponential of the physical depth of the marginal resource,D. The physical depth
increases over time, with the rate of increaseḊ equal to the rate of extraction divided by the
surface area of the resource,φ. The resource flowX is one of two inputs into final-good production,
the other being effective labourAYLY, whereAY grows exogenously. It follows that the rate of
increase in economic depthAD is simplyX/φ, so given a constant rate of extraction, the economic
depth increases at a constant rate. For simplicity, we assume that labour productivity rises at the
same rate in both sectors, soȦY/AY = ȦX/AX = θA. Finally, as hinted at in Figure 4.5, there is a
limit to the depth at which the resource can be extracted.
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⇒ ȦD/AD = X/φ

Figure 4.5. A schematic diagram showing the economy with an inhomoge-
neous resource, costly to extract.

To solve the model at a given time, the key is that the marginalrevenue product of the resource
in the final-good sector must be equal to the price at which the(representative) extraction firm is
willing to sell the resource. This price will be equal to the sum of the marginal extraction cost
and the resource rent (which the extraction firm must pay to the resource owner). Calculating the
resource rent is tricky, so we ‘park’ the rent and simply denote it rX. Furthermore, for convenience
we define

r∗X = rX/wL,

wherewL is the wage. Sor∗X is a (re)normalized resource rent. The other two terms are straightfor-
ward. The MRP of the resource is obtained directly from the production function, and marginal
extraction costs are simply total extraction costs dividedby extracted quantity (since the extraction
function is linear). Put this all together and rearrange to obtain

X =
α

1−α

(

AD

AX
+ r∗X

)−1

.

Now assume aprimitive economy in whichAY andAX are both very small. What happens
in the short run, and in the long run? Since labour productivity is low, both resource extractionX
and final-good productionY must be low. This implies that the rate of increase of the depth of the
resource must also be low. In the limit (when this rate of increase is extremely low), the resource
rent must be zero since extraction has a negligible effect on the size of the stock. So then we have

X =
α

1−α
AX

AD
.

And sinceAD is effectively constant (when the extraction rate is very low), the extraction rate
grows at the same rate as extraction productivity, i.e. at rateθA. It follows (by inspection) that the
allocation of labour is constant, as is the resource price. We thus have a simplified version of the
DHSS model with an abundant but costly resource, as in Section 4.1.2. (The simplification is that
there is no capital.) And in the limit of very low productivity, we have a balanced growth path:

Ẏ/Y= θA

Ẋ/X = θA

wXX = αY

ẇX/wX = 0.
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Starting in the primitive economy, over time the level of labour productivity, and with it the
rate of resource extraction, will increase. Gradually, depth D will also start to increase signifi-
cantly. And when depth increases, the resource price will tend to increase, braking the increase in
the extraction rate. Here we show that there exists a second b.g.p., on which the extraction rateX
is constant, and production, the resource rent, and the resource price all grow at the same rate,θA.
Crucially, for balanced growth we have

X = φθA,

implying that

ȦD/AD = θA.

Hence the increase in economic depth exactly balances the increase in labour productivity, holding
the extraction rate constant for the given labour allocation to extraction. Since resource use is not
growing, final-good productionY grows slightly more slowly than on the previous b.g.p., while
the resource price tracksY:

Ẏ/Y= (1−α)θA

Ẋ/X = 0

wXX = αY

ẇX/wX = Ẏ/Y.

Note also that on this b.g.p. the resource rent will also growat the overall growth rate.4

For the b.g.p. derived above to hold, we must be a long way fromthe time of exhaustion.
The reason is that as exhaustion approaches, the resource rent will rise faster thanθA, because in
addition to the increasing depth, extraction will also bring the time of exhaustion closer. This is
the standard reason for the existence of a resource rent, which applies when the resource stock is
homogeneous. When exhaustion is very close then (if the resource is essential for production) the
resource price must be very high and the extraction rate verylow, and hence the depth essentially
constant. In the limit we have a simple Hotelling economy in which extraction costs are zero (since
depth is effectively constant, the rising extraction productivity pushes extraction costs towards
zero) and the resource price rises at the interest rateρ. We leave it to the reader to derive the
equations for the rates of change of the other variables in the model on this growth path. Note
however that the path differs from the others in that labour allocation changes over time: as the
resource price rises at the discount rateρ and extraction declines, extraction labour also declines,
approaching zero. Resource extraction also approaches zero, with the resource being exhausted
asymptotically.

4.3.2. Economic development in theory and practice.We now turn to the use of the model
to understand real economies. First note that to do so we mustgeneralize the model to allow for
different types of resource stock, e.g. stocks where abundance declines with depth, or first in-
creases and then declines. Such a model is developed in Hart (2016). Based on this model we
first discuss transition paths in general, then we look at thespecific cases of copper and petroleum.
The parameterizations are illustrative rather than strictly predictive, the main reason being the
great uncertainty concerning many of the assumptions. Nevertheless, the model succeeds in ex-
plaining observations from the last 100 years, and makes apparently reasonable predictions for
the next several hundred in the cases of oil and copper.

Transition paths.The overall picture emerging from the model is straightforward. In the
case of a strictly limited resource which is essential for production then we expect the economy
to pass through three phases. In the initial or frontier phase resource depth is constant, extraction
increases rapidly, and the resource price is roughly constant. In the mature phase resource depth
increases, the rate of increase of extraction is moderated,and the resource price rises. In the
exhaustion phase the depth is again constant, the extraction rate approaches zero, and the price
rises at the interest rate.

The case of a strictly limited and essential resource is however not very realistic. The only
truly non-renewable and essential resource is energy, but energy is not limited since we have the
option of harvesting the inflow of energy from the sun. On the other hand, although minerals such
as metals are of course in strictly limited supply they are not consumed in the production process,
hence we have the option of recycling. Furthermore, if we focus on each metal separately then

4The reason that there is a resource rent is that extracting resources today means that deeper resources must be
extracted (at greater cost) tomorrow.
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none of them are essential to the production process: if one metal runs out (including options for
recycling) then we will of course do without it, substituting it with other materials.

Since there are—very generally—substitutes for non-renewable resources it is important to
include this fact in the model. The simplest way to do so is to assume abackstop resource, i.e. a
substitute available in unlimited quantity at an exogenousprice. When the resource price hits the
backstop price extraction stops. Clearly at this point the value of remaining resource stocks is zero,
implying that the the scarcity rentλ is zero. We can solve the model in this case, and the behaviour
of the economy as the backstop price is approached depends very strongly on that price: if the
backstop price is very high then the behaviour of the economywill be similar to the exhaustion
phase as the backstop price is approached, with rapidly increasing price and declining extraction.
On the other hand, if the backstop price is ‘moderate’ then the mature b.g.p. may evolve seamlessly
into the backstop economy, and if the backstop price is very low then the mature b.g.p. may never
be approached: instead, the frontier economy may evolve directly into the backstop economy.

Copper. The parameterization of the model for copper is complex, since there are two key
dimensions along which the quality of copper deposits varies. The first of these is grade (the
fraction of copper in the rock, by mass), and the second is depth. Combining grade and depth
into one measure of ‘depth–grade’rx we obtain the relationship described in Figure 4.6. Here
we see that extraction so far is only scratching the surface of total stocks, and furthermore that
marginal stocks are (for now) rapidly increasing in depth. Furthermore, our calculations suggest
that depth–graderx is only relatively weakly linked to ‘economic depth’an: an = r0.42

x . This leads
to the result that the upward pressure on copper prices due toincreasing depth is weak and will
remain so for a long time into the future.
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Figure 4.6. The relationship between the combined measure of depthand grade,
rx, and cross-sectional aream for copper, based on our interpretation of the
literature (continuous line), and the parameterization ofour economic model
(dashed line). Notice the difference in scale on the two panels. The shaded area
shows extraction from 1900–2011, 5.75× 108 tons, and the dotted lines show
the relationship between depth and cross-section layer-by-layer.

Feeding all this into the overall general-equilibrium model we obtain the results shown in
Figure 4.7. The economy starts close to the first b.g.p. whichapplies for the initial stock, and
price declines by around 0.4 percent per year. Once the initial stock is used up in 2054, the rate of
increase in depthan increases, and the economy starts moving towards the secondb.g.p. on which
price rises by 0.8 percent per year. Finally, from around 2200 the scarcity rent starts to rise as
exhaustion approaches, at least in the case with a high backstop price. With a low backstop price
the scarcity rent hardly rises, and exhaustion occurs a few years earlier. Note the close agreement
between the model and observed trends in prices and extraction rates.

Petroleum.If the copper simulation is an advertisement for the power ofthe model, the
petroleum simulation highlights its weaknesses. There aretwo key aspects of the petroleum
market which the model cannot handle as it stands: firstly, the significance of market power in
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Figure 4.7. Observed price and extraction rate of copper, and the paths of price
and extraction rate—up to the time of exhaustion—predictedby the model.
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the petroleum market, and secondly the inextricable links between petroleum and its substitutes,
including natural gas, coal, and other energy sources such as nuclear power. Of course, market
power and substitutes also exist in the market for copper, but their scale and influence is greater
in the oil market. Concerning market power, consider for instance the fact that petroleum extrac-
tion occurs simultaneously from deposits for which marginal extraction costs differ by a factor
of 5 or more (compare for instance the Ghawar field in Saudi Arabia to the Athabasca oil sands
of Alberta). Concerning substitutes, petroleum demand is linked tightly to markets for coal and
other energy sources, and strongly affected by technological change. Consider for instance the
substitution from coal to oil driven by the development and refinement of the internal combus-
tion engine. Given these problems—which are evident in Figure 4.9—the model calibration is at
best illustrative, showing possible future scenarios and highlighting the effect of backstop energy
sources.

The data regarding petroleum resources in the ground are uncertain. Furthermore, the data
regarding the cost of extraction of these resources are evenmore uncertain. The most frequently
cited paper on the subject is probably Rogner (1997). However, Rogner’s curve relating cumula-
tive extraction to extraction cost (see for instance his Figure 6) shows estimated extraction cost
at the time of extraction. Its calculation must therefore involve (implicit or explicit) calculations
of (i) current extraction costs, (ii) expected decline in extraction costs, and (iii) expected rate of
extraction. Since we model the latter two, we need data on thefirst factor alone, i.e. unit extraction
costs for each type of deposit making up the reserves, if full-scale extraction were to be carried out
today. This is estimated by the International Energy Agencyin their World Energy Outlook 2008
(p.218). The data are very approximate, but can be broadly summarized as follows: considering
initial resource stocks, there was a large rather homogeneous stock of easily accessible stocks,
approximately 2000 billion barrels at an economic depth of around 18 USD/barrel. Regarding the
remaining stocks—about 7000 billion barrels—economic depth an rises approximately linearly
with cumulative extraction, reaching approximately 115 USD/barrel for the deepest stocks. We
capture this in the model by assuming an initial stock with low ψ (ψ = −2.2), so that the entire
near-homogeneous stock is at a depth of 10–20, switching to the deeper stock withψ = 1 from
20–115. The cross-section of the second stock is determinedby its size (assumed to be 6.7×109

barrels), and the parameters for the first stock are then fixedby the limits on depth (10–20), the
size (2.3×109 barrels), and the need form to be continuous over the boundary between the stocks.
The result is shown in Figure 4.8. Note that the curve shows unit extraction costs, in 2008 USD
with today’s technology, for all petroleum resources including the (hypothetical) current extrac-
tion cost of resources already extracted. (Note that we ignore the fact that a significant proportion
of cumulative extraction has been from deeper stocks.)
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Figure 4.8. The relationship between economic depth,an, and cross-sectional
aream for oil, based on our interpretation of the International Energy Agency
World Energy Outlook 2008. Depth is measured in 2008 USD, andcross-
sectional area in billion barrels per USD. The shaded area shows extraction
from 1900–2008, 1100 billion barrels.

Having parameterized the model, and given the assumption about the total stock of resources,
the future development of prices and quantities predicted by the model depends on what we as-
sume about the price of the backstop (i.e. the substitutes for oil that will take over when oil is
exhausted or too expensive). Here we make two alternative assumptions to demonstrate the role
played by the backstop resource. In the first case we assume that a backstop is available at a fixed
price of 150 US dollars (2011); in the second case we assume that a backstop is availabletodayat
that price, and that this price will decline at the rateθax−θay; that is, the backstop price declines as
long as manufacturing productivity growth outstrips TFP growth. The result is that the backstop
price is around 65 USD at the time of exhaustion, rather than 150.
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Figure 4.9. Observed price and extraction rate of petroleum, and the paths
of price and extraction rate—up to the time of exhaustion—predicted by the
model. Two model scenarios are shown, which differ in the assumed backstop
price. Note that the extraction rate is plotted on a logarithmic scale, normal-
ized by the rate in 2000. Prices are in 2012 USD. Scenarios: continuous lines,
backstop price 150 USD (year 2012); dashed lines, current backstop price 150
USD, declining at a rateθax−θay per year. Price data from BP (2012), consump-
tion data from Boden et al. (2012), assuming a linear relationship between CO2
emissions and petroleum consumption.
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The results are as follows. Note first that there is no market power in the model economy,
hence the results are what the model predicts in an economy similar to the actual global economy
but without the exercise of market power by oil producers. Turning now to the results, up to the
exhaustion of the upper stock, depth is almost constant, thescarcity rent is close to zero, and price
declines at a rate equal to the difference between the growth rates of extraction productivityand
labour productivity in final-good production, i.e. 0.6 percent per year. However, as the upper stock
nears exhaustion depth starts to rise at a significant rate, and the economy heads back towards the
b.g.p. for the stock, for whichψ = 1; the mature extraction phase. On this b.g.p. the growth rate of
extraction is halved, the resource price rises by 0.6 percent per year, and the scarcity rent makes
up 21 percent of the price.5

In the latter half of the 21st century the price paths of the alternative backstop scenarios di-
verge significantly: the upper path (high backstop price) isslightly above the b.g.p. price path,
while the lower path is below it. Hence when the backstop price is fixed at 150 USD the scarcity
rent rises above 21 percent of the total price as exhaustion approaches, whereas given the lower
backstop price the rate of price increase slows down as exhaustion approaches, and the rent actu-
ally declines as a proportion of the price.

4.3.3. Sensitivity of the model to assumptions.The above simulations are sensitive to the
assumptions made, the most uncertain of which are those regarding future demand, and future
development of extraction productivity. On the one hand, our assumption about future demand is
essentially at the upper bound of what is realistic, i.e. that demand per capita continues to grow
indefinitely at a similar rate to the rate observed over the last 100 years. At least two factors might
be expected to lead to lower future demand: firstly, if globalgrowth slows in the long run, and
secondly if there is a transition from ‘early’ growth based on manufacturing and hence resources,
and ‘post-industrial’ growth based on services and hence labour.6 The effect of lower demand
would be to reduce extraction rates and hence also reduce thegrowth rate of prices predicted
by the model. On the other hand, our assumption regarding future development of extraction
productivity is also an upper bound; again, we assume that itcontinues to increase indefinitely.
This is unlikely, not least because in reality resource extraction requires energy, and there are
physical limits to the efficiency with which this energy can be used. Since these limitsare already
coming close in some cases, this implies that even if labour productivity continues to increase,
energy productivity will not do so and hence the proportion of the energy cost in the unit cost will
rise, and the rise of overall extraction productivity will slow. This assumption therefore biases the
results towards lower prices and higher extraction rates than are likely to be observed.

The effect of assuming both lower future demand and lower productivity growth rates in ex-
traction is therefore that the price path is likely to be relatively unchanged, whereas the extraction
path will be lower. Furthermore, the proportion of the priceaccounted for by the scarcity rent will
be lower. Given a finite stock, the lower extraction path willlead to later exhaustion, and hence
any price spike as exhaustion approaches is also likely to bedelayed.

4.4. Limitations of the Cobb–Douglas production function

So far in this chapter we have discussed alternative assumptions about the nature of natural
resource stocks, arriving (in Section 4.3) at a reasonably general model which can be used to both
explain historical observations and predict future trends. However, we have scarcely discussed
how natural resources enter into the production function. It turns out that the choice of the Cobb–
Douglas production function is an even bigger problem for the DHSS model than the assumption
of finite resource stocks, free to extract.

The choice of the Cobb–Douglas was quite extensively discussed in the original papers. For
instance, Dasgupta and Heal consider a more general (CES) production function, but note that
(p.14) “Only the Cobb-Douglas form may be said to have properties that are reasonable at the

5Note that after the transition to the deeper stock withψ = 1 the economy approaches the mature b.g.p. for that stock
from above, i.e. the state variablea is above its level in the steady state. As the economy approaches the new b.g.p.x1 falls
back, which is why prices rise quite steeply throughout the 21st century.

6To get a feel for the sizes of demand changes in the model, we consider each simulation in turn. For copper, the
extraction rate peaks at around 50 times the observed rate inyear 2000. Compare this to the arbitrary assumption that the
entire future global population consumes copper at the samerate as the average U.S. citizen in year 2000; this would lead
to a global extraction rate approximately 6.3 times greater than that observed in 2000. If demand levels off in this way
then the copper stocks will last for many centuries rather than just two or three. For petroleum, the extraction rate in the
model peaks at around 3 times the year 2000 rate, which is lessthan the rate which would arise if all countries matched
the U.S. per-capita rate from year 2000.
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corner”, and (p.17) “The Cobb-Douglas case is particularlyinteresting since the analysis can rel-
atively easily be taken further.”7 Similarly to Dasgupta and Heal, Solow (1974) moots the idea of
using a production function other than Cobb–Douglas, but concludes (p.34) that “Any extra gen-
erality [gained by departing from Cobb–Douglas] hardly seems worth striving for.” And Stiglitz
(1974) sets up exactly the above model, again mentioning alternative production functions but
stating (p.124) that Cobb–Douglas case is “special, but . . .central”.

On the other hand, criticism of the DHSS model from (for instance) ecological economists
has often focused on how resources enter the production function. Consider for instance Herman
Daly’s critique of Solow–Stiglitz [i.e. DHSS], Daly (1997)p. 263:

In the Solow–Stiglitz variant, to make a cake we need not onlythe cook and
his kitchen, but also some non-zero amount of flour, sugar, eggs, etc. This
seems a great step forward until we realize that we could makeour cake a
thousand times bigger with no extra ingredients, if we simply would stir faster
and use bigger bowls and ovens.

The point here is that given the Cobb–Douglas production function (especially with the parameter
values typically chosen, withα = 0.3 andβ no greater than 0.05) we can greatly increase produc-
tion of final goods (cake) from a given flow of resources (ingredients) by either increasing inputs
of effective labour (i.e. stirring faster) or capital (bigger bowls). This clearly makes no sense at
the short-run, disaggregated level of analysis.

Macroeconomic models, building on aggregate production functions, are always gross simpli-
fications of reality, and it is frequently claimed that we need to interpret the production function of
the DHSS model flexibly. Taken literally, the model shows capital substituting for resource flows
in the production function, where that ‘capital’ is simply foregone consumption of the single final
good. But Groth (2007) p.10–11 argues that capital accumulation should be interpreted as a move
towards clean technology, recycling, substitution between inputs, and changes in the composition
of final output. However, the problem with this approach is that the interpretation of the model
is so far removed from its actual assumptions as to make the model meaningless and impossible
to test. Put differently, if we really think that moves towards clean technology, recycling, substi-
tution between inputs, and changes in the composition of final output are the key to sustainability,
then we should build models in which these processes are explicitly accounted for, and find ways
of testing the strengths of these different processes and hence their ability to deliver sustainable
growth.

The point is effectively conceded by the authors of the DHSS model themselves. Prior to
the development of the DHSS model, Solow (1973)—in an essay where he is unconstrained by
the need for mathematical formalism—argued for the abilityof the economy to adapt to resource
scarcity. In this context he sets out a series of mechanisms as key, without ranking them in impor-
tance; ironically, the DHSS mechanism—Solow’s focus in subsequent quantitative modelling—
is not mentioned at all. Regarding demand for resource inputs Solow sets out three mechanisms:

(1) Increase—through technological change—resource efficiency in production of one or
more product categories;

(2) Substitute on the consumption side away from product categories in which the produc-
tion process is resource-intensive.

(3) Increase—through technological change—the efficiency of an alternative (substitute)
resource in production of one or more product categories.

Solow pays less attention to the supply of resources, but there we have improving technology of
extraction and—working in the other direction—the impoverishment of deposits. He could also
have mentioned recycling.

In the same vein, Dasgupta (1993) also discusses our abilityto substitute for physical re-
sources in the production process. Dasgupta argues that there are nine ways in producers can sub-
stitute for non-renewable resource inputs, of which 7 are different forms of technological progress,
number 8 is switching to lower-grade inputs, and number 9 is the mechanism of the DHSS model,
i.e. the substitution of capital for resources. Dasgupta admits (p.1115) that this last mechanism is
‘limited’, indeed ‘beyond a point fixed capital in production is complementary to resources’.

Why did literature focus for so long on the substitution of capital for resources? One possible
answer is to be found in a quote from Solow (1974) (pages 10–11):

7Interestingly, the last section of the paper is devoted to anextended model in which a technological leap—occurring
exogenously and at unknown time—allows the use of an alternative to the exhaustible resource which arrives in a constant
inexhaustible flow. This is related to mechanism 3 defined below.
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It is clear without any technical apparatus that the seriousness of the resource-
exhaustion problem must depend in an important way on two aspects of the
technology: first, the likelihood of technical progress, especially natural-res-
ource-saving technical progress, and, second, the ease with which other fac-
tors of production, especially labor and reproducible capital, can be substi-
tuted for exhaustible resources in production.

My own practice, in working on this problem, has been to treatas the
central case (though not the only case) the assumption of zero technological
progress. This is not because I think resource-saving inventions are unlikely
or that their capacity to save resources is fundamentally limited. Quite the
contrary . . . I think there is virtue in analyzing the zero-technical-progress
case because it is easy to see how technical progress can relieve and perhaps
eliminate the drag on economic welfare exercised by natural-resource scarcity.
The more important task for theory is to try to understand what happens or can
happen in the opposite case.

However, this is contradicted by Solow’s own analysis of the‘three mechanisms’ discussed
above, and also the analysis of Dasgupta (1993). The true answer is probably more prosaic:
until recently the methodological tools necessary for the analysis of Solow’s three mechanisms
had not been developed. We argue—following Solow—that the three mechanisms above are
key to understanding how the economy adapts in the long-run to changes in resource or energy
availability, or to policy measures regarding resources orenergy. How important are they relative
to one another, and how does their existence affect optimal policy? We now move on to an analysis
of these questions.
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4.A. Appendix: Hotelling with a resource supply monopoly

Imagine you have a monopoly over the resource; you are the only supplier. This makes your
problem more complex, since you must account for the effect of your own extraction on the price.
To see what’s going on, we need to set up adynamic optimization problem. The simplest way to
do this is to usediscrete time, in which case we need to set up aLagrangian. We want to maximize
discounted profits, subject to the resource restriction. The profit function and the restriction can
be written as follows.

π = wrtRt;
∞
∑

t=0

Rt ≤ S.

Herewrt is the resource price, andRt is the quantity extracted and sold in periodt. We can use
these two equations to set up the Lagrangian, which is

L =

∞
∑

t=0

(

1
1+wm

)t

wrt Rt +λ(S−
∞
∑

t=0

Rt) (4.3)

Hereλ is theresource rentor (expressed in a more standard way) the shadow price of the resource
stock.8 Now take the f.o.c. inRt to obtain

(1+wm)t ∂L

∂Rt
= wrt +Rt

∂wrt

∂Rt
−λ(1+wm)t = 0. (4.4)

Now the first two terms together represent the change in revenue given a change in quantity:
marginal revenue,MR. To find the Hotelling rule, consider the first-order condition in successive
periods to derive

MRt+1

MRt
= 1+wm.

Now let’s close the model by adding a demand function. For reasons that will become clear, we
assume an inverse demand function of the form

wrt = A+BR−ǫt .

Then

MRt = wrt +Rt
∂wrt

∂Rt
= wrt (1− ǫ)+ ǫA,

and the rule is

wrt+1+ ǫA/(1− ǫ)
wrt + ǫA/(1− ǫ)

= 1+wm.

To get a handle on the above result assume that our monopolistis actually a representative
resource owner with no market power. Then marginal revenue is simply price, and

wrt+1

wrt
= 1+wm.

To link with our results above (in continuous time) note thatthe expression corresponding to
ẇR/wR is (wrt+1−wrt )/wrt . But we can rearrange the above result to yield

wrt+1−wrt

wrt
= wm,

which is thus equivalent to the continuous time result we obtained earlier (see the mathematical
appendix, Chapter A.2). So whenA = 0 the growth rate of prices is identical to the growth rate
given perfect markets; whenA< 0 prices grow more slowly given market power; and whenA> 0
prices grow faster given market power. The intuition comes from the elasticities: whenA = 0
we have constant elasticity demand, so as the price rises over time the elasticity of demand is
unchanged. But whenA < 0 the elasticity of demand increases as price increases, making the
monopolist more reluctant to increase prices, and whenA> 0 the elasticity of demand decreases
as price increases, encouraging the monopolist to raise prices further.

8This quantity has many names in the literature; two other common ones are theHotelling rentand thescarcity rent.
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4.B. Appendix: Capital, natural resources, and the Hartwick rule

The Hartwick rule—Hartwick (1977), following Solow (1974)—has generated a huge amount
of confusion, and many incorrect claims have been made.9 Here we state some of the correct re-
sults in a simple way. The key result is that—in an economy with perfect markets, constant pop-
ulation and constant technology—if the value of capital stocks is kept constant then production
will also be constant.

What does the above result imply about sustainability? How difficult is it to maintain a
constant capital stock? If capital doesn’t depreciate thenall we need to do to keep the total stock
constant is to invest the proceeds of using up one stock of capital into boosting some other stock
of capital. On the other hand, if capitaldoesdepreciate over time then we have a much harder task
holding the total stock of capital constant, indeed it will typically be impossible to do so.

Consider a DHSS economy such as those we have analysed above,and assume that invest-
ment in capital equipmentK is determined by the Hartwick rule, implying that it is not determined
by market. In such an economy there are two capital stocks,K andR, and the rule is

wK K̇ +wRṘ= 0. (4.5)

So we assume that a regulator lets the market determine resource extraction and price, and then
invests according to the rule.

The production function is

Y= (ALL)1−α−βKαRβ

and the capital accumulation equation is

K̇ = sY− δK,
where we now treats as an unknown variable. Furthermore,wK and wR are the (respective)
marginal revenue products ofK andR, hence

wKK = αY

and wRR= βY.

The first equation tells us that the marginal product of capital wK = αY/K. Consider now a
capital owner hiring out a single unit capital, value 1 (recall that capital and the final good are
the same, and that the price of the final good is normalized to 1). The gross return (income flow
per unit of capital hired out, value 1) is justwK , but the net return iswK − δ, because the capital
depreciates (disappears!) at a constant rate ofδ. In equilibrium capital owners must be indifferent
between hiring and selling capital, which implies that the interest rate—here we call itρ rather
thanwm—must be equal towK − δ. So we have

ρ = wK − δ = αY/K − δ. (4.6)

Now return towKK = αY and use the capital accumulation equation to write

wK K̇ = αY/K(sY− δK). (4.7)

Now turn toR. SincewRR= βY and the Hotelling rule applies we know that

Ṙ/R= Ẏ/Y−ρ,
whereρ (the discount rate) is determined by (4.6). Furthermore, from the production function we
know that

Ẏ/Y= αK̇/K+βṘ/R,

hence Ṙ/R= αK̇/K+βṘ/R−ρ.

Rearrange to yield Ṙ/R=
1

1−β
[

αK̇/K−ρ
]

,

hence Ṙ/R=
1

1−β
[

αsY/K −αδ−ρ
]

,

and (sincewRR= βY) wRṘ=
β

1−β
[

αsY/K −αδ−ρ
]

Y. (4.8)

Now combine (4.7) and (4.8) with (4.5) to yield

sY= [ρ(β/α)+ δ]K,

and (substituting forρ) sY= βY+ δ(1−β/α)K.

9For rigourous support for this statement see Asheim et al. (2003).
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When δ = 0 a Hartwick path is feasible: investment is a constant fraction of production, the
interest rate approaches zero from above, and total resource extraction is bounded. However,
whenδ > 0 then there is no feasible Hartwick path: on a feasible path,R must approach zero
while K approaches infinity, but ifK →∞ then s must be greater than 1 (which is impossible),
and furthermoreY/K will approach zero implying thatρ must be negative henceRmust grow, not
decline.

Finally, note that even if we observe in the present (a) that resource rents are reinvested in
physical capital, and (b) that physical capital does not depreciate, and (c) that all markets are
perfect, this still does not guarantee sustainability, because we do not know the preferences based
on which the market interest rate is determined. One thing wecan say for sure is that if the
investment rate is determined by the market and if the pure rate of time preference is non-zero
then the rule will not be followed in the long run. The reason is that given a positive pure rate
of time preferenceρ, the interest rate must always be at leastρ, even when growth is zero. This
implies that investment in capital will hit zero when returns to such investment hitρ, and this must
happen in finite time, when the capital stock gets ‘too big’ inrelationY. So in the market there is
a limit to capital accumulation, even though in a planned economy there may not be.

Summing up, it remains to be demonstrated that the Hartwick rule is of anything other than
purely academic interest.

4.C. Appendix: Are non-renewables ‘scarce’? The elephant in Hotelling’s room

In this section we show that—according to market agents—exhaustion of critical non-renewable
resources is definitely not imminent. We borrow heavily fromHart and Spiro (2011): large sec-
tions of the text are taken directly from that paper.

4.C.1. Theory. Market agents value resources in the ground as assets, as shown by Hotelling.
If those resources are valuable, and their price is failing to rise, then agents will realize those assets,
i.e. sell them. This will cause the price to fall to a lower level, from which it will (in equilibrium)
rise.

In terms of Hotelling’s analysis, there are two possible reasons for the failure of prices to
rise: either (i) resource markets systematically fail to value resources in the ground according
to the theory; or (ii) the scarcity rent is well-behaved, butmasked by other factors. In both
cases, the implication is that factors other than the scarcity rent are important in shaping the
resource price. Failure to value resources correctly couldfor instance be due to a failure to foresee
(stochastic) discoveries, leading to a fall in the rent eachtime a discovery is made; this is illustrated
in Figure 4.10(b). However, as was shown as early as 1982 by Arrow and Chang, rational actors
will take account of the probability of new discoveries being made, and the effect of allowing
for stochasticity will be for the rent to fluctuate around theoriginal trend. Only in the case of a
constant series of surprises, all in the same direction, could new discoveries hold back the long-
run growth in the rent. Imputing such a series of surprises boils down to assuming that actors
on the resource market are not rational, hence the analysis is hoist by its own petard; that is, if
market actors are not rational then other fundamental elements of the market analysis also break
down. Another reason for markets not to value resources according to the theory could be that
politico-economic factors play an important role, as argued by many authors in the resource curse
literature.10 Resources are frequently state-owned, and in such cases it is a reasonable conjecture
that there are other, non-market, mechanisms shaping extraction and price paths.

Turning to the possible masking of the scarcity rent, note first that other components of the
price may be a combination of extraction costs and rents due to market power, which we denote as
‘resource costs’. Resource costs could mask a rising scarcity rent in two different ways, illustrated
in Figure 4.10(c) and (d). In the first, which we denote ‘declining costs’, the rent is a significant
component of the price, but the fall in resource costs compensates for its rise. In the second,
‘low scarcity’, the rent is only a tiny component of the overall price, and hence its rise has an
insignificant effect on the overall price. It is straightforward to demonstrate both cases in theory.
For instance, a popular explanation for declining costs is that technological progress in extraction
pushes down unit extraction costs; see for instance Lin and Wagner (2007). However, as Hart
(2009) points out, this should only occur if technological progress in extraction outstrips progress
in other sectors, since otherwise the prices of inputs (suchas labour) should rise in line with
increasing productivity.

Note that low scarcity rents can arise in a number of ways despite finite stocks, for example if
there is a renewable substitute. For brevity, we follow Nordhaus (1973a) in the following argument

10For a survey of this literature see Van der Ploeg (2011).
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by assuming abackstop technology, i.e. a technology capable of substituting for the resourceat a
price which is independent of demand. Then if extraction costs are equal to the cost of a backstop
technology, it is obvious that the scarcity rent will be zeroup to the point of exhaustion.11 More
subtly, this will also be the case if extraction costs are expected to be equal to the backstop cost
at the time of resource exhaustion. Furthermore, it has long been known that given a sufficient
degree of market power prices will go straight to the backstop price and stay there, even in the
absence of extraction costs; see for instance Teece et al. (1993) or Dasgupta and Heal (1979).

4.C.2. Simulation. We report the results of some simple simulations for crude oil. The aim
is not to prove the level of the scarcity rent, but instead to illustrate the necessary implications of a
high scarcity rent. We assume that resource costs change at aconstant rate, while the scarcity rent
rises at a constant rate (implying that the rate of return on holding the resource is constant). Under
these circumstances, if prices are known at three points in time—such as past, present, and at the
time of exhaustion—then if any one of the rate of return on theasset, the rate of cost decline, and
the current scarcity rent are known, then the other two are fixed by the model. Furthermore, the
lower the rate of return, the higher the current scarcity rent, and the steeper the rate of cost decline.
We illustrate this in Figure 4.11, in which we take the average prices for 1980–1989 and 2000–
2009,12and assume that oil reserves will run out in 2050 at a backstopprice of 150 dollars/barrel,13

and illustrate two of the possible combinations which are consistent with the model.
Figure 4.11 shows how a higher level of the current scarcity rent with a given backstop price

and time of exhaustion implies, ceteris paribus, that resource holders demand a lower rate of return
for holding the resource in the ground, and that extraction costs are falling more steeply. However,
we wish to focus on the relationship betweenR (the current percentage of the price made up by
the scarcity rent), the time of exhaustion, the backstop price, and the rate of return demanded by
resource holders. To do so we plot level curves forR as a function of the backstop price and rate
of return, for two different exhaustion dates (Figure 4.12).

In Figure 4.12 we see that the rate of return demanded onin situ resources is crucial to the
level of the scarcity rent obtained from the model. If resource holders are happy with a rate of
return similar to the average returns on bonds, around 3 percent,14 then in the baseline scenario
(backstop price 150, oil runs out 2050), the Figure shows that the scarcity rent makes up between
50 and 90 percent of the current price. On the other hand, if resource holders demand returns
similar to average returns on shares, around 7 percent, thenthe scarcity rent accounts for just 10
percent of the current price.

The question of what rate of return demanded by resource holders has received little attention
in the literature. Note however that Stollery (1983) finds byestimation of a CAPM model that

11See Tahvonen and Salo (2001) for a model in which a renewable substitute plays the role of backstop, putting a
cap on resource prices.

1255.4 dollars/barrel and 53.5 dollars/barrel, in constant 2009 dollars. For data see BP (2010).
13The current reserve to production ratio is 46 implying 2055 to be the expected time of exhaustion if current

production continues. See BP (2010) for the data.
14Average returns on 3-month UK treasury bonds are approximately 3 percent per annum.
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Figure 4.10. Resource price as a function of time. The lightly shaded area
represents the scarcity rent, the heavily shaded area represents other factors,
i.e. the sum of extraction costs and rents due to market power.
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Figure 4.11. Graphs of price (dollars per barrel) against time for crude oil,
showing alternative paths between the same observed pricesfor 1980–1989,
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(a) Cheap oil runs out 2050 (b) Cheap oil runs out 2040

Figure 4.12. Simulated level curves for the current scarcity rent as a percentage
of current price of oil, where the variables are the final (backstop) oil price, and
the rate of return (in percent per year) demanded by resourceholders.

the best fit comes from a rate of return of 14 percent for Canadian Nickel. We do not go deeply
into the question here, but only note that commodity marketsin general, and the oil market in
particular, is considered volatile; see for instance Pindyck (2004). Thus it seems reasonableprima
facie to assume that crude oil holders demand expected returns of at least 7 percent onin situ oil,
probably significantly higher. This in turn suggests a scarcity rent of up to 25 percent.

From Figure 4.12 we can see that the backstop price and time ofexhaustion also have sig-
nificant effects. There is of course a lot of uncertainty about both numbers. However, Lindholt
(2005) use acurrent backstop price of $105/barrel (based on Manne et al., 1995), and assume a
steady decline over time; it is common to assume declining backstop prices due to technological
progress. Note that a reasonable first guess might be to assume that the backstop price falls at the
same rate as the resource cost. If we impose this further restriction, then we can instead plot level
curves for Hotelling rent as a function ofcurrent backstop price and rate of return. The result
(not shown graphically) is that the level curves shift down significantly, because a high current
scarcity rent implies rapidly falling resource costs, implying that the backstop price is also likely
to fall. Specifically, a current backstop price of over $500/barrel is required to yield a 25 percent
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Hotelling rent assuming 7 percent rate of return, while if the backstop price is limited to a more
reasonable $200/barrel then the current Hotelling rent is limited to 10 percent of the price.

The point of the above is that the sum of something increasingexponentially (and at a rather
high rate) and something else decreasing must also start to increase within a rather short time
unless the increasing part start off very very low. Since resource prices generally are not showing
a clear upward trend this suggests strongly that the resource rent remains a small part of the price.



CHAPTER 5

Directed technological change and resource efficiency

In this chapter we start the process of generalizing the Cobb–Douglas production function
in order to analyse the role of resources in aggregate production. Following Solow (1973), we
aim to (i) capture the effect of technological progress which allows more efficient use of natural
resources, (ii) include the possibility of substituting between alternative natural resources in pro-
duction, and (iii) allow for the possibility of adapting consumption patterns to save on the use
of natural resources. We begin with technological progress, related to Solow’s first mechanism,
i.e. that firms may adapt to resource scarcity by increasing—through investment in technological
change—the efficiency with which they use resources in the production of their goods.

5.1. Resource efficiency in the production function

In this section we take a more detailed look at alternative ways of representing production
as a function of two inputs. This is important groundwork before beginning our analysis of DTC
(directed technological change). We focus on a simple case in which widgets are produced using
flows of resources and labour. We abstract from (i.e. ignore)capital. In essence this implies that
we assume that the capital stock grows at the same rate as the stock of effective labourALL, hence
including capital would not significantly affect the analysis.

5.1.1. Familiar cases: the general production function, and Cobb–Douglas.Assume an
economy with one product, widgets, and two production inputs. For now we call them labour
and resources. Denote flows of labour and resources asL andR respectively, units workers and
tons/year. In general we can write

y= F(ALL,ARR). (5.1)

Recall then that the units ofL andRare widgets per worker per year and widgets per ton per year.
So far in the book we have used the Cobb–Douglas function almost exclusively. That is, we

write the production function as

y= (ALL)α(ARR)1−α = ALαR1−α.

Thus the two separate factor-augmenting technology levelshave been subsumed into a single
technology index and there is no role for directed technological change. For instance, if we
raise resource-efficiency AR this serves to raiseA and hence raise production, but it does not
reduce the demand for resource inputs. This paradoxical result follows from the high degree of
substitutability between the inputs: when resource efficiency rises the cost of resource inputs falls,
causing producers to use more resources.

The Cobb–Douglas model fails when confronted by further evidence. For instance, we know
that it is in fact very hard for producers to substitute for resource inputs using labour, at least in the
short run. Intuitively, we can think of a producer making hammers from steel. More broadly, this
is clear from the very small short-run effect of increases in the resource price on resource quantity
(i.e. the inelastic short-run demand): when resource prices rise dramatically, quantity hardly falls
because firms and consumers are locked in to their demand for resources by the technology and
capital they possess. To go deeper we therefore need a model in which there is low short-run
elasticity of substitution between labour and resources, but where there is also some mechanism
through which they can be substituted in the long run. In thischapter that mechanism is DTC.

5.1.2. The Leontief production function and ‘Limits to growth’. The simplest way to
specify a production function with low substitutability between the inputs is through theLeontief
production function, in which there is no substitutabilitywhatsoever between the inputs. The
function looks like this:

Y=min{ALL,ARR}. (5.2)

This equation reads as follows: productionY is equal to the smallest of the following set of
quantities: effective labour inputsALL, and effective resource inputsARR.

65
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To interpret the equation, consider for instance production of hammers from steel. Given the
design of the hammers (which determinesAR), and assuming no steel is wasted, the production
rate of hammers will be limited by the flow of steel inputsR. If the design is such that each
hammer requires 1 kilo of steel, and the flow of steel inputs is103 tons per year, then no more
than 106 hammers can be produced by the firm per year. However, there isno guarantee that
the firm will produce that many hammers; to do so, they must have enough (productive) labour
employed, whereAL is the productivity of the workers andL is their number. Note that we have
—following Solow (1973)—left out capital; effectively, we assume that each worker has enough
capital (machines) in order to work productively.

A profit-maximizing firm will of course make sure that it hiresjust enough workers, and buys
just enough resources, such thatALL = ARR. The alternative is that workers stand idle waiting for
resource inputs, or that resources stand idle waiting for workers to use them.

Now assume thatAL —worker productivity—rises exponentially, whileAR remains unchanged.
Furthermore, assume that equation (5.2) is the aggregate production function of the economy.
Then assuming that resources are available, resource flows into production will also increase ex-
ponentially, tracking the growth in labour productivity and global product. If the resource price
remains constant then the share of resources in global product will also remain constant. However,
such exponential growth in physical inputs cannot continueindefinitely, and the model strongly
suggests that a crash is imminent when resources ‘run out’.

Superficially this example matches the evidence regarding the global economy (see for in-
stance Figure 4.4). However, it should be clear that this model is far too simple to use as a
basis for drawing conclusions and designing policy. The model is obviously grossly simplified
in assuming that it is impossible to increase resource efficiency. If labour efficiency can increase
exponentially, why should resource efficiency be unable to increase likewise? Furthermore, as in
the neoclassical model, there is no allowance for shifts in consumption patterns. Finally, there is
no model of the price of the resource input, which we expect tobe linked to scarcity of the input
and to affect demand for the input.

The model above shares crucial features with the famous ‘Limits to Growth’ model. The
‘Limits’ model dates to 1972 when the Club of Rome published abook, the Limits to Growth,
which caused a sensation at the time. The analysis used a “system dynamics computer model to
simulate the interactions of five global economic subsystems, namely: population, food produc-
tion, industrial production, pollution, and consumption of non-renewable natural resources.”1

The ‘Limits’ team programmed various scenarios, and all ended in disaster, typically by
around 2050. This was either due to resource exhaustion or excessive pollution. The reasons
for this are not easy to elucidate as the model is not open to examination, however, the behaviour
of the model can be approximated by a very simple economic model, as follows:

Y=min{ALL,ARR}; (5.3)

ȦL/AL = g; (5.4)

S0 ≥
∫ ∞

0
Rtdt. (5.5)

Furthermore, we have thatAL0L < ARS0. Thus we have a Leontief production function with
exogenous growth inAL. If AR is constant then we get exponential growth in bothY and R,
whereas ifAR is allowed to grow then the growth inR will be slower.2 But why doesAL grow?
And what determines the growth rate ofAR? And what about the resource price, does that have
no effect whatsoever on the allocation? The model raises many questions, some of which we try
to answer in this part of the book.

5.1.3. The CES production function. An alternative functional form—much more flexible
than both Cobb–Douglas and Leontief—is the CES production function:

y= [γ(ALL)ǫ + (1−γ)(ARR)ǫ ]1/ǫ .

Hereǫ ∈ (−∞,1). The Cobb–Douglas emerges from the CES as a special case when ǫ = 0, and
Leontief whenǫ → −∞. Finally, whenǫ = 1 then the inputs are perfect substitutes, like 5 and
10-dollar bills. However, typically we assume that labour and capital, or labour and resources, are

1According to the website http://www.clubofrome.org/?p=1161+, 3 Oct. 2012.
2Note that we have simplified slightly here. The Limits model is actually built on an outdated growth model known

as theAK model in which labour productivityAL grows due to capital accumulation, which is possible due to ahighly
contrived mechanism where the greater the quantity of capital possessed by other firms, the more productive is any par-
ticular firm (irrespective of how much capital that firm has).However, the overall effect is consistent with the equations
presented here.
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poorly substitutable for one another, that is they arecomplements, implying thatǫ < 0. When they
are complements, an increase in the quantity of one of the inputs available on the market leads to
a large reduction in its price such that relative returns to that input factor decline.

To get a handle on the production function, consider the following example. Assume an
economy with 10 people on an island, and 10 trees/week wash up on the beach. Furthermore, the
islanders have a technology called ‘knives’ which allows them to cut the trees into planks, which
can rapidly be made into houses (final product). They manage to make 0.01 houses per week.
What do they need more of to boost their rate of housebuilding? Suggest values for the elasticity
of substitution between the inputs, and knowledge levels. Explain briefly.

Now assume that the islanders invent a technology called ‘sawmills’ (and are somehow able
to obtain the necessary capital goods). What do they need more of now in order to boost their rate
of housebuilding? Suggest new values for the knowledge levels. Explain briefly.

Some possible answers to the questions above follow. We haveL = 10 andR = 10, and
y= 0.01. Presumably it is rather hard to substitute workers for trees, although not impossible. For
instance, if there are a lot of trees the (fixed number of) workers could select the best trees to make
planks out of, rejecting less suitable ones. This would allow them to produce planks faster. So
ρ should definitely be negative, but we have to guess its value.For simplicity we chooseρ = −1.
We drop the distribution parameterγ, incorporating it into the productivity factors. So we have

y=

(

1
10AL

+
1

10AR

)−1

.

Sincey= 0.01 we can rearrange the equation to obtain 1000= 1/AL+1/AR. Finally, and crucially,
note that it is clearly workers who are in short supply in thiseconomy, not trees; only a small
fraction of the 10 trees per week can be used considering thatthe 10 workers only have knives
with which to work. Since the supply of workers is limiting, this implies thatAL should be small
compared toAR.

More precisely, imagine that there is an abundance of trees such thatARR is very large. Then
we can approximate 1/(ARR) = 0, and the production function becomesy= ALL. ThenAL = 0.001
(sincey= 0.01 andL = 10). If we instead imagine that labour is abundant, thenAR becomes the
minimum number of houses that can be made per tree, given thatinfinite care is taken to avoid
waste in making the planks. If this is 0.5 then the production function is

y=

(

1
0.001L

+
1

0.5R

)−1

.

WhenL andRare both equal to 10, this gives 0.01 houses produced per week.3

When sawmills are invented, the productivity of trees in housemaking is presumably more-
or-less unchanged; it still takes 2 trees to make a house. (Although we could imagineAR chang-
ing: for instance, if the sawmills produced more waste such as sawdust thenAR would go down,
whereas if they could cut thinner planks thus using the timber more efficiently then it would go
up.) The productivity of labour on the other hand will go up enormously. Now we might imag-
ine 10 people running a sawmill being able to cut up hundreds of trees each week. (Recall that
the planks can ‘quickly’ be made into houses, implying that the time spent on this step can be
ignored.) If we assume a relatively rudimentary sawmill then we can setAL = 10, and the new
production function is

y=

(

1
10L
+

1
0.5R

)−1

.

Now trees are the limiting factor, and 4.8 houses can be made each week given that there are 10
trees available per week and 10 workers.

The CES production function gives us the ability to capture the effects of factor-specific
(directed) technological change on production in a flexibleway. This is an essential ingredient in
our models of growth and sustainability. However, this is not enough on its own; we must also
be able to model changes in the relative productivities of the factors as an endogenous result of
other changes in the economy, such as changes in the availability of the factors. That is, we need
a model of endogenous directed technological change, henceforth DTC. To build such a model,
we return to our model of endogenous technological change from Chapter 3 and add the need for
a resource input, with an associated level of resource-augmenting knowledge. Furthermore, we
simplify the model in some other respects. Because we are primarily interested in the direction of

3More exactly, 0.00998 houses per week.
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technological change rather than overall growth we simply fix the total quantity of research labour
in the economy.

5.2. Foundations of an aggregate DTC model

Deriving a full DTC model for use in analysis of environmental policy questions—see for
instance Hart (2018b)—is beyond the scope of this book. Herewe instead derive a key general
result regarding the behaviour of a small innovating firm—following Hart (2013)—and then use
it in straightforward aggregate models with representative firms.

Consider a small firmi (with many competitors) buying inputs of labourl i and a resourcer i ,
priceswL andwR. The firm is a price taker with respect to inputs. It makes a unique productyi ,
and has unique firm-level productivity levelsAli andAri , which are achieved through investments
zli andzri in research (pricewZ). The elasticity of demand for the firm’s product is 1−η, so

∂pi

∂yi

yi

pi
= 1−η.

The firm’s production functions for knowledge and the final good are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Note thatφ is a positive parameter,A is all existing knowledge in the economy, andFr andFl

are increasing functions.4 So firm knowledge in each sector is an increasing function of prior
knowledge in the economy and its own investments. And final-good production is a CES function
of the augmented inputs of labour and the resource. How much should the firm invest in the
research inputszl andzr?

l i
zli

zri

Arit = Fr (A)zφrit

Ali = Fl(A)zφlit

r i

yi = [(Ali l i)ǫ + (Ari r i)ǫ ]1/ǫ

Figure 5.1. The single firm’s production function

The firm has a straightforward, static problem, which is to maximize net revenue subject to
the restrictions implied by the knowledge production functions. We can thus write down the firm’s
problem as a Lagrangian:

L = pi(yi)[(Ali l i)ǫ + (Ari r i )ǫ ]1/ǫ −wZ(zli +zri )− (wLl i +wRr i)

−λli (Ali −Fl(A) ·zφli )−λri (Ari −Fr (A) ·zφri ),
whereλli andλri are the shadow prices of firm knowledge.

4An important feature of the production function is that firmsdo not build their period-t knowledge on their existing
private knowledge, rather they build on all existing knowledge in the entire economy. This simplifies the dynamics of the
model immensely.
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To solve the problem we take first-order conditions inl i and r i to yield an expression for
wLl/(wRr):

wLl i
wRr i

=

(

Ali l i
Ari r i

)ǫ

.

This equation relates relative factor expenditures by the firm to the relative augmented quantities
of the factors. (The augmented quantity is the physical quantity multiplied by the productivity.)
Sinceǫ is negative, the expression shows that the firm spends more onthe factor which is relatively
scarce.

Now we take first-order conditions inAli andAri to yield an expression forλli Ali /(λri Ari ):

λli Ali

λri Ari
=

(

Ali l i
Ari r i

)ǫ

.

We can actually write down this expression without the need for working through the first-order
conditions, using the symmetry implicit in the Lagrangian,where theλs play the role of thews,
and theks play the role of theqs.

Finally, we take first-order conditions inzli andzri to yield a second expression forλli Ali/(λri Ari ):

zli

zri
=
λli Ali

λri Ari
.

This simply states that firms invest in proportion to the value of the knowledge produced, which
is the shadow price of that knowledge times its quantity.

Now we can eliminate the shadow prices from the two expressions above to yield an expres-
sion for relative investments as a function of prices and quantities of the inputs:

zli

zri
=

(

Ali l i
Ari r i

)ǫ

=
wLl i
wRr i

. (5.6)

So firms invest in proportion to the resultant relative factor expenditures. If a firm spends twice as
much on labour as it does on resources, it will invest twice asmuch in increasing the productivity
of labour compared to resources!

Note that we could also derive expressions for the quantities of labour and resources bought
by the firm, the absolute quantities of investment in research, etc. However, our key focus is
relative investment, so we stop at equation 5.6.

5.3. The aggregate DTC model

5.3.1. The model.We now take equation 5.6, and feed it into a simple aggregate model,
illustrated in Figure 5.2. Here we see that aggregate productionY is divided between consumption
C and production (or extraction) of the intermediate energy inputR. There are two types of labour,
L andZ, the quantities of which are exogenously given.L is production labour, andZ is research
labour. Research labour may be divided between boosting labour productivityAL and energy
productivityAR. Furthermore, the aggregate production function for the resource inputR is

R= AXX,

whereAX is the productivity of the input, andwL is the wage. Since the price of the final good is
normalized to one this gives total costs of resource production asX, and hence (assuming a perfect
market) the resource pricewR= 1/AX.

In the aggregate model consumers have the very simple utility function

U =
∞
∑

t=0

βtCt,

whereβ is a parameter less than 1, andC is aggregate consumption. So we have a constant,
exogenous discount rate. Furthermore, we have

Y=

(∫ 1

0
yηi di

)1/η

.

whereη is a parameter less than 1. Thus there is monopolistic competition between the producers
of the different goods. Normalize the price of the aggregate to 1. Then (by differentiating) we can
obtain

pyi =
∂Y
∂yi
=

(

Y
yi

)1−η
.
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R

C=Y-X

L

X

Y

Z

AL, AR

Figure 5.2. The aggregate flows of factors and products in the economy.

Given symmetryY = yi so all the goods have price 1. But crucially, we see that the elasticity
of demand for each good is 1− η, as in the firm model analysed above. Therefore equation 5.6
applies, and we have (in the aggregate)

ZL

ZR
=

(

ALL
ARR

)ǫ

=
wLL
wRR

. (5.7)

Finally, and crucially, we link firm knowledgeAli and Ari to next-period economy-wide
knowledgeA, and especially the functionsFl andFr . First we must specify the relationship be-
tween the economy-wide knowledgeA and the firm-specific knowledge stocksAli andAri . Here
we divide the economy-wide knowledge stocks into two sets,AL andAR, which are the sum of the
individual firms’ knowledge stocks:

AL =

∫ 1

0
Ali di;

AR=

∫ 1

0
Ari di.

So in symmetric equilibrium with a representative firm (for which we drop the subscriptis) we
haveAL = Al , andAR= Ar . Then we must specify the functionsFl andFr . We choose the simplest
possible specification, an extreme case, as explained below.

Definition 1. Independent knowledge stocks.Knowledge stocks develop independently when

Fl = Alt−1/ζL and

Fr = Art−1/ζR,

whereζL andζR are positive parameters. Thus labour-augmenting knowledge builds exclusively
on existing labour-augmentingknowledge, and resource-augmenting knowledge builds exclusively
on existing resource-augmenting knowledge.

Thus—recalling the knowledge production functions above—we can write

ALt = (ALt−1/ζL)ZφLt,

ARt = (ARt−1/ζR)ZφRt,

and
ALt

ARt
=

ALt−1

ARt−1

ζR

ζL

(

ZLt

ZRt

)φ

. (5.8)

5.3.2. The solution.Now to finalize the solution. Take equation 5.8, rearrange, and substi-
tute for relative investments using equation 5.7 to obtain

(

ALt/ALt−1

ARt/ARt−1

ζR

ζL

)1/φ

=
wLtLt

wRtRt
.
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We can then use this equation to obtain a single equation for the development of relative knowl-
edge stocks either as a function of the relative quantities of the inputs, or the relative prices. We
assume that the relative prices of the inputs are exogenously given, i.e.wL/wR is given in each
period, hence we want an equation in terms of relative prices. After some simple algebra we have

ALt/ALt−1

ARt/ARt−1
=

(

ALt−1

ARt−1
· wRt

wLt

)ǫφ/(1−ǫ(1+φ)) (
ζL

ζR

)(1−ǫ)/(1−ǫ(1+φ))

. (5.9)

Equation 5.9 gives us the period-by-period development of the state of the economy. And
this allows us to draw conclusions about balanced growth paths. By definition, on a b.g.p. all state
variables must change at constant rates. If bothAL andAR change at constant rates then the LHS
of equation 5.9 is constant, since it is one constant dividedby another. This implies in turn that
the RHS is constant, so ifwR/wL is decreasing at some fixed rate thenAL/AR must be increasing
at the same rate. So if the relative price of the resource is declining at some fixed rate, the relative
productivity of the resource must decline at the same rate. This implies in turn, from equation 5.7,
that relative quantities will increase at the same rate. To show this, start with

wLL
wRR

=

(

ALL
ARR

)ǫ

,

and rearrange to show that

L
R
=

(

AL

AR

)ǫ/(1−ǫ) (wL

wR

)−1/(1−ǫ)
.

Hence relative investments are constant on the b.g.p.

5.3.3. Stability of the b.g.p. Whatever the values of parameters, a b.g.p. will exist. But will
it be stable? In other words, will the economy approach the b.g.p. over time, or will it head off
somewhere else? It turns out that the elasticity of substitution between the inputs is key.

The key is the result that relative investments are equal to relative factor shares. Assume that
we are on a b.g.p. such that constant relative investments lead to constant factor shares. Then
assume that there is some perturbation to the system such that the ratio ofAL to AR moves off
the balanced growth path. Does this trigger the economy to move away from the path, or does
it return to the path? For concreteness, assume thatAR falls. Then we know from equation 5.6
that the factor share of the resource will rise (sinceǫ is negative) causing investment inAR to rise,
thus boosting the growth ofAR. This shows that the b.g.p. of the economy is stable, as long as ǫ
is negative; whenǫ > 0 the analysis and results change completely, as we see in Chapter 7. The
situation is illustrated in Figure 5.3

State of technologyAugmenting
labour

Augmenting
energy

Market forces

Figure 5.3. Illustration of how relative prices (the shape of the economic land-
scape) determine the relative levels of technology augmenting labour and en-
ergy.

5.3.4. The long-run aggregate production function.We have established that ifwR/wL

changes at a constant rate, the economy will approach a b.g.p. on whichAR/AL changes at the
same rate, whileR/L has exactly the opposite trend. Furthermore, these resultsimply that both
augmented inputs and the factor share are constant. So the long-run factor shares are constant
despite changes in the relative quantities of the inputs. This implies that the long-run aggregate
production function is, in reduced form, Cobb–Douglas:

Y= AL1−αRα.

So we are back to the production function of the DHSS model! (Although without capital.) And
therefore the model can explain the data of Figure 4.4 for metals and energy, reproduced here as
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Figure 5.4. Note that the result of constant prices and consumption tracking global product is that
theshareof resources in global product is also constant.5
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Figure 5.4. Long-run growth in consumption and prices, compared togrowth
in global product, for (a) Metals, and (b) Primary energy from combustion.

The value ofα will be determined by the relative values ofζL andζR, and the relative growth
rates of input quantities (or prices). If it is easier (cheaper) to develop technologies augmenting
resources than it is to develop technologies augmenting labour thenα will be small and the factor
share of resources will also be small. Just as in the DHSS model, sustainability should be no
problem as long as we manage resource stocks sensibly: thus we should gradually reduceR if
there is a finite stock of the resource.

The key difference compared to the ‘Limits’ model is thatAR, resource-augmenting knowl-
edge, is allowed to grow exponentially and without bound. This allows sustainable use of a finite
resource stock even when the resource and other inputs (in this case labour) are highly comple-
mentary in the short run. Given such complementarity, andwithoutDTC, we are very close to the
limits model, and there is no way to achieve sustainability (if defined as any consumption level
that can be maintained into the indefinite future).

Recall Daly’s critique of the neoclassical model (page 57):can we bake more and more
cake with the same quantity of ingredients? Can we, for example, produce more and more
light using the same energy inputs? Can we travel further andfurther using the same energy
inputs? Can we keep our houses warm. . . ? Etc. It turns out thatwe can! Consider for instance
Fouquet and Pearson (2006) on the history of light production. They conclude that the efficiency
of lighting in the U.K. (measured by lumen produced per watt of energy used) increased 1000-
fold from 1800 to 2000. That’s a lot more cake! Regarding the production of motive power from
fossil fuels, historically this concerns the efficiency of steam engines, while over the last century
we must consider electric power generation and the internalcombustion engine. Regarding steam
engines, sources such as Hills (1993) suggest that their efficiency in generating power from coal
inputs increased steadily from their invention in the early1700s up to 1900, and by a factor of
around 20 over the entire period; this growth in efficiency is at least equal to the growth in labour
productivity over the same period. Subsequently, the efficiency of coal-fired power stations has
continued to increase but at a declining rate; see for instance Yeh and Rubin (2007) for detailed
evidence.

Does the above discussion mean Daly was wrong in using his cake analogy to criticize DHSS?
In fact it does not, since in the DHSS model it is capital accumulation which allows us to bake
more cake from the same ingredients, but in the above examples it is technological changethat has
allowed us to do so, not capital accumulation. Technological change does, demonstrably, allow us

5The figures show normalized prices, quantities, etc., so they show how the factor shares of resources change over
time, but nothing about the absolute levels of the factor costs compared to the value of global product. The absolute share
of resources is significant but not large. For instance, the factor share of crude oil in the global economy in 2008 was 3.6
percent, whereas the factor share of the 17 major metals was just 0.7 percent.
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to get more product (value) out of given inputs, and there is no obvious limit to this process.6 But
does the model stand up to more detailed examination? We find out in the next section.

5.4. Problems regarding the DTC model

5.4.1. Predicted growth inAR. We have shown that our simple model can reproduce the
patterns observed in the data for resource or energy demand,given the development of prices.
However, the model also makes predictions about the development of energy-augmenting knowl-
edge, and here we find that these predictions are completely at odds with the evidence.

Recall that the original production function is CES with lowelasticity of substitution (labour
and the resource are strongly complementary), thus we have

Y= [(ALL)ǫ + (ARR)ǫ ]1/ǫ ,

whereǫ < 0. Assuming perfect markets we can model the choices of a representative final-good
producer whose profit-maximization problem is

max
L,R

π = [(ALL)ǫ + (ARR)ǫ ]1/ǫ −wLL−wRR.

Take the first-order condition inR to show that

R
Y
=

(

AR

wR

)1/(1−ǫ) 1
AR
.

Now differentiate with respect to time to show that

Ṙ
R
=

Ẏ
Y
−
−ǫ

1− ǫ
ȦR

AR
−

1
1− ǫ

ẇR

wR
.

Now the historical data shows thatwR is approximately constant in the long run, while resource
use tracks global product. Sinceǫ is large and negative (the inputs are strongly complementary)
this implies thatȦR/AR = 0, i.e. there has been no resource-augmenting technological change.
This is exactly what we see when we simulate the model numerically based on real data, as
shown in Figure 5.5.7 Here we see that we can parameterize the model outlined abovesuch that
when we feed in data on global energy prices the model predicts rates of energy use which match
observations. The bottom panel shows what lies behind the model results: global energy use has
tracked global product because the level of energy-augmenting knowledgeAR has failed to rise.

The prediction that whenwR does not rise,AR will not rise is strongly contradicted by the
evidence, especially in the case of energy, as we now show.

Estimation of productivity changes is typically performedindirectly: a productivity increase
is imputed as the residual to explain changes in the value of output per unit of time from given
inputs. However, in the case of energy we can use a more directapproach to measurement of
factor-augmenting knowledge, since there is plenty of direct evidence about changes in our ability
to extract specific physical outputs from measurable energyinputs. To illustrate we consider two
products, artificial light and motive power. Light is a convenient product category for analysis
since light is a consumption good which is rather homogeneous and unchanging over very long
timescales, and the energy efficiency of its production is easily measured. Fouquet and Pearson
(2006) study light production and consumption in the U.K. over seven centuries. They conclude
that the efficiency of light production in the U.K. (measured by lumen produced per watt of energy
used) increased 1000-fold from 1800 to 2000; the productivity of labour in the U.K. over the same
period rose by a factor of 12–15 (estimates vary). Light production is a convenient sector within
which to measure efficiency, but it is not very large. Now we turn to the productionof motive
power from fossil fuels, a very large sector. Motive power istypically an intermediate good rather
than a final good, nevertheless increases in the efficiency with which energy inputs are used to
generate motive power are very likely to be reflected in the overall efficiency with which energy
is used to generate final goods, as long as the final goods are homogeneous and do not change
over time. In the 19th century motive power was largely generated by steam engines, while over

6Note however that in some cases thereare obvious limits, as with the efficiency of the production of artificial light
and electricity, where there are thermodynamic limits to what can be produced from given inputs, and these limits are
currently being approached.

7When prices are exogenous the key equation is 5.7. Put into simulation-friendly form, the equation is

Alt/Art = Alt−1/Art−1 ((Alt−1/Art−1)(wRt/wLt))
ǫφ/(1−ǫ(1+φ)) (ζL/ζR)(1−ǫ)/(1−ǫ(1+φ)) .

In simpler notation we can write

At = At−1(At−1/Wt)ǫφ/(1−ǫ(1+φ))ζ(1−ǫ)/(1−ǫ(1+φ)),

whereζ = ζL/ζR.
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Figure 5.5. The model parameterized to fit global data. The top row shows
GDP (model and data); the middle row shows energy consumption (model and
data) and energy price; the bottom row shows the growth of theknowledge
stocks. All axes are log-normalized.

the last 100 years we must consider electric power generation and the internal combustion engine.
Regarding steam engines, sources such as Hills (1993) suggest that their efficiency in generating
power from coal inputs increased steadily from their invention in the early 1700s up to 1900, and
by a factor of around 20 over the entire period; this growth inefficiency is again more rapid than
the growth in labour productivity over the same period. Subsequently, the efficiency of coal-fired
power stations has continued to increase but at a declining rate; see for instance Yeh and Rubin
(2007) for detailed evidence.

The above evidence suggests that energy productivity over this period, far from being con-
stant, actually increased faster than labour productivity. So the model with independent knowledge
stocks matches energy demand at the expense of wildly incorrect predictions about the growth of
energy-augmenting knowledge. On the other hand, if we lock knowledge stocks together this
comes closer to the truth in its predictions about knowledgegrowth, but at the expense of no
longer being able to predict energy demand correctly. And whatever we assume about knowledge
stocks, the model cannot match the data. For an analysis of what is reasonable to assume about
links between knowledge stocks, see the next chapter on technology transitions.

5.4.2. Links between knowledge stocks.A further problem with the model is the assump-
tion that knowledge stocks grow independently of one another. That is, a higher level of labour-
augmenting knowledge (or overall productivity in the economy) does not help at all when it comes
to performing research to raise resource-augmenting knowledge. Is this reasonable? Arguments
that it is not date at least to Nordhaus (1973b), however Norhaus’s arguments appeal only to
intuition, and it would be reassuring if we had more direct microeconomic evidence.

The evidence based on intuition is nevertheless powerful. Consider the following thought
experiment. Assume there was no generation of power from wind between 1900 (when the last
windmills were decommissioned) and 1990 (when electricitygeneration from wind started). On
what knowledge stock would the new wind power generators build? More broadly, is the idea of
independent knowledge stocks defensible? It implies that technologies which allow us to make
better use of raw energy inputs (the steam engine, the steam turbine for the generation of electricity,
the internal combustion engine) are developed completely independently of other technological
advances in the economy. This seems to be an indefensible idea: such technologies are developed
hand-in-hand with advances in mathematics, physics, engineering etc., advances which are also
relevant to augmenting inputs of labour–capital. Thus stocks of knowledge augmenting energy and
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stocks of knowledge augmenting labour–capital are intimately linked, overlapping and feeding
off one another. So, summing up, it is hardly surprising that themodel fails when confronted by
evidence.

There is also direct evidence that (for instance) both resource-augmentingand labour-augmenting
knowledge draw on a common pool of general or fundamental knowledge, and that advances in
this general knowledge thus drive advances both inal andar? Such evidence can be found in stud-
ies of patent data. Very direct evidence can be found in Trajtenberg et al. (1992), who study patent
citations and show that patenting firms cite patents both within their own three-digit industry, but
also outside it.8

Popp (2002) provides more indirect—but no less convincing—evidence, in that he finds
evidence for diminishing returns to investment in specific technologies over time; a rise in energy-
prices induces a surge in patenting activity within energy sectors such as wind or solar, but the
effect peters out rather rapidly. Within our framework we can interpret this result as follows:
Discoveries of potential relevance to energy-augmentation are made frequently in other (much
larger) research sectors; For instance, think of the invention of the computer. It takes time and
research effort for the benefits of these discoveries to be incorporated in the energy sector. If
there is a surge of research in the energy sector then initially there will be many potentially useful
technologies available which have not yet been applied in that sector, but over time these ‘low-
hanging fruits’ will be picked and the productivity of energy-augmenting research will fall.

Developing and solving a model with links between knowledgestocks is beyond the scope
of this book. We simply note that it would be more reasonable to assume that knowledge stocks
are linked, such that if (for instance) there is a lot of labour-augmenting knowledge this makes
it easier to accumulate resource-augmenting knowledge. Given a model with links we expect
the knowledge stocks to grow together (although not necessarily at exactly the same rate). What
would be the results of such a change in the model?

The result of linking knowledge stocks would be to yield a better fit to the data on input
productivity, at the expense of the model’s ability to matchthe data on factor shares: if knowledge
stocks grow together while the price of resources falls relative to the price of labour, then we
expect the resource share to fall over time. Consider the simple case when knowledge stocks are
locked together:Ar = γAl . Then the aggregate production function is

y= Al [Lǫ + (γR)ǫ]1/ǫ .

If the inputs are strongly complementary (ǫ is large and negative) this implies that the inputs will
be bought by firms in almost fixed proportions, irrespective of their relative prices. Thus resource
use will track the size of the labour force rather than overall growth. This is directly contradicted
by the evidence, for instance the data shown in Figure 4.4.

To be more precise, assume perfect markets and take first-order conditions inL andR to show
that

wLL
wRR

=

(L
R

)ǫ

=

(

wL

wR

)−ǫ/(1−ǫ)
.

Sinceǫ is large and negative this shows that when resource inputs rise relative to labour inputs the
resource share should decline steeply, and that when the resource price falls relative to the wage
the resource share should decline steeply.

8They score patents as follows: within 3-digit scores zero, within 2-digit scores 0.33, within 1-digit scores 0.67 and
outside 1-digit scores 1. The average score is 0.31. A three-digit industry is a relatively narrowly defined industrial sector,
according to the Standard Industrial Classification. Two- and one-digit industries are successively more broadly defined.





CHAPTER 6

Structural change

In all of our models hitherto we have either had a single product (e.g. a widget), or we have
had multiple products which all have the same properties with regard to the need for natural-
resource inputs. Hence—in Chapter 5—we drew the conclusionthat if resource use tracks growth
it must be because resource-augmenting knowledge has not risen. In order to add alternative
explanations we must include multiple final goods, the production of which differs in resource
intensity. Given multiple goods resource consumption may track growth even when resource
efficiency increases, if consumers switch towards resource-intensive products. This switch may
be an endogenous result of increase in resource efficiency, in which case it is calledrebound.
Alternatively, the switch may be caused by other factors, such as income growth. This question
is particularly relevant for energy demand, which is strongly linked to fossil-fuel demand. In this
chapter we look first at some of the broad evidence which demonstrates that structural change must
be central to the analysis of long-run demand for energy and resources, before turning to the key
questions of what drives structural change in the energy sector and what the policy implications
are. It builds to a large extent of Hart (2018a).

6.1. Introduction to structural change
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Figure 6.1. Long-run growth in real GDP per capita: U.S. (upper line) and China.

6.1.1. Growth and structural change. The growth rate of GDP per capita in the leading in-
dustrial economy has been astonishingly constant in the industrial era. On the other hand, growth
rates of other economies have varied enormously; Figure 6.1.1 The reason is that growth in per
capita production is primarily driven by new technology: leading-edge technology seems to grow
at a remarkably constant rate, whereas the distance of an economy from the leading edge may
vary dramatically over time. The U.S. has remained at or close to the leading edge for well over
100 years, hence its constant growth rate. China on the otherhand moved further and further away
from the leading edge for many decade, before this trend was turned upside down starting in the
1970s.

1Jones (2005) pointed this out. Data from Angus Maddison website, Statistics on World Population.
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Note that growth—driven by new technology—is primarily about production of different,
more valuable, final goods over time. Only a small proportionof our expenditure today goes on
goods that were available in the same form 50 years ago. And the proportion becomes very small
if we go back 100 or 150 years. Consider food. One hundred years ago food made up a large part
of household budgets, everywhere. However, as we have become richer and richer our expenditure
on food has changed relatively little, whereas our expenditure on other goods has risen.

Figure 6.1 shows that US GDP/capita is more than 10 times higher today than in 1870; is
that growth due to U.S. citizens today consuming 10 times more of the same products today that
they consumed in 1870? Consider car ownership. In 1870 therewere no cars. Car ownership
subsequently grew rapidly, but between 1970 and 2008 it was constant at 0.44 per capita; in the
meantime, GDP per capita had more than doubled.2 Meanwhile, ownership of home computers
and mobile phones was effectively zero in 1970, whereas today it is more-or-less universal. Now,
do we consume cars and smartphones today because we work longer hours, or have saved up more
capital, but with the same skills and the same machines as we had in 1870? Obviously not: it is
the arrival of new products, and increases in the quality of existing products, which is the major
and fundamental driver of long-run growth.

Finally, note that the transformation of the economy is not simply about the addition of new
products, made in new ways, i.e. increasing variety. It is better characterized as a process in which
new ideas—new technologies—transform existing processesand products, as well as adding
completely new ones. The most important of these new technologies are sometimes denoted
general purpose technologies, or GPTs; see David (1990) and Bresnahan and Trajtenberg (1995)
for classic discussions of such technologies. Examples include the steam engine, the electric
motor, semiconductors, and the internet. Such inventions lead, over time, to fundamental changes
throughout many areas of the economy, or indeed throughout the entire economy, transforming
the way many existing goods or services are produced, and opening up previously unimaginable
possibilities for new goods and services.

We consume a vast range of products. But the one-sector growth model lumps them all
together into one aggregate,Y, and never tries to deconstruct that aggregate. (DHSS does the
same; it is based on the one-sector neoclassical growth model. And the same assumption is made
in the ‘Limits to growth’ model.) Is that OK? It would be OK if our consumption of all the
different products increased at the same rate, or (less restrictively) if we could collect products
into groups which were similar in a relevant sense (for instance, labour-intensive and resource-
intensive products) and show that aggregate consumption ofthe groups of products increased at
the same rate. It turns out that we cannot do so.

Return to light. We already know from Fouquet and Pearson (2006) that the efficiency of light-
ing in the U.K. increased 1000-fold from 1800 to 2000. In the same period, GDP per capita rose
by a factor of 15. Meanwhile, consumption of artificial lightper capita rose by a factor of 7000.
So we have a massive substitution towards (energy-intensive) light production and consumption.

Regarding transport, the situation is complicated by the fact that the cost of personal transport
is not just financial, it is also measured in time. Furthermore, transport varies in quality as well as
quantity; faster is, ceteris paribus, better. The result isthat rising income is correlated with more
rapid forms of transport, and a greater distance travelled per person–year, but not with more time
spent travelling. Schäfer (2006) shows that world travel (in terms of person-kilometres travelled
per year) has grown more rapidly than global product per capita. Furthermore, rising income is
correlated with a successive shift from non-motorized transport→ public transport→ light-duty
vehicles→ high-speed transport modes (such as flying).

See also Knittel (2011), who analyses technological changeand consumption patterns in the
U.S. automobile industry, and shows that for a vehicle of fixed characteristics in terms of weight
and engine power, then fuel economy would have increased by 60 percent over the period 1980–
2006 due to technological change, but that actual average fuel economy increased by just 15
percent; the difference is due to countervailing increases in the weight and power of vehicles.
Rebound?

6.1.2. Why we need structural change to explain the data.Recall from the previous sec-
tion that in a single-sector model the only way to explain thefailure of aggregate energy efficiency
to rise is through a failure of product-level energy efficiency to rise. Since we know that product-
level energy efficiency has risen, it follows that we must reject the single-sector model. More
specifically, since the resource efficiency of individual products has increased, the only way to
explain the failure of overall resource efficiency to increase is through a shift in consumption

2Sources: Popn. data from US census, and car-ownership data from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics.
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patterns over time, from products of low intrinsic resourceintensity towards products of higher
intrinsic resource intensity. Such a shift is known asstructural changein macroeconomics, and in
order to understand it and predict the future we must build and test models of structural change.

6.1.3. Driving forces of structural change.As explained above—and analysed in depth
by Hart (2018a)—if product-level energy efficiency has risen while aggregate energy efficiency
has not, the only possible explanation is a shift in consumption patterns towards energy-intensive
goods. It has been well known since Engel (1857) that economic growth goes hand-in-hand with
systematic shifts in patterns of consumption, driven by income effects: as income increases, the
share of necessities such as food declines while luxury goods increase their share.3 But luxury is
a relative concept, and Matsuyama (2002) argues that as productivity improves, households con-
stantly expand the range of goods they consume, as more and more goods become affordable. He
models this process using a household utility function withlexicographic preferences, i.e. house-
holds expand their consumption from one good to the next irrespective of relative prices.4 If these
goods—introduced successively—are successively more energy-intensive then this process could
explain the data.

Shifts in consumption patterns towards energy-intensive goods may also be driven by substi-
tution effects. Return to the period 1870–1970. Since the price of primary energy failed to rise
during this period, while energy efficiency rose substantially,ceteris paribuswe would expect the
relative price of energy-intensive products to decline. This could induce substitution towards such
products. A related process is studied by Acemoglu and Guerrieri (2008), who model substitution
between labour and capital with the aim of explaining both the constant capital share and struc-
tural change. They posit two sectors with fixed—but different—capital shares, and show that if
the elasticity of substitution between the sectors is less than one (in their calibration it is approx-
imately 0.5) then capital deepening will cause relatively higher output from the capital-intensive
sector, but a lower share of income to that sector. The net effect of these shifts is to leave the
capital share roughly constant.

More concretely, consider transport. Since the 1930s, we have not simply travelled longer and
longer distances by train. Instead we have switched to travel by car, and now increasingly from car
to aeroplane. Furthermore, as car engines become more efficient, the fuel economy of the actual
cars increases much more slowly, the reason being that we choose ever heavier and more powerful
vehicles. Next consider lighting. The average energy efficiency of light production has increased
by a factor of around 1000 over the last 200 years.5 However, production of light has increased
by a factor of 7000 over the same period, hence energy use in the lighting sector has increased by
a factor of 7 despite the phenomenal increase in efficiency. What has driven this shift into energy-
intensive goods such as air travel and lighting? In economicterms it could be either an income
effect—rich people like energy-intensive stuff—or a substitution effect—energy-intensive stuff
got cheaper compared to other stuff, and people buy more of things when they get cheaper. In
reality it will of course be both, but there is some evidence to suggest that the former explanation
is very important, i.e. the switch to energy-intensive goods is driven by an income effect.

6.1.4. Why is it important? If we know that structural change is happening, it is very impor-
tant for policy to know what is causing it. There are several reasons for this, of which we discuss
two. The first reason we need to know the causes of structural change is in order to predict future
energy demand. There are many reasons why we want to able to predict future energy demand:
one is that accurate prediction is important for optimal environmental policy: if demand is likely
to rise steeply in the future, this will imply higher carbon emissions and this may in turn lead to
higher marginal damage costs of carbon emissions today, andhence higher optimal taxes.

The second reason we need to know the causes of structural change is that it may be directly
relevant to the choice of policy instruments in second best.When the only market imperfection is
the failure to price carbon emissions then we know from Pigou(1920) that the optimal allocation
can be achieved by applying a Pigovian tax on those emissions, i.e. a tax set at the level of mar-
ginal damages caused by the emissions.6 But when there are multiple market imperfections, the
situation is unlikely to be so simple, since some of these imperfections may be difficult or impossi-
ble to correct, and this may affect the efficacy of emissions taxes. For instance, in an international

3See Houthakker (1957) for a discussion of Engel’s law.
4Assume rising income. Good 1 is food, and good 2 is not consumed at all until income is sufficient to satiate the

desire for food. At this point, consumption of good 2 begins;when desire for that good is satiated, consumption of good
3 begins. Etc.

5Data from Fouquet and Pearson (2006) for the UK.
6The same result can of course be achieved through tradable permits as well.
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context it may be difficult for countries to agree on a uniform tax rate (or a global trading system).
Under these circumstances, if one country applies emissions taxes unilaterally, this may lead to
leakage, i.e. the tax may cause emissions to shift out of thatcountry and into other countries. This
may be caused by energy-intensive industries relocating away from the taxing country.

If a tax is counterproductive in this way, an attractive alternative may be to subsidize invest-
ment in energy-augmenting technology, thus making energy-intensive industries more efficient
and (hopefully) reducing emissions. But if the elasticity of substitution between energy-intensive
and labour-intensive goods is high, the policy may not give the desired result: an increase in en-
ergy efficiency will reduce the price of energy-intensive goods, causing consumers to substitute
towards such goods. This effect is known asreboundand will be discussed at length below. On
the other hand, if the elasticity of substitution is low—implying that demand for energy-intensive
goods is inelastic—then a Pigovian tax will have little direct effect on consumption, and its main
effect is likely to be on technology. Under these circumstances, technology subsidies (either to
energy-efficiency, or to reducing the costs of clean energy production)may be a good option.7

6.2. Structural change driven by substitution effects

In this section we develop a model with only substitution effects. In the following section we
develop an alternative model driven by income effects. We do this for clarity and simplicity. Note
that Hart (2018a) develops a model of structural change driven by both income and substitution
effects.

6.2.1. Rebound and consumption patterns.Rebound is frequently ignored in theoretical
literature, perhaps because of the common assumption that the economy consists of just a single
sector. However, the idea has a long history, starting with Jevons (1865), who argued that future
scarcity of coal would be exacerbated, not alleviated, by innovations increasing the efficiency
of technologies based on coal use, the reason being that suchinnovations would lead to a large
increase in the use of coal-based technologies. The idea hasbeen picked up more recently by
energy and ecological economists (see for instance Binswanger, 2001, and citations), where it has
been named the rebound effect.

To define rebound, assume an economy in which total energy useis R, and focus on produc-
tion of goodi using (among other inputs) augmented energy flowAri Ri . Rebound is present when
an increase in energy-efficiencyAri by a factorx leads to a reduction ofRby less thanRi(1−1/x).
Note that according to this definition rebound may occur within the production process itself:
if the producer of the good has access to a more energy-efficient technology, the producer may
choose to use more augmented energy and less augmented labour or capital in the production
process. However, we generally think of rebound as occurring on the consumption side of the
economy. Given the definition above, we can then think of the producer as having a Leontief
production function with no substitutability between augmented energy and other inputs.

Both income and substitution effects may contribute to rebound: an increase inAri leads (ce-
teris paribus) to a fall in the price of goodi, which raises the purchasing power of consumers
(income effect) and induces them to substitute towards consumption of good i (substitution ef-
fect). Given the small factor share of energy, the income effect of increases in energy-augmenting
technology is likely to be small; on the other hand, given themuch higher energy share of some
products, the substitution effect of increases of the energy-efficiency of such products may be
substantial.

The evidence for rebound effects is reviewed by Sorrell (2007), who finds that they are sig-
nificant but generally much less than 100 percent, implying that increases in energy efficiency of
specific products do lead to large reductions in energy use associated with consumption of those
products. A key reason for this is that the substitutabilitybetween energy-intensive and other prod-
ucts is far from perfect, just as intuition would suggest.8 This evidence suggests that rebound alone
cannot explain the shift towards consumption of energy-intensive goods, implying that income ef-
fects (driven by rising labour productivity) must also havea part to play. Although microeconomic
studies of rebound abound, there have only been a few attempts to build macroeconomic models
in the literature: see for instance Saunders (1992, 2000).

6.2.2. A general rebound model.To analyse rebound we must have a general equilibrium
model. Since we want to focus on the substitution between products on the consumption side
in the simplest possible context we assume two productsy1 andy2, both of which are produced

7Note that if the elasticity of substitution is low, this implies that structural change must have been driven by income
effects, i.e. consumers choosing more energy-intensive goodsas they got richer.

8For the first analysis of rebound see Jevons (1865), and for another useful presentation see Binswanger (2001).
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competitively by a representative firm using a Leontief technology and inputs of labour and a
resource. The key equations describing the production sideof the economy are as follows:

y1 =min(Al l1,Ar1r1); (6.1)

y2 =min(Al l2,Ar2r2); (6.2)

l1+ l2 = L; (6.3)

r1+ r2 = R. (6.4)

The first two equations are the production functions fory1 andy2, and the second two equations
show total labour and resource inputs. We assume that the labour forceL is fixed, whereas re-
sourcesRare provided at a pricewr which is fixed relative to the wagewl , i.e.wr/wl = ψ whereψ
is fixed. Both labour and the resource are traded on competitive markets.

Define p1 as the price of goody1, and p2 as the price ofy2. Furthermore, let the wage
be the numéraire, normalized to be equal to labour productivity Al : wl = Al . Since markets are
competitive then price must be equal to marginal cost. Sincewe have Leontief then marginal cost
is the same as average cost, and

r1 = l1(Al/Ar1); r2 = l2(Al/Ar2).

So total costs for good 1 are

c1 = Al l1+ψAl l1(Al/Ar1),

and similarly for good 2. Furthermore, production of the goods is

y1 = Al l1 and y2 = Al l2,

hence average costs, and hence prices, are given by

p1 = 1+ψ(Al/Ar1);

p2 = 1+ψ(Al/Ar2).

Finally, useL = l1+ l2 and the expressions forr1 andr2 above to show that

R= r1+ r2 = Al [l1/Ar1+ (L− l1)/Ar2].

To investigate the rebound effect we assume thatAr1 increases. What happens? From the
information we have, we know thatr1/l1 will decline, andp1 (the price of goody1) will also
decline. In general we expect this to lead to an increase in the quantityy1 demanded, and hence
also an increase inl1, labour employed on the production of good 1.

Mathematically we want to find the elasticity of total resource demandR to an increase inAr1:
we denote this elasticityηr . Furthermore, for convenience—since we do not yet wish to specify
the demand side of the model—we define the elasticity ofl1 w.r.t. the change inAr1 asηl . Given
these definitions, differentiate the above expression forR with respect toAr1 to show that

ηr = −
r1

r1+ r2

[

1−
(

1− Ar1

Ar2

)

ηl

]

. (6.5)

To understand equation (6.5), assume first thatηl = 0, implying that the elasticity of substi-
tution between the products on the consumption side is zero.Then the elasticity of total energy
demand with respect to an increase inAr1 is simply equal to the share of product 1 in total energy
demand. That is, there is zero rebound.

Now assume instead thatηl > 0, implying that the price reduction in product 1 causes some
reallocation of consumption (and hence also production) towards that product. Thus the term in
square brackets may differ from 1. However, as a baseline case note that whenAr1 = Ar2 then this
term is still 1, andηr is still equal to the share of product 1 in total energy demand. The reason is
that when the products (1 and 2) are of equal energy intensitythen a reallocation of consumption
between them does not affect total energy demand. Thus the rebound effect is zero.

Now assume thatηl > 0 andAr1 > Ar2, implying that product 1 is less energy-intensive that
product 2. Now the term in square brackets is greater than one, implying that the rebound effect
is negative, i.e. the increase inAr1 causes agreaterreduction in total energy demand than would
be expected on the basis of a naive analysis. The reason is that the reallocation of consumption
towards product 1 occurs at the expense of product 2, and product 2 is—by assumption—more
energy-intensive than product 1. Therefore this reallocation leads to a reduction in energy demand
over and above that which is caused directly by the efficiency increase in production of good 1.

Finally assume thatηl > 0 andAr1 < Ar2, implying that product 1 is more energy-intensive
that product 2. Now the term in square brackets is less than one, implying that the rebound effect
is positive, i.e. the increase inAr1 causes a smaller reduction in total energy demand than would
be expected on the basis of a naive analysis. The reason is that the reallocation of consumption
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towards product 1 causes a net increase in energy demand because product 2 is—by assumption
—less energy-intensive than product 1. Therefore this reallocation leads to an increase in energy
demand, partly or even completely cancelling out the reduction which is caused directly by the
efficiency increase in production of good 1.

So we can conclude that rebound is caused by the reallocationof labour (and other inputs
other than the resource) between sectors, triggered by an increase in resource efficiency in one
sector. When that sector is of low initial resource-intensity then this reallocation is a further
benefit, increasing the reduction in resource demand. In other words, the rebound effect is negative.
When that sector is energy intensive then the reallocation diminishes—or may even reverse—the
direct effect of the efficiency increase.

6.2.3. A very simple specified model.We now set out to specify our rebound model (above)
and try to calibrate it to match data. One property we would like our specified model to possess
is that it should yield the constant resource share we observed in Figure 4.4. We begin by testing
a model that mirrors the simple assumption of a Cobb–Douglasproduction function of a single
good with two inputs (labour and the resource), but where we now have two goods each produced
with one input, and the substitutability is on the consumption side. Having checked the model
against data we go on to develop a slightly more sophisticated variant.

In our simplest model the production functions fory1 andy2 are as follows:

y1 = γlkl l; (6.6)

y2 = γrkr r. (6.7)

Thus labour is the only input toy1, and energy is the only input toy2. In equilibrium,l = L and
r =R. To complete the overall picture we assume that aggregate consumptionY is a CES function
of the two aggregate productsy1 andy2, hence (at the level of the representative firm) we define a
parameterǫ ∈ (−1,∞), and

y= (αy−ǫ1 + (1−α)y−ǫ2 )−1/ǫ . (6.8)

Thus whenǫ is positive the two aggregate products are complements in the sense that if a product
becomes increasingly scarce then its factor share rises.

As above, the energy price iswr and the wagewl , andwr/wl = ψ. We want to test the ability
of the model economy here to reproduce the data seen in Figure4.4. To do so we let labourL and
the ratio of the input prices,wr/wl , evolve exogenously, and derive total energy useR from the
model.

The solution is straightforward. Briefly, derive two different expressions for the ratio of the
prices of the aggregate goods: firstly by comparing their marginal contribution toy, and secondly
by comparing their unit production costs. Use these two expressions to eliminate the price ratio,
and rearrange to show that

R
L
=















1−α
α

(

γrkr

γlkl

)−ǫ (wr

wl

)−1












1/(1+ǫ)

.

Hence the aggregate elasticity of substitution between energy and labour is 1/(1+ ǫ).
Now setǫ = 0. This implies that equation 6.8 is Cobb–Douglas, and the aggregate elasticity

of substitution between energy and labour is 1. Thus we have the constant-share result and 100
percent rebound (energy demand is not affected by the direction of technological change)! The
result is intuitive: we have two products, one made entirelyusing labour, the other using only
energy. When the products are combined in a Cobb–Douglas function on the consumption side
the products take constant shares, and therefore labour andenergy must also take constant shares.

This model tackles two of the weaknesses of the Cobb–Douglasmodel: the unrealistically
high substitutability between the inputs on the productionside, and assumption that all products
have equal energy intensity and are perfect substitutes on the consumption side. However, it
replaces them with an equally troubling characteristic, i.e. the assumption that final goods are
produced either using pure labour or pure energy. To see how problematic this is, consider Figure
6.2, where we illustrate how energy intensity varies acrosssectors. In Figure 6.2(a) we see that
if we divide consumption into two equal parts, one energy-intensive the other not, then the low-
energy-intensity consumption accounts for just under 20 percent of energy consumption. In 6.2(b)
we see the energy intensity and expenditure share of different consumption categories: different
types of services—of low energy-intensity—account for more than half of expenditure, while the
two major energy-intensive categories are habitation and motor transport, and the final category
(with highest intensity but only a small expenditure share)is air transport. The figure shows that
dividing consumption into two input-specific products doesnot follow naturally from the data,
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which suggests a continuum of products of gradually increasing intensity. Furthermore, the energy
share of the most energy-intensive product (air transport)is only around 14 percent, nothing like
to 100 percent intensity assumed in the model.9
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Figure 6.2. Cumulative energy use and energy intensity plotted against cumu-
lative expenditure when consumption products are sorted inorder of increasing
energy intensity. All the axes are normalized. Regarding energy intensity, we
only have data on relative intensities, and we normalize to give an average in-
tensity of 4 percent.

6.2.4. A slightly more general model.Now assume two aggregate productsY1 and Y2,
where the former is labour-intensive in production and the latter is energy-intensive. Each are
produced in a constant-returns production function in which technology is exogenous. We can
thus assume that they are produced by perfectly competitivefirms and hence there are no aggre-
gation problems within the two production sectors. We therefore focus on productiony1 andy2

from the representative firm in each sector.
Because we want to build a simple model, and because labour takes more than 95 percent of

returns (energy less than 5 percent), we assume thaty1 is produced using only labour, whereasy2

uses both. The production function fory2 is Leontief: as discussed above, the short-run elasticity
of substitution between labour and energy is very low, and inthe context of this model it can be
ignored. Finally, we assume that technological change is completely unbiased, so we have a single
knowledge stockk that grows exogenously and boosts the productivity of all inputs equally. We
therefore have

y1 = γl1kl1; (6.9)

y2 = kmin(γl2l2,γr2r2); (6.10)

l1+ l2 = L; (6.11)

r2 = R. (6.12)

The remaining parameters are analogous to those of the DTC model: L andR are total labour
and total resource use respectively. To complete the overall picture we assume that aggregate
consumptionY is a CES function of the two aggregate productsYl andYr , hence (at the level of
the representative firm) we define a parameterǫ ∈ (−1,∞), and

y= (αy−ǫ1 + (1−α)y−ǫ2 )−1/ǫ . (6.13)

Thus whenǫ is positive the two aggregate products are complements in the sense that if a product
becomes increasingly scarce then its factor share rises.

As above, the energy price iswr and the wagewl . We want to test the ability of the model
economy here to reproduce the data seen in Figure 4.4. To do sowe let labourL and the ratio of
the input prices,wr/wl , evolve exogenously, and derive total energy useR from the model.

To solve, first note that (from the Leontief production function) γl2l2 = γr2r2. Then derive
two different expressions for the ratio of the prices of the aggregate goods: firstly by comparing

9The data for Figure 6.2 are from Mayer and Flachmann (2011). The products—in order of increasing energy in-
tensity—are Education services; Health services; Health services and social work; Other services; Cultural and sport
services; Retail and wholesale trade; Hotel and restaurantservices; Office and electrical machinery; Paper and publish-
ing; Water transport; Auxiliary transport services; Otherland transport; Furniture, jewellery, musical instruments etc.;
Other products; Textiles and furs; Food and tobacco; Agricultural products; Transport via railways; Habitation; Chemical
products, rubber, and plastic; Motor transport; Air transport.
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their marginal contribution toy, and secondly by comparing their unit production costs. Usethese
two expressions to show that

l1
l2
=

[

α

1−α

(

γl1

γl2

)−ǫ
(1+ω)

]1/(1+ǫ)

,

where

ω =
wr

wl

γl2

γr2
,

and represents the ratio of the energy price to the wage (in efficiency units). Use the expression
for l1/l2 and the restriction on total labour to findl2, and henceRusingγl2l2 = γr2r2:
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Finally show that the elasticity of substitution between energy and labour is as follows:

ηs =
W
Q
∂Q
∂W
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1
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+1

.

So when the price of energy declines relative to labour (as ithas done historically), what
happens to the energy share in the model economy? Start with the case ofǫ = 0, in which case
equation 6.13 reduces to the Cobb–Douglas. Then we have

ηs =
ω

1+ω

α
1−α (1+ω)
α

1−α (1+ω)+1

Soηs is less than 1, i.e. when the price of energy relative to labour declines by 1 percent, energy
useR (relative to labour) should rise by less than 1 percent, hence the energy share declines.

However, there is a special case in which the above result does not hold, and that is when
ω→∞, implying (in the limit) that the production function fory2 is simply

y2 = γr2kr2.

Then we haveηs= 1, i.e. the factor share of energy is constant. This is to be expected, as this case
amounts to reducing the model to our previous model with input-specific products.

The special case sheds light on the general cases. When both labour and energy are used in
producing the energy-intensive good then—if we holdǫ at zero—the effect of declining energy
price on the relative price of that good is not so great, hencethe shift in consumption patterns
caused by the price shift is not so great, hence the energy share declines as the relative price of
energy declines (ηs < 1). Furthermore, as the energy share of the energy-intensive good declines
the elasticityηs declines, approaching zero in the very long run asω approaches zero, at which
point the energy share is zero.

Whenǫ < 0—indicating a very high degree of substitutability between the labour-intensive
and the energy-intensive goods—then forω sufficiently high the model can deliverηs = 1 and
hence a constant energy share. However, again, the decline in the relative price of energy causes
ω to decline, and asω declines thenηs will decline. That is, the constancy of the energy share is
only temporary, and in the long run the energy share will—farfrom being constant—approach
zero.

We do not parameterize the model formally, rather we look forevidence suggesting reason-
able values for the parameters. Consider first Figure 6.2. Firstly, the figure shows that dividing
consumption into just two products of differing energy intensity does not follow naturally from
the data, which suggests a continuum of products of gradually increasing intensity. Secondly, the
spread of energy intensities in the data is not very great: half of consumption expenditure goes
on products with energy intensity between 25 and 50 percent of the average level, 49 percent of
expenditure goes on products with energy intensity between63 and 250 percent of the average
level, and even the most energy-intensive good (air transport) at 1 percent of expenditure is just
3.5 times more energy-intensive than the average good.

The data suggests that if we must lump consumption into two goods, and assuming that aver-
age energy intensity is 5 percent, then we could choose one good with intensity 2 percent which
accounts for 50 percent of consumption, and the other with intensity 8 percent accounting for the
other 50 percent. Given the even more restrictive set-up of the model—with one good having
zero energy intensity—then we could think of the second goodas accounting for 50 percent of
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consumption at 10 percent intensity. If this represents thesituation today, could we have got there
(in the model economy) via a long-run path with constant energy share?

It is straightforward to show that the above parameterization implies thatω = 0.12.10 The
only way to achieve a sufficiently high elasticity of substitution between labour andenergy would
then be to assume thatǫ were close to−1, i.e. labour-intensive goods such as services, and energy-
intensive goods such as transport and housing should be almost perfect substitutes. The data does
not support such a parameterization.

6.2.5. The failure of models without income effects. Consider for instance microeconomic
studies of rebound effects. Rebound is present when an increase in the energy efficiency of some
process in the economy by a factorx (wherex> 1) leads to a reduction of total rate of energy use
in the economy by less thanQ(1−1/x), whereQ was the original rate of energy use in that process.
There are potentially several reasons for rebound in a real economy, but in the model above there
is just one: that an increase in the efficiency with which the energy-intensive product is produced
leads to a reallocation of production labour towards that product, thus reducing the potential saving
on energy use. The evidence for rebound effects is reviewed by Sorrell (2007), who finds that they
are significant but generally much less than 100 percent: increases in energy efficiency of specific
products do lead to large reductions in energy use associated with consumption of those products.
In terms of the model, this indicates that the substitutability between energy-intensive and other
products is relatively far from perfect, just as intuition would suggest.11

The rebound evidence shows that the price-elasticity of demand for specific products is insuf-
ficient to account for the historically observed aggregate elasticity of substitution between energy
and labour. But the evidence over the period 1870–1970—rapidly increasing energy-efficiency
in the production of specific goods (such as artificial light and motive power), combined with the
rise in energy use tracking the rise in global product—nevertheless demonstrates that there must
have been a shift in consumption patterns towards energy-intensive goods. Direct evidence on con-
sumption patterns confirms that such shifts have occurred. Regarding consumption of light, for
instance, Fouquet and Pearson find that per capita consumption of artificial light in the U.K. rose
by a factor of 7000 between 1800 and 2000. This factor should be compared to the approximately
15-fold increase in per-capita GDP over the same period; without shifts in consumption patterns,
consumption of all products should have risen by this factorover the period. Regarding transport,
Knittel (2011) analyses technological change and consumption patterns in the U.S. automobile in-
dustry, and shows that—for a vehicle of fixed characteristics in terms of weight and engine power
—fuel economy would have increased by 60 percent over the period 1980–2006 due to technolog-
ical change; this is approximately on a par with increases inlabour productivity. Furthermore, he
also shows that actual average fuel economy increased by just 15 percent, the difference being due
to countervailing increases in the weight and power of vehicles. Thus we have efficiency improve-
ment leading to a fall in unit costs of energy services, combined with a countervailing increase in
consumption of these services. We can thus summarize the rebound model as follows.

The above evidence supports the idea that substitution between products of differing energy
intensity is important to take into account when determining energy policy, and demonstrates how
such substitution has the potential to undermine efforts to reduce energy demand through increases
in energy efficiency. However, the failure of our simple model above showsthat we need a less
restrictive model in order to capture the key mechanisms: two mechanisms which might be rele-
vant are (i) substitution due to income effects as well as substitution effects, and (ii) substitution
towards new products rather than between existing products. These two mechanisms are related
to one another, as we can see by considering the historical data. Consider for instance transport:
during the 20th century technological progress drove both rising incomes and the appearance of
new energy-intensive consumption goods such as automobileand air transport. Such goods are
luxuries to low-income households (and hence also to any household if we go back in time suf-
ficiently) hence their income-elasticity of demand was initially high, and rising incomes caused
a substitution towards such goods from less energy-intensive alternatives. In the next chapter we
present a model which envisions this process of technological change and substitution towards
new, more energy-intensive goods as a continuous process which will only be broken by changes
in the relative price trend of energy to labour.

10If the energy share of the second good is 10 percent while its expenditure share is 50 percent then 44 percent
of labour must be employed in making the second good, i.e.l2/l1 = 0.8. Furthermore, if the overall energy share is
5 percent thenwl (l1 + l2) = 19wr r2. Eliminate l1 to show thatwl l2 = 8.4wr r2. But we know thatγl2l2 = γr2r2, hence
wl/γl = 8.4wr/γr2, hence we haveωr = 0.12.

11For the first analysis of rebound see Jevons (1865), and for another useful presentation see (Binswanger, 2001).
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L LY LR

R= φALR

Y1 = Amin{LY,αR}

Y2 = (A/2)min{LY,αR/2}

Y3 = (A/4)min{LY,αR/4}

Figure 6.3. The model with multiple sectors and income effects.

6.3. Structural change driven by income effects

In the previous section we argue that a model without income effects can never match the
data about structural change an energy use. In this section we set up an alternative model with
structural change driven only by income effects.

6.3.1. The model.We now build a model—illustrated in Figure 6.3—in which structural
change is driven by income effects, in the spirit of Matsuyama (2002). A range of products can
be made, and as consumers become richer they ‘trade up’ to thebest product they can afford. The
best products are also the most expensive to make, and the most energy-intensive.

There is an infinite series of productsYi , and the production function for product is as follows:

Yi = (A/2i−1)min{LYi,αRi/2i−1},

whereA is productivity,LY is labour in final-good production,R is the resource input, andα is a
parameter. So when productivityA doubles (holdingLYi andRi constant)Yi doubles. However,
adding 1 toi halvesYi for givenLYi, assuming that energy inputs can be doubled. The resourceR
is extracted using labour, and the extraction function is linear:

R= φALR.

Given the Leontief production function we have, for each good Yi ,

LYi = αφALRi/2i−1.

Each individual supplies a unit of labour, so (usinglY andlR for the individuals’ labour allocation)
lY+ lR= 1. And if a specific individual produces goodi we have (sincelYi = αφAlRi/2i−1),

lYi =
αφA/2i−1

1+αφA/2i−1
; (6.14)

yi =
A

2i−1

αφA/2i−1

1+αφA/2i−1
; (6.15)

lRi =
1

1+αφA/2i−1
; (6.16)

and r i =
φA

1+αφA/2i−1
. (6.17)

So for giveni (i.e. assuming no structural change), ifA increases at a constant rate then labour
in the resource sector declines, approaching zero whenA→∞, resource extraction grows slowly
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and approaches a constant rate, and production increases ata rate that approaches the growth rate
of A in the limit.

Labour is paid the same wagewL in both sectors, and we normalizewL = A.12 It follows that
nominal GDP isAL, whereL is total labour. We also define this to be real GDP.13 Total costs for
production of quantityYi arewL(LYi+ LRi) = Yi2i−1[1+2i−1/(αφA)]. And unit costs (and hence
pi) are as follows:

pi = 2i−1
[

1+
2i−1

αφA

]

. (6.18)

So we have a range of goods indexed byi, which are increasingly costly to make asi increases,
both because of greater labour costs in the final-good sector, and greater resource costs. Consider
for instance car travel (i = n) and air travel (i = n+ 1). According to the function, if we switch
from car to air travel—holdingA constant—the same amount of travelY will require double the
labour and four times the energy.

Prices increase steeply ini, but consumers choose goods with highi because they are more
attractive, or judged to be of higher quality. More specifically, we assume that consumers have
lexicographic preferences such that they always prefer to consume the good with the highesti
available, subject to a restriction thatci > c̄. We can interpret this as consumers demanding a
minimum quantity of consumption ¯c, and that given that this quantity restriction is satisfied they
choose the highest affordable qualityi. This is most easily understood in terms of food. Assume
that food is the only consumption good. Then the utility function implies that consumers only ever
demand a certain quantity of food (e.g. the quantity they need to satisfy their hunger), but subject
to this restriction they choose the highest possible quality. However, we can also think of other
consumption categories, such as transport. We can imagine an economy in which each individual
needs a car, and for given income the individuals choose the most expensive car they can afford
(rather than, for instance, two crummy cars).

To close the model we need to link production and consumption. For simplicity we assume
that there areL identical individuals in the economy, supplying total labour L which is divided
betweenLR andLY. Total household income iswLL = AL, and the income of each individual is
A. Since the price of goodi is pi (equation 6.18), the condition for the representative consumer
being able to afford goodi is

A≥ 2i−1c̄

[

1+
2i−1

αφA

]

.

For giveni, define the minimum value ofA which yields affordability asĀi . InsertĀi instead of
A, write the equation as an equality, and solve forĀi to yield

Āi = 2i−2
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4
αφc̄

)0.5












c̄.

It follows by inspection that each timeA doubles, the indexi of the best affordable product in-
creases by 1. And by inspection of equations 6.14–6.17, production (i.e. the number of items
yi produced) remains the same, labour allocation between the resource and final-good sectors re-
mains the same, but resource use tracks the growth rate ofA (and hence the growth rate of GDP).

6.3.2. Policy implications. Assume that the resourceR is coal, and that coal causes polluting
emissions with associated damages. There is no alternativetechnology, and technological change
is exogenous. Agents are symmetrical. What is the effect of a Pigovian tax on emissions from
coal burning, with the revenues recycled lump-sum? Consider a single agent. This agent has to
pay a higher price for each goodi, because of the tax. But the agent’s income is higher, thanksto
the transfer. If all agents carry on buying the same good theychose before the tax was imposed,
nothing will change: the tax payments and the transfer will exactly match each other. But could a
single agent raise her utility by switching to a good with lower i, hence paying less tax and being
able to buy more of the good than she could in laissez-faire? The answer to this question is clearly
‘No’, because of the lexicographic preference function: any quantity of a good of loweri will give
lower utility than the minimum quantity of the original good. So, the emissions tax has no effect!

The above example illustrates how little effect an emissions tax has on consumption-based
emissions when consumers are not willing to substitute between different goods. Note that there

12Note that it makes no sense to normalize the price of the final good to 1 because there are many final goods which
vary in quality.

13How real GDP should be measured is a complex question in an economy with many goods of varying quality.
Given our definition, the prices of the goods decline over time, but only slowly ??
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would be some effect if the tax had a redistributive effect: if we had consumers on different
incomes, where those with highest income chose the most emissions-intensive consumption, then
an emissions tax would redistribute some income to those on lower incomes, potentially saving
some emissions. However, if the redistribution caused lower-income consumers to ‘trade up’ to
higher emissions consumption the effect might be the opposite.

The above analysis does not show that emissions taxes are toothless in an economy with very
powerful income effects. However, the effect (if any) must occur on the production side. That
is, the tax must induce firms to shift their production technology to low-emissions alternatives,
including the option of first developing such alternatives (linked to Solow’s third mechanism).
For instance, if producers can choose between coal, gas and renewables for electricity generation,
an emissions tax may shift the choice from coal to gas, and a higher tax may shift the choice again
to renewables. So the key point is that in an economy in which consumers are not prepared to
substitute between alternative products, the key to reducing emissions is cleaner technology.

If an emissions tax induces a switch to a perfectly clean technology, the effect on emissions is
obvious. But what if the tax causes a more expensive but cleaner resource to be used in production?
That is, what if the tax results in an increase inα, but a decrease inφ? If the resource share is
small (soLY≫ LR) then we can approximate 6.17 as

r i =
2i−1

α
,

and an increase inα drives emissions down linearly, as long asi stays the same. And since the
resource share is small, the effect of resource efficiencies on the choseni will also be small, hence
the effect of resource efficiency on the choice of product will typically be small. Thatis, in this
economy the ‘rebound effect’ of exogenous technological change is small. And since choice of
technology is key, regulations banning polluting technologies may be as efficient—and simpler
to apply—than pollution taxes.



CHAPTER 7

Substitution between alternative resource inputs

In the previous two chapters we saw—Chapter 5—why models based on DTC are not suc-
cessful at explaining why aggregate demand for (for instance) energy from fossil fuels has tracked
GDP, implying that aggregate energy efficiency has failed to rise, and then—Chapter 6—how
structural change driven by a combination of substitution and income effects can explain the aggre-
gate data. Furthermore, we saw that where income effects drive increases in resource demand, the
only way to stem resource demand—save preventing rises in income—may be to find alternative
technologies using different inputs. In this chapter we return to the basic model—Cobb–Douglas
in labour and the resource, no structural change—and extendit in a third direction, by including
the possibility of substituting between alternative natural resources in production, using a nested
production function.

We begin by building and testing a very simple model of resource substitution, in which
two alternative resources are available which are substitutable for one another, and technological
change in the resource sector is unbiased. We show that the model can do a reasonable job of
accounting for aggregate data in two cases. We go on to consider Solow’s third adaptation mecha-
nism to resource scarcity (page 57), which was to increase—through technological change—the
efficiency of an alternative (substitute) resource in production of one or more product categories.
The idea here is that when there is a need to switch to an alternative resource, directed investments
lead to an increase in the efficiency with which we can use the alternative resource. This idea is
related to the concepts of path dependence and lock-in discussed by Arthur (1989) among others,
and the idea that we are ‘locked in’ to fossil-fuel use by history dates at least to Unruh (2000).
More recently, Acemoglu et al. (2012) have proposed a model in which a regulator can transform
lock-in to break-out: through a massive but short-run effort the regulator can set in train a technol-
ogy transition from dirty to clean energy, a transition which will then continue without the need
for further regulation. We analyse—and question—the relevance of this model in the following
chapter, on pollution.

7.1. A simple model with alternative resource inputs

7.1.1. The basic model.Recall from Chapter 4 that the simple Cobb–Douglas production
function with labour, capital, and resources does a decent job of matching the aggregate long-run
data, with constant factor shares for labour, capital, and resources.1 Furthermore, in a long-run
context with perfect information and relatively constant growth we can abstract from capital with-
out any major loss of relevance for the model. We then have thefollowing aggregate production
function:

Y= (ALL)1−α(ARR)α.

The units ofY arewidgets year−1, the units ofL are simplyworkers, hence the units ofAL are
widgets worker−1 year−1. The units ofR, the resource input, are nowres year−1, where res is a
measure of resource services, the meaning of which will become clearer below.

The production function implies (as we saw above) that returns to the resource relative to
labour are constant, irrespective of relative prices, directed technological change, etc. To see this
set up the representative producer’s problem—

maxπ = py(ALL)1−α(ARR)α−wlL−wrR

—and differentiate w.r.t.R to findwr :

wr = αY/R

and wrR/Y= α.

1Note that we know from the previous chapter that the diversity of products made in real economies is important
for understanding resource demand. However, here we make the assumption that it can be ignored—at least for the time
being—when modelling demand for alternative resources.
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Now we return toR, resource services. We have two physical resource inputs (units tons
year−1), Xc andXd, and the production function for resource services is

Rt =
[

(γcActXct)
ǫ + (γdAdtXdt)

ǫ]1/ǫ , (7.1)

where the elasticity of substitution between the two is 1/(1− ǫ), andǫ ∈ (0,1). So the two inputs
are highly substitutable in the production of resource servicesR. Consider for example iron and
aluminium, or coal and oil. The units are shown in Table 7.1, where (for instance) ideasC means
ideas augmenting resource inputC.

Table 7.1. Units in the production function for resource services

Quantity Unit Quantity Unit

γc res ton−1
C idea−1

C γd res ton−1
D idea−1

D
AC ideasD AD ideasD
C tons ofC year−1 R tons ofD year−1

Note that the production function for resource services implies that if we have only one re-
source input (perhaps only iron and no aluminium) then the function is very simple. For instance,
if we have only inputC then

Rt = γcActXct,

and likewise for inputD. Now assume thatγcActXct andγdAdtXdt are both equal tōR/2. Then
when they are combined in the production function we have

R= 2(1−ǫ)/ǫR̄,

which is greater than̄R. Because the inputs are imperfect substitutes they therefore complement
each other to some extent, implying that the whole is more than the sum of the parts.

Now we turn to technological change. In this section we simply assume that technological
change in the resource production function is unbiased and exogenous, implying thatAC andAD

grow at equal rates. Furthermore, we assume thatAR is constant, since resource services are
already augmented by technologiesAC andAD. Finally, AL grows exogenously at a constant rate
g, which is also the growth rate ofAC andAD, and population grows at raten. Without loss of
generality we normalizeAR = 1, andAC = AD = AL = A. The two resources are extracted using
final goods, and unit extraction costs arewct andwdt respectively. So we have

Yt = (AtLt)1−αRαt ,

Rt = At
[

(γcXct)
ǫ + (γdXdt)

ǫ]1/ǫ ,

and Ct = Yt − (wctXct+wdtXdt),

whereC is aggregate consumption. If the resources are scarce then resource price will be extrac-
tion cost plus scarcity rent; however, for now we simplify byassuming that price equals extraction
cost, and account for scarcity informally by allowing priceto rise. When testing the model empir-
ically we only have data on price (and hence no data on extraction cost and scarcity rent).

C

Y

R

L

wcXc wdXd

Figure 7.1. The economy with substitute resource inputs
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7.1.2. The solution.The solution to the model is straightforward. We already have that

wrR= αY.

Consider now production ofR. Set up the producer’s profit-maximization problem as follows,

π = wrt At
[

(γcXct)ǫ + (γdXdt)ǫ
]1/ǫ −wctXct−wdtXdt,

and take first-order conditions to show that

wcXc = wr (R/A)1−ǫ(γcXc)ǫ

and wdXd = wr (R/A)1−ǫ(γdXd)ǫ ,

and hence

wcXc = w1/(1−ǫ)
r (R/A)(γc/wc)

ǫ/(1−ǫ)

and wdXd = w1/(1−ǫ)
r (R/A)(γd/wd)ǫ/(1−ǫ).

Because we have perfect markets, price equals unit cost so

wr = (wcXc+wdXd)/R

=
{

A/[(γc/wc)
ǫ/(1−ǫ)+ (γd/wd)ǫ/(1−ǫ)]

}ǫ/(1−ǫ)
.

And sincewrR= αY we have

wr = α(AL/R)1−α,

and we can eliminatewr to yield

R= AL
{

α[(γc/wc)ǫ/(1−ǫ)+ (γd/wd)ǫ/(1−ǫ)]
}1/(1−α)

.

So if wc andwd are both constant thenR grows at the same rate asY, i.e. g+n, the sum of the
growth rates of labour productivity and population. And therelative factor shares of the resources
are

wcXc

wdXd
=

(

γc/wc

γd/wd

)ǫ/(1−ǫ)
.

This implies that the resource that is cheaper per efficiency unit takes the larger factor share, and
the advantage is bigger the higher is the substitutability between the resources (i.e. whenǫ→ 1).

7.1.3. Empirical tests. To test the explanatory power of this very simple model we take two
pairs of resources, oil–coal and iron–aluminium. In each case we first present data on prices and
factor expenditure, and compare the expenditure to GGP (gross global product). We then plot
total expenditure on the two factors together against GGP, and check whether the ratio of the two
is approximately constant. (Recall from the model that thisratio should be constant,α.) Finally
we plot the ratio of expenditures on the two factors, and compare this to the same ratio obtained
using the price data and the parameterized model. In the model economy (immediately above) the
ratio is

wcXc

wdXd
=

(

γc/wc

γd/wd

)ǫ/(1−ǫ)
.

We take the price data (i.e.wc andwd), then find parametersǫ andγc/γd to fit the factor-share data
as well as possible.2

In Figure 7.2 we see that the Cobb–Douglas does a reasonable job of approximating the ag-
gregate global production function in this case, although the factor share of oil and coal combined
has (according to the data) actually risen during the 140 years for which we have data, rather than
being constant. This can be seen most clearly in the middle panel. In the left panel we see that the
price trend of oil relative to coal was a very slow decline up to 1973, after which prices became
much more volatile, and the gap decreased. The model (smoothed) can easily match the increase
in the oil share as the oil price declines (right-hand panel), but it doesn’t do quite such a good job
of accounting for what happens after the oil crisis, where the oil share continues to grow despite
the increasing price of oil relative to coal. Nevertheless,considering the simplicity of the model
it does a remarkably good job of matching the data.

In Figure 7.3 we see that the Cobb–Douglas does an excellent job of approximating the ag-
gregate global production function when we assume that the inputs are labour (or labour–capital),
iron, and aluminium (middle panel). In the left panel we see that the price trend was for a steady

2Note that at this stage we simply eyeball the graphs, Figures7.2 and 7.3 to determine the goodness of fit.
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Figure 7.2. Long-run growth in prices and factor expenditure, compared to
growth in global product, for crude oil and coal, and a test ofthe model. In
the left-hand figure we see observed prices and expenditures, with expenditures
compared to global product. In the middle figure we see observed total expen-
diture on coal and oil, compared to the model prediction (based on the prices).
And in the right-hand figure we see the observed relative factor shares of coal
and oil, compared to the model prediction. In the calibratedmodel we have
α = 0.02,γc/γd = 0.55, andǫ = 0.76.
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Figure 7.3. Long-run growth in prices and factor expenditure, compared to
growth in global product, for iron and aluminium, and a test of the model. In
the left-hand figure we see observed prices and expenditures, with expenditures
compared to global product. In the middle figure we see observed total expen-
diture on iron and aluminium, compared to the model prediction (based on the
prices). And in the right-hand figure we see the observed relative factor shares
of iron and aluminium, compared to the model prediction. In the calibrated
model we haveα = 0.002,γc/γd = 50, andǫ = 0.55.

decline in the price of aluminium relative to iron, while thetrend in factor share was a correspond-
ing increase in the share of aluminium. The model (smoothed)also does a remarkably good job
of matching the increase in factor share triggered by the decline in relative price of aluminium,
although it could be argued that this is due to a lack of variability in the data (if the long-run trend
of relative prices were more complex this would be a more discriminating test of the model).

7.2. Technological change

In the above model we assumed unbiased technological changein the resource sector. We thus
rule out by construction the mechanism discussed by Solow (1973) and modelled by Acemoglu et al.
(2012) whereby a resource which increases in importance (factor share) attracts more investment,
and therefore increases in efficiency also. The success of our model without DTC suggests that
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this mechanism may be of limited importance, but it is intuitively appealing and potentially im-
portant for prediction and policy, hence we investigate further here, and again in the next part of
the book.

7.2.1. The basic DTC model.Our DTC model with alternative resource inputs is pictured,
in the aggregate, in Figure 7.4. Here we see that DTC occurs ina sector in which the flowsC and
D from two alternative resource sectors are combined to make an intermediate goodR, which we
can think of as electricity.R andL are then combined in a Cobb–Douglas production function to
make the final goodY. At the firm level, investmentszC andzD are determined by the relative
factor shares ofC andD in the electricity sector. This is reflected in a new version of equation
5.7:

Zc

Zd
=

wCC
wDD

=

(

ACC
ADD

)ǫ

. (7.2)

R

C=Y-X

L

X

Y

Z

AC, AD

Figure 7.4. The aggregate flows of factors and products in the economy.

The big difference from the model of Chapter 5 is that in Chapter 5 the resource and labour
inputs are complements, implying thatǫ < 0 and hence an abundant factor earns a low share.
However, the alternative resource inputs in equation 7.2 are substitutes, henceǫ is positive and an
abundant factor earns a big share. Think of spruce and pine trees in the latter case; if there is a lot
of spruce and little pine the price of pine might be a little bit higher than otherwise, but the share
of expenditure on spruce will be high compared to pine (spruce won’t bethat cheap).

If we add the assumption that knowledge stocks grow independently then we have (corre-
sponding to equation 5.8)

Act/Act−1

Adt/Adt−1
=

(

zct

zdt

)φ (
ζd

ζc

)

.

Putting it all together we have

Act/Act−1

Adt/Adt−1
=

(

wctCt

wdtDt

)φ (
ζd

ζc

)

. (7.3)

In order to say more about the development of the economy we must specify how the inputsC
andD are supplied. For instance, we could assume that they are supplied in fixed (exogenous)
quantities, and that the price is then determined by the market. Alternatively, we could assume
that they are supplied at fixed prices, with the quantity thendetermined by the market. Or we
could assume supply functions (linking price and quantity).

If we assume that quantities are exogenous, then all we need to do is to find an expression for
relative factor costs as a function of quantities and the state of knowledge. But we already have
such an expression, equation 7.2. Substitute this into 7.3 to obtain

Act/Act−1

Adt/Adt−1
=

(

ActCt

AdtDt

)ǫφ (
ζd

ζc

)

.
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Finally, multiply both sides by
(

Act/Act−1
Adt/Adt−1

)−ǫφ
to obtain

Act/Act−1

Adt/Adt−1
=













(

Act−1Ct

Adt−1Dt

)ǫφ (
ζd

ζc

)











1/(1−ǫφ)

.

Sinceǫ > 0 this implies that the factor which starts offmore abundant earns a greater share, hence
its abundance (after allowing for factor-augmenting knowledge) tends to increase! This process
accelerates over time, so the economy heads for a corner in which the initially abundant factor
dominates completely. (Note that we have ignored the role ofthe relative productivities of re-
search. There is no obvious reason to suppose that these should differ, and if they do not differ
then the termζd/ζc disappears.)

Now assume instead that prices are exogenous. Thinking about non-renewable resources,
this assumption makes more sense than the assumption of exogenous quantities; recall that it
implies that the alternative resources are available to thefinal-good sector (in any quantity) at
some exogenous price level. Of course, in the short-run we know that a sudden increase in demand
will lead to a steep rise in price, but in the long run it is reasonable to suppose that prices are close
to unit extraction costs in most cases, and that unit extraction costs do not vary greatly in total
quantity.3

When prices are exogenous we have, from 7.2, that

wctCt

wdtDt
=

(

Act

Adt

)ǫ/(1−ǫ) (wct

wdt

)−ǫ/(1−ǫ)
.

Substitute this into 7.3—and assume that the research productivities are equal—to obtain

Act/Act−1

Adt/Adt−1
=

(

Act/wct

Adt/wdt

)ǫφ/(1−ǫ)
.

Finally, multiply both sides by
(

Act/Act−1
Adt/Adt−1

)−ǫφ/(1−ǫ)
to obtain

Act/Act−1

Adt/Adt−1
=

(

Act−1/wct

Adt−1/wdt

)ǫφ/(1−ǫ(1+φ))

.

Now the input with the higher ratio of productivity to price (effectively, the cheaper input) takes
the higher factor share, and thus attracts more investment,and thus dominates more and more over
time, and the economy heads to a corner in which only one of theinputs is used.

In terms of the balanced growth path determined in the previous chapter (forǫ < 0), such a
path also exists in the case ofǫ > 0, but it is not stable. On a b.g.p. we have

(

ActCt

AdtDt

)ǫφ
ζd

ζc
= 1,

implying that the more abundant input is harder to augment. However, the situation is as illustrated
in the picture below when the ball is balanced at the top of thehill; the slightest disturbance and it
will start rolling one way or the other. See Figure 7.5

Market forces

TECH

State of technologyDirty Clean Environmental friendliness of technologyDirty Clean Environmental friendliness of technologyDirty Clean

Figure 7.5. Illustration of how relative prices (the shape of the economic land-
scape) determine the relative levels of technology augmenting clean and dirty
inputs in the model, and the role of a regulator.

3For instance, the cost of extracting a ton of coal from the Blackwater mine in Queensland, Australia is not affected
by the global extraction rate of coal.
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7.2.2. Implications of the DTC model. The basic DTC model with independent knowledge
stocks and fixed exogenous prices implies that the economy should head to a corner in which
one or the other input dominates completely. Furthermore, even if prices vary (exogenously) the
economy is still likely to head for a corner. Once the economyis close to a corner—such that one
input is very dominant technologically—then even a radicalfall in price of the other input will
not shift the economy towards the other corner, as long as thetechnological advantage of the first
input is larger.

Now assume that the first input—which has dominated for 100 years—is found to be running
out. This causes its price to rise steeply, and potentially without bound. The second input must be
used. However, it will take 100 years of investment to bring the second input’s productivity up to
the level of the first input, if we assume that the total quantity of research investment is constant
over time. So the switch from one input to the other will be enormously costly in terms of lost
production. Finally, if a completely new resource appears on the market, there will be no market
for it, since there will be no technology complementing thatresource initially, implying that its
price in efficiency units (the price of a unit ofAcC for instance) will be infinite, there will be zero
demand for the resource, and hence also zero investment in technology augmenting that resource.

Fortunately, and clearly, the simple model with independent knowledge stocks is not applica-
ble to empirical cases. This is demonstrated by the data presented in Section 7.1, where we see
that substitute resources coexist rather than outcompeting one another. Furthermore, when a new
resource appears (oil, aluminium) it rapidly takes market share rather than being ‘locked out’ by
the incumbent resource. Thus we must refine the DTC model if weare still convinced that the
DTC approach is potentially relevant.

7.3. An alternative to lock-in: The Fundamentalist economy

The above aggregate evidence is consistent with a model in which knowledge stocks are
linked: new knowledge boosting the productivity of alternative energy inputs is produced not
simply using existing knowledge regarding that input, but also using overall general knowledge,
and also knowledge which is specific to the use of other energyinputs. Recall the discussion of
the previous chapter (Section 5.4.2) regarding links between knowledge stocks and wind power.
When the interest in wind power rose during the late 20th century, researchers did not turn to
windmill designs from the 19th century. Neither did they perform their research into new designs
using 19th-century techniques. They harnessed the power ofthe technological progress made
between 1900 and 1990 in order to make very rapid progress regarding the productivity of power
generation from wind. Much of the knowledge they used was general to the whole economy—for
instance computers—whereas some would have been rather specific to other alternative power
sectors, such as electric turbines.

A simple alternative to the lock-in/break-out economy is an economy in which relative knowl-
edge stocks grow at equal rates, based on growth in overall general knowledge. This alternative
has an obvious drawback, however, which is that is seems to rule out the technology transitions
which we do actually observe, such as towards the use of oil and aluminium in the 20th century.
The following model—the Fundamentalist economy—capturessuch transitions in a simple way.

In the Fundamentalist economy we introduce a new distinction between knowledge stocks
kc andkd and productivitiesAc andAd, and the dynamics are driven by the difference between
resource-specific parametersk̄c andk̄d, which represent the degree of technological sophistication
required to make use of each resource. Production ofyc is a function of input productivityAc,

yc = γcAcqc,

and input productivity is a function of input-related knowledgekc andk̄c,

Ac = kc(1− k̄c/kc)
1/ωc for kc > k̄c, otherwisekc = 0.

The parameterωc > 0. Symmetric expressions apply for inputD. For simplicity we completely
short-circuit the process of DTC by assuming that there is only one type of investmentzr , and it
boosts both types of knowledge equally. Sincekc andkd are equal we definekct = kdt = krt , and in
equilibrium

krt+1 = krtz
φ

rt+1/ζr . (7.4)

In this economy there will therefore be no path-dependence or lock-in.
The dynamics of resource productivity are as follows. Ifkc < k̄c the productivity of inputC

is zero; technology is too primitive to make any use of the input. However, sincekc rises at a
constant rateθ then at some point we havekc = k̄c, and the productivity of the input rises above
zero beyond this point. The initial rate of increase will be very large, approachingθ asymptotically
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from above. The rate of approach will depend onωc; in the limit asωc approaches infinity,Ac

jumps straight tokc as soon askc > k̄c, whereas whenωc→ 0 the rate of approach becomes slow.
The productivity of resourceD will follow a similar pattern, but the timing will be different if
k̄c , k̄d.

The model based on technological fundamentals does a much better job of explaining the data
than the lock-in/ break-out model. According to this model, oil and aluminiumdemand a higher
level of technology in order to be used productively, and once the overall economy has reached
this level then they rapidly take their place alongside the other inputs (including coal and iron).
The role for directed investments is limited.

If the relative productivities are governed by a process such as that in the Fundamentalist
economy then policies to encourage directed research efforts are likely to be a waste of time.
Assume for instance that solar PV is a technology with a high technology threshold̄kpv, but that
this threshold has now been passed and hence thatapv is approachingkpv, and productivity growth
in the sector is high. Now, ifkpv is high enough then solar power will soon take over from fossil
power; on the other hand, ifkpv is not high enough then solar power will remain small relative
to fossil power as long as the price of fossil power is not raised relative to solar, through for
instance taxation of CO2 emissions. So in the fundamentalist economy emissions taxes are the
key instrument to yield a technology transition, not research subsidies.

Finally, note that we have in no way proved the suitability ofthe fundamentalist model as a
description of the economy and basis for policy. We have simply presented evidence suggesting
that it is a much more promising alternative than the DTC model with independent knowledge
stocks.

7.4. Concluding discussion on resource stocks in the very long run

Substitutability between resource inputs has major implications for resource scarcity in the
very long run, which we analysed in Chapter 4. Goeller and Weinberg (1976) argue that reserves
of the majority of minerals—including staples such as iron and aluminium—are so vast that
they can never realistically be consumed. With the clear exception of phosphorus they argue that
society can exist on these superabundant resources indefinitely. Of course, fossil fuels are certain
to run out in the not-too-distant future—unless we restricttheir use for the sake of the climate
—but here there are obvious substitutes including the abundant inflow of energy from the sun.
Goeller and Weinberg are well aware that resource stocks areinhomogeneous. However, they
show that extraction costs are relatively insensitive to grade and depth of the resource deposits,
since the physical extraction and sorting of the mineral-rich material is only part of the process,
and generally not the most expensive. Instead, the energy-intensive reduction of the metal ores
to the pure form is typically a major part of the costs. This shows that we should—ideally—
include energy in the extraction function for minerals, andhence that future energy prices will be
important determinants of mineral prices. This applies particularly since the energy-efficiency of
the reduction process is already close to the physical limitof what is possible.

When studying the very long run, the limiting effect of the surface area of the globe is crucial.
This limit obviously puts a brake on indefinite (exponential) population growth, and also resource
extraction. Thus it is clear that the current trend of constant growth in global resource extraction
—tracking global product—cannot continue indefinitely. What then will make extraction flatten
out or even turn downwards, and when?

Before considering the above questions, we think about the likely nature of a (very) long-run
growth path. Given the constant flow of energy inputs (from the sun) and the fixed resources on
Earth, it seems reasonable to suppose that use of energy willbe approximately constant in the very
long run. This implies that some fixed proportion of land willbe devoted to energy harvesting.
The remainder of the land will presumably be devoted—in fixedproportions—to other uses such
as agriculture, living space, production, recreation, and(hopefully) nature. Given a fixed energy
flow, what about minerals? Since we are already close to the limits of the (energy) efficiency of
mineral extraction—and the energy costs of this extractionare large—it is clear that a long-run
growth path must involve non-increasing mineral extraction.

So in the very long run we should expect an economy with roughly constant use of minerals,
energy, and land. Furthermore, the productivity of energy in making goods such as motive power
and light will be constant, as will the productivity of land in making (or harvesting) energy. On
the other hand, the productivity of labour may still be able to increase even in the very long run,
as it is hard to envisage a limit on human ingenuity and hence our ability to generate more value
from given inputs. The key resource for energy production will be land, indeed land will be the
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ultimate scarce resource, strictly limited and needed for harvesting energy, production (including
food), recreation, and (hopefully) nature.





CHAPTER 8

Pollution

We now return to the simplest model of substitution between inputs from the previous chapter,
and apply it to the analysis of polluting flows, which are linked to use of natural-resource inputs.
Growth in pollution flows is driven by increasing demand for such inputs (the prices of which
have no long-run trend), while dramatic falls in pollution occur when firms switch to cleaner
inputs or production processes. These switches are triggered by increasing marginal pollution
damages, linked to increasing income. We investigate the relevance of the model and explore
possible extensions using evidence regarding emissions ofSO2 and CO2.

8.1. Empirical observations and literature

Before we turn to the model, we return to the empirical observations of Chapter 1, especially
Figure 1.4, reproduced here (Figure 8.1).
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Figure 8.1. UK Sulphur emissions compared to total UK GDP, and global CFC
production (CFC11+CFC12) compared to total global product. Sulphur: both
normalized to zero in 1956, the date of introduction of the first of a long se-
ries of regulations restricting emissions. CFCs: both normalized to zero in
1987, the date of signing of the Montreal protocol. Data: Maddison (2010)
(GDP), Stern (2005) (Sulphur), AFEAS (CFCs). AFEAS data downloaded from
http://www.afeas.org/data.php, 9 Nov. 2014. Two anomalous points in the sul-
phur data have been altered.

The pattern we see in these data is repeated over and over again in countries across the world,
for many different pollutants. Panayotou (1993) described this phenomenon as the environmental
Kuznets curve (henceforth EKC), and Grossman and Krueger (1995) is the seminal work. In the
empirically oriented EKC literature there is strong support for the idea that when the flow of a
single pollutant in a single country is plotted against time, that flow will in most cases first tend to
rise, and later (if enough time has passed) decline. See for instance Grossman and Krueger (1995)
and Selden et al. (1999). However, if we compare paths for thesame pollutant across different
countries, it is hard to find clear patterns; the turning point is neither at a given time, nor at a
given level of per-capita GDP. For instance, Stern (2004) concludes [p1435] that ‘[t]here is little
evidence for a common inverted U-shaped pathway that countries follow as their income rises’.

Despite more than 20 years of research, there is still no widely accepted theoretical expla-
nation for the phenomenon. The reason for this is that researchers building theoretical models
have fallen into the trap of treating pollution as an input toproduction, rather than as a by-product
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of the use of natural resources; see for instance Stokey (1998), Andreoni and Levinson (2001),
Brock and Taylor (2010), Smulders et al. (2011), and Figueroa and Pastén (2015). In doing so
they are following a tradition going back at least as far as Baumol and Oates (1975). If we think
of pollution as an input in a Cobb–Douglas production function, then (using our earlier work)
we know that the factor share of pollution must be constant. And if we let the marginal damage
caused by pollution track income (a natural assumption) then the flow of pollution should be con-
stant as the economy grows. This is like our DHSS-style modelwith a fixed quantity of land, in
which the price of land tracks the growth rate. Except that here it is the price which is tied to the
growth rate, and this leads (endogenously) to a constant flowof pollution.

When we treat pollution as a by-product of natural-resourceuse (following Murty et al. (2012)),
the analysis changes completely, as we see in the next section. The social costs of natural resource
use are then the sum of extraction costs and the damage costs of the concomitant pollution. At
low income the pollution damages are small and the (constant) extraction cost dominates. And
because the natural resource is an input in a Cobb–Douglas production function, natural resource
consumption increases with growth, as do polluting emissions. As income increases, so does the
WTP to avoid pollution. The social cost of natural-resourceuse starts to rise, and resource use lev-
els off. However, more importantly, if there is a cleaner (but more expensive) alternative resource,
there will come a point at which this resource is preferred, and pollution falls dramatically.

8.2. The specified model

We now develop a specified model economy to demonstrate the mechanism.

8.2.1. The environment.There is a unit mass of competitive firms which produce a single
aggregate final good the price of which is normalized to 1. Both the firms and the population
L are spread uniformly over a unit area of land. The productionfunction of the representative
firm in symmetric equilibrium hiring labourL (productivityAL) and buying a resource-intensive
intermediate inputR is

Y(t) = [AL(t)L(t)]1−αR(t)αe−P(t)φ , (8.1)

whereα is the share of the intermediate input, which is small,P is the aggregate flow of pollution
—which is uniformly mixed—andφ is a parameter greater than 1. BothAL andL are exogenously
given, andALL, effective labour, grows at a constant rateg:

ȦL(t)/AL(t)+ L̇(t)/L(t) = g.

From now on we omit the time index whenever possible.
Intermediate productionR—which we can think of as, for instance, electricity—is the sum of

inputs fromn different resource-based technologies, which are all perfect substitutes in production.
The quantity of input from technologyj is denotedD j , so

R=
n

∑

j=1

D j .

The use of input quantityD j leads to emission of pollutionψ jD j , whereψ j ≥ 0, hence aggregate
pollution

P=
n

∑

j=1

ψ jD j .

The cost of a unit of inputj is wj .
We can interpret alternative technologiesj andk simply as alternative resource inputs, for

instance low- and high-sulfur coal for electricity generation. However, a third technologyl could
be high-sulfur coal combined with flue-gas desulfurization(FGD). If the input is simply a natural
resource then we can think of it as being extracted competitively from a large homogeneous stock,
with each unit extracted requiringwj units of final good as input. But for technologyl the pricewl

would bewk plus the unit cost of FGD, and unit emissionsψl would beψk× the fraction remaining
after FGD.

We denote aggregate production net of extraction costs asZ, so

Z = (ALL)1−α



















n
∑

j=1

D j



















α

e−(
∑n

j=1ψ j D j )φ −
n

∑

j=1

wj D j . (8.2)
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8.2.2. The solution. In solving the model we focus throughout on the social planner’s solu-
tion; given this solution the regulatory problem is straightforward. Furthermore, we focus mainly
on a model with a choice between just two technologies, because this gives the clearest intuition.
Given two technologies, the planner chooses the set of values (D1,D2) to maximizeZ (equation
8.2). Take the first-order conditions on equation 8.2 inD1 andD2 respectively to derive the fol-
lowing necessary conditions for an internal optimum.

FOCD1 : αY/(D1+D2) = w1+φ(ψ1D1+ψ2D2)φ−1ψ1Y. (8.3)

And FOCD2 : αY/(D1+D2) = w2+φ(ψ1D1+ψ2D2)φ−1ψ2Y. (8.4)

In these equations, the marginal societal benefits of makingan extra unit of intermediate good
R (“electricity”) using technologyj are on the left-hand side, and the marginal costs are on the
right-hand side. The marginal benefits are identical whether we use input 1 or 2 to makeR, but
the marginal costs differ. The costs are the sum of the natural-resource input costswj and the
pollution damage costsφPφ−1ψ jY.

To build intuition we start with the case in whichw1 < w2 andψ1 < ψ2, soD1 is both cheaper
and cleaner, andD2 will never be used. Then we have the following proposition.

Proposition 1. When only input D1 is used, from any given initial state (defined by AL(0)L(0)),
P increases monotonically and approaches a limit ofP̄= (α/φ)1/φ. If we let AL(0)L(0) approach
zero then the initial growth rate of P approaches g from below.

Proof. See 8.C.1. �

The interpretation is as follows. The shadow price of the polluting input to the social planner
is the sum of extraction cost and marginal damages. The extraction cost is constant, whereas
marginal damages increase linearly inY. So whenY is small the shadow price is approximately
equal to the constant extraction cost, and both resource useand polluting emissions track growth.
As Y increases, marginal damages increase and hence the shadow price of using the polluting
input increases, braking the growth in its use. WhenY is large marginal damages dominate the
extraction cost, the shadow price of using the input grows atthe overall growth rate, and emissions
(and input use) are constant. So we have a transition from emissions tracking growth towards (in
the limit) constant emissions.

Now we take the more interesting case when technology 2 is more expensive but cleaner,
i.e. ψ1 > ψ2.1 In this case, asY increases, the increasing importance of pollution damagesdoes
not just lead to pollution abatement within technology 1—i.e. the substitution of labour–capital
for D1 in production—it also narrows the gap between the social costs of D1 (cheap and dirty)
andD2 (expensive but cleaner). At some point the social costs are equal, and a transition to the
cleaner technology begins.

Proposition 2. In a two-technology economy, there exist times T1a and T1b (where T1b >

T1a) such that up to T1a, D1 increases monotonically while D2 = 0. Between T1a and T1b, D1

decreases monotonically while D2 increases monotonically. And for t≥ T1b, D1 = 0 and D2

increases monotonically. Furthermore, T1a and T1b can be expressed in closed form. In the
special case ofψ2 = 0 (the cleaner resource is perfectly clean) then T1b is not defined; instead, as
t→∞, D1→ 0, and hence P→ 0.

Proof. See 8.C.2. �

It is straightforward to extend Proposition 2 to the case of multiple technologies which differ
in cost and polluting emissions: Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. In an n-technology economy there is a series of m transitions(where m≤ n−1),
starting with the cheapest input and ending with the cleanest. Each of these transitions proceeds
analogously to the transition from1 to 2 described in Proposition 2.

Proof. See 8.C.3, where ann-technology economy is also precisely defined. �

In Figure 8.2 we illustrate the development of the economy ina specific case with three
technologies, the third of which is perfectly clean. Sinceψ3 = 0 the second transition is completed
asymptotically, and ast→∞, P→ 0. In Figure 8.2 we show the paths of effective labourALL,
and pollutionP, and the pollution limitP̄. We also show—using dotted lines—the paths ofP
which would be followed if (respectively) only technologies 1 and 2 were available.

1Furthermore, to ensure unambiguous results we require that(φ−1)(1+α)/α > ψ2
1(w2−w1)/(w2ψ1−w1ψ2).
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Figure 8.2. Pollution flowP compared to the limit,P = α, and normalized
effective labour (ALL)∗, where (ALL)∗ = ALL/[AL(0)L(0)] · P(0). Parameters:
g = 0.02; AL(0)L(0) = 1; φ = 1.3; ψ1 = 0.0072,ψ2 = ψ1/6, ψ3 = 0; α = 0.05;
w1 = α, w2 = 2α, w3 = 2.5α. The dotted lines show pollution paths in case only
one of the inputs is available.

8.3. A graphical treatment

We now turn to a graphical treatment of the problem, considerhow the optimal choice of
polluting emissionsP and net productionX changes over time, as technology improves. To tackle
the problem graphically we need to define two sets of curves in(P,X) space, the first of which is
the set of production possibility frontiers (PPFs), and thesecond of which is the set of indifference
curves.

Each PPF shows the maximum amount of net production which is possible for each quantity
of pollution emitted, at a given level of productivity. If polluting emissions were an input then we
would expect the PPFs to be upward sloping: the more pollution, the more production is possible.
See Figure 8.3(a).

However, since pollution is actually a by-product of natural resource use, the PPFs are hump-
shaped. For given natural-resource prices and technology,there is some amount of natural re-
source input which will yield maximal production (and some level of pollution flow). Using more
natural-resource inputs than this amount will be wasteful and lead to less net production (because
firms are spending too much time extracting costly natural resources and not enough making valu-
able goods) and higher pollution. And using less natural resources will lead to less net production
and less pollution. See Figure 8.3(b).

Finally, their are many PPFs, for different levels of productivity. As productivity increases,
the PPF moves outwards: the capacity of the economy to both make final goods and to extract
natural resources (leading to pollution) increases. See Figure 8.3(c).

X X X

(a) (b) (c)

PPP

Figure 8.3. PPFs. The PPF in (a) is not allowed because there is no turning
point; the PPF in (b) is allowed; in (c) we see a set of PPFs for different produc-
tivity levels.

Now we turn to the indifference curves. The indifference curves are derived from the utility
function. Utility U is a CES function of consumptionX and environmental qualityQ:

U =
{

(1−α)X(η−1)/η+αQ(η−1)/η
}η/(η−1)

, (8.5)

whereη > 0. Furthermore,Q= 1/[d(P)], whered is the damage function, which is differentiable
and strictly increasing, andd(0) > 0. SinceU′X > 0, we can also define the equation for the
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indifference curves in (X,P) space:

X = V(U,P) =
[

U(η−1)/η/(1−α)−α/(1−α) ·d(P)(1−η)/η
]η/(η−1)

. (8.6)

Furthermore, we impose one further restriction on the utility function, which is thatV′′P > 0, im-
plying that the indifference curves are strictly convex and guaranteeing a uniquesolution to the
problem of maximizing utility at givenA. The indifference curves then have the following three
properties:

(1) WhenX→ 0, V′P→ 0 for all P, so the price of pollution is zero when consumption is
zero;

(2) V′P increases monotonically inX for anyP> 0, so the price of pollution increases with
consumption;

(3) WhenX→∞, V′P→∞ (as long asP> 0), so the price of pollution approaches infinity
when consumption approaches infinity.

Returning to the graphical representation, we show an example of an allowed set of curves,
and two that are ruled out, in Figure 8.4.

Allowed Ruled out, P2 Ruled out,
SC

a b c

XXX

PPP

Figure 8.4. Three sets of indifference curves. The second is ruled out because
X. /P. does not increase inX, implying that the WTP to remove a unit of pollution
does not increase in income, and the third is ruled out because the curves are
not strictly convex.

Putting the set of PPFs and the indifference curves together it is clear by inspection that
pollution must first rise and then fall as long as (i) initial productivity is low enough (so the lowest
PPF is sufficiently close to the origin) and (ii) strictly positive production is possible with zero
polluting emissions. See Figure 8.5.

X

P

Figure 8.5. An illustration of the rise and fall ofP as productivity increases and
the PPF moves outwards.
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8.4. Discussion

Here we discuss the generality of the model and possible other causes of the EKC.

8.4.1. The utility function. We postulated the CES utility function with very little discus-
sion. Crucially, it implies that WTP for higher environmental qualityQ approaches zero when in-
come approaches zero, and approaches infinity whenQ is bounded above and income approaches
infinity. (These properties are all that are needed to generate the key results, the assumption of
CES is made to rule out confounding mechanisms, similarly tothe assumption of constant returns
in the ppf.) Here we argue that these assumptions are very mild. It is hard to see how WTP for
lower pollution flowsP could fail to approach zero as long asQ> 0 and income approaches zero,
and similarly it is hard to see how WTP for lowerP could fail to approach infinity as long as
Q is bounded above and income approaches infinity. However, there seems to be remarkably lit-
tle research which systematically studies the WTP to reducepollution or increase environmental
quality as a function of income; for one example see Jacobsenand Hanley (2009). Regarding the
exact specification of the utility function, the most commonassumption in the non-EKC literature
is that marginal damages from a given change inQ are proportional to GDP; see for instance
climate models such as Nordhaus (2008) and Golosov et al. (2014), and the study of SO2 policy
of Finus and Tjotta (2003).

8.4.2. Is production possible with zero pollution?Is production possible with zero pollu-
tion? We analyse this question in two steps. In the first step we assume a situation in which
pollutants are entirely independent of one another in the sense that there are no trade-offs between
them: cutting one pollutant (such as SO2) never leads to increased emissions of others (particu-
lates, CO2, etc.). If this condition holds then the limiting substitutability between a given pollutant
and labour–capital should be high, because in most cases of polluting technologies there exists an
alternative technology which is (a) a very good substitute for the polluting technology (albeit more
expensive), and (b) clean (i.e. emissions of the pollutant in question are zero). If coal for electric-
ity generation is emitting SO2, we can use gas instead. If lead in gasoline is finding its way into
our lungs and subsequently damaging our brains, we can use lead-free. If CFCs are destroying
the ozone layer, we can use HFCs instead. More specifically, in many cases we expect the ppf
the meet theP = 0 axis at positiveX, and indeed at a level ofX not much belowX̄.2 On the
other hand, there are of course cases where abatement is incremental and does not involve a single
radical switch of technology and the ppf will be curved in therelevant segment, indicating a non-
infinite elasticity of substitution betweenA andP: a good example are emissions of nitrogen and
phosphorous to water, which primarily come from agriculture and sewage treatment, and where
abatement consists of many incremental changes in technology; another example is CO2, which
has many different sources, such as road transport, air transport, electricity generation, cement
production, etc., each with different abatement costs. However, even in these cases it is clear that
emissions could be reduced to zero (or in the case of nitrogenand phosphorus, to natural levels)
while retaining positive consumptionX.

In the second step we assume instead that polluting emissions are linked to one another. There
may be options which reduce a whole range of emissions (such as switching from coal to gas or
renewables in energy production), but ultimately there will be trade-offs: for instance, switching to
renewable energy may lead to greater noise and visual pollution. Effectively then we are defining
pollution as any human-induced loss of environmental quality relative to the natural state. If we
define the natural state as pristine, with perfect environmental quality, then of course it will never
be achieved in the future. However, if we accept the idea the humans may actuallyimprovethe
natural environment then the very-long-run outcome depends on whether this improvement can
be achieved without sacrificing all consumption of non-environmental goodsX.

2Consider for instance the case of lead emissions to air. Assume that they come exclu-
sively from burning petrol in automobiles (since lead in petrol was banned, emissions have fallen by
close to 100 percent, as described in the US EPA website for information on lead emissions to air,
https://www.epa.gov/lead-air-pollution/basic-information-about-lead-air-pollution. Lead in
petrol is a cheap way to achieve a high octane rating, desirable to allow a high compression ratio in the motor and hence
more power. Assume that the same effect can be achieved at the expense of a 5 percent increase in fuel price. Now assume
that the cost of petrol accounts for 1 percent of GDP. Then thedifference between̄X (when lead is used without regard
to emissions) andX (when lead emissions are zero) is approximately 0.05 percent, so lead emissions to the atmosphere
(and consequent brain damage suffered especially by children) can be avoided at a cost of 0.05 percent of GDP, and the
segment of the ppf in the segment between theP= 0 axis and the turning-point at (̄P, X̄) is a straight and almost horizontal
line.

https://www.epa.gov/lead-air-pollution/basic-information-about-lead-air-pollution
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8.4.3. A common pathway?The ideal next step would be to specify and calibrate a model
—more general than that of Section 8.2—which could account for patterns of polluting emissions
from different countries given panel data on countries’ GDP, resource use, resource prices, etc.
However, it is an almost hopeless endeavour to specify a model of national emissions for any
given pollutant which can be calibrated and applied to explain patterns of aggregate polluting
emissions in heterogeneous countries, because of the idiosyncratic nature of the forces driving
resource use, technology choice, and consequent emissionsin different countries and over time.
For a specific example of the kind of idiosyncracies that may be relevant, consider sulfur emissions
to the atmosphere in the U.K. and the U.S. In the U.K. there hasbeen a rapid decline in SO2
emissions since 1960 (Figure 8.6(a)), driven mainly by the replacement of coal by oil and gas
in the overall energy mix (Figure 8.6(b)). This shift was partly driven by the increase in road
transport, but also by the ‘dash for gas’ in electricity generation, driven in turn by a steep decline
in the price of gas relative to coal (Figure 8.6(c)). In the U.S., sulfur emissions started to decline
in the mid-1970s (see for instance Stern (2005)), at least partly due to the introduction of the
clean air act in 1970. However, Ellerman and Montero (1998) demonstrate that the steep decline
in sulfur emissions was facilitated by the significant fall in transport costs of coal which occurred
subsequent to the deregulation of the railroads in the 1980s, which reduced the cost of shipping
coal from the Powder River Basin; this coal is both the cheapest and cleanest in the U.S.
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Figure 8.6. Fossil fuels and SO2 in the UK since 1850: (a) Emissions track
GDP, then decline abruptly after 1960; (b) Oil and then gas eat into the share
of coal in total fossil energy supply, with the major shift starting in 1960; (c)
The gas price approaches the coal price over time, whereas the price path for
oil is more complex (prices are normalized relative to the coal price in 1850).
Data sources: fossil-fuel consumption from Warde (2007); prices from Fouquet
(2011); sulfur emissions from Stern (2005); real GDP from Maddison (2010).

So although the overall mechanism of the model is relevant indriving the rise and fall of
polluting emissions identified by Grossman and Krueger (1995), heterogeneity between countries
and over time implies that no ‘common pathway’ followed by different countries can be identified
in the data (cf. Stern, 2004), and a much richer model than that developed above is required if it is
to be calibrated to data from multiple countries. Such a model would have to explain and predict
the development of aggregate demand for natural resources at country level, and the technologies
applied when those natural resources are used as inputs in the economy. Such a task is far beyond
the scope of this paper.

8.4.4. DTC, resource scarcity, structural change, etc.As discussed above, many factors
may affect polluting emissions over time, factors which are not included in our model. If there
are factors which are (a) important, and (b) consistently affect emissions in the same way (across
countries and over time), then they should be included. However, we argue that the other factors do
not affect emissions consistently across different cases, and are typically not of crucial importance.
Here we list a few factors and discuss them very briefly.

DTC. DTC occurs when technology advances faster in one sector than another due to endoge-
nous investments by firms. It is modelled by Acemoglu et al. (2012), whose focus is the transition
from dirty to clean technology, and Smulders et al. (2011) argue persuasively that it is relevant
to the EKC. If technological progress is more rapid in abatement technologies (or in the use of
clean inputs) than in other sectors then it will tend to flatten the ppf when plotted in (p, x) space,
creating downward pressure on optimal pollution. In a single-country context, adding DTC to
our model would not change much: compared to a baseline in which all technologies are mature
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from the start, the need for ‘catch-up’ investment in abatement technology should delay the tran-
sition but make it more abrupt when it happens. In a multicountry context, if the other countries
can free-ride on the leading country’s investment then their transition will occur earlier (at lower
GDP, ceteris paribus). However, note that in the case of FGD the calibrated model above suggests
a limited role for DTC, and Hart (2013, 2018b) argues that thepower of the DTC mechanism
developed in models such as Acemoglu et al. (2012) is exaggerated when compared to reality.

Imperfect information. There may often be imperfect information about the damages caused
by polluting emissions. This lack of information may cause adelay in dealing with emissions
when compared to the optimal pathway. Similar to the DTC case, when emissions are finally
tackled the transition to clean technology is likely to be more abrupt if there has been a delay. Fur-
thermore, transitions across countries are likely to be closer together in time, since the ‘follower’
countries can presumably learn from the leader.

Scarcity and structural change. Scarcity of a natural resource can drive up its price and cause a
switch to other resources. This may cause pollution to decline or rise depending on which resource
is cleaner. Generalized scarcity of natural resources willtend to brake the rate of increase in their
use, and slow down pollution growth. Similar arguments apply to structural change. Generalized
structural change away from resource-intensive goods willencourage a steeper decline in pollu-
tion. However, in reality both effects are likely to be more complicated: there is little evidence for
generalized resource scarcity driving up prices any time soon (see Hart and Spiro (2011) and Hart
(2016)), and scarcity of specific resources may push pollution either way. For instance, natural
gas (low sulphur) will become increasingly scarce long before coal (high sulphur), and this will
push the ppf to the right, tending to increase pollution. AndHart (2018a) shows that aggregate
structural change over the last century or more has actuallybeentowardsenergy-intensive goods,
not away from them (consider train/bus→ automobile→ airplane), although this may change in
the future.

Our overall model of resource supply and demand—with constant prices and resource de-
mand driven by a Cobb–Douglas production function—is broadly consistent with the aggregate
evidence, as discussed above. However, at country level thepicture is more complex (Figure 8.7):
in the U.S. there have been declines in the consumption of primary energy, metals, and cement
relative to GDP since 1950. However, these declines are not large enough to account for the falls
in polluting emissions, as shown by the analysis of Selden etal. (1999).
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Figure 8.7. Long-run growth in US consumption compared to growth inUS
GDP, for (a) primary energy from combustion, (b) metals, and(c) cement.

8.5. Conclusions

We have presented a simple explanation for the rise and fall of polluting emissions based on a
model in which such emissions are linked to use of natural-resource inputs, and alternative inputs
differ in pollution intensity. The mechanism through which polluting emissions rise and fall may
be applicable to a large number of relevant empirical cases.We have discussed a few—including
SO2 and lead emissions to air—but we could equally well have chosen many other cases in which
the key criteria for our mechanism are fulfilled: marginal damages increase in income, emissions
are linked to the use of natural resources in production, theprices of the relevant natural resources
display little or no long-run trend, and alternative, cleaner, inputs or production processes are
available. Phenomena not included in the model—such as directed technological change—may
add important dimensions to the analysis and require specific policy instruments if an optimal
allocation is to be achieved.
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Our theoretical analysis is congruent with the empirical analysis of Stern (2004) and many
others: we should not expect the exact pattern for one pollutant and location to be repeated for
another pollutant or location; key factors in the model which may be expected to vary—both
between pollutants, and over time and space for the same pollutant—include the relative prices of
alternative resource inputs or production processes, and the valuations of environmental quality at
given income and pollution levels. For instance, both natural gas and coal are relatively expensive
to transport, hence in some locations coal may have a price advantage over gas, whereas in other
locations the reverse may be true.

Finally, the analysis has important implications for future emissions, not least carbon emis-
sions. Carbon dioxide emissions are of course a by-product of the use of certain technologies,
especially those involving the burning of fossil fuels, andthere exist very good zero-carbon sub-
stitutes for these technologies. Currently many countriesare pushing for a global agreement on
major reductions in global emissions, whereas others are resisting such efforts for geopolitical or
other reasons. Our model shows that as incomes rise in a givencountry, the price of switching
to zero-carbon technology is likely to seem—to that country’s citizens and decision-makers—in-
creasingly like a price worth paying. This effect may be boosted by directed technological change,
making the substitutes cheaper. Fossil scarcity, paradoxically, may work in the opposite direction
if gas runs out before shale oil and coal, since the latter aremore carbon-intensive.
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8.A. Appendix: A calibrated model

The central hypothesis of this chapter is that rising incomedrives the imposition of environ-
mental regulations which—in the long run—drive switches tocleaner technologies and hence
falling emissions. Here we provide empirical support for this idea by showing that the timing of
adoption of flue-gas desulfurization across six countries can be understood based on a model in
which underlying preferences for clean air, and the unit cost of installing FGD, are constant across
the countries and over time, and the timing of the impositionof the regulation is determined by
income per capita, population, and the size of the territory.

We argued above that the shape of the PPF of pollution and production varies between coun-
tries, even those on the same income level, as does the shape of the indifference curves. Further-
more, biased technological change and new information may change PPFs and indifference curves
over time.3 It is therefore not possible to test the empirical relevanceof the models above by look-
ing for simple patterns such as turning points in pollution flows at given income levels. Instead of
looking for patterns in emissions, we look for patterns in the application of environmental regula-
tion, specifically the timing of adoption of FGD in Japan, theUS, West Germany (as it was at the
time of adoption), the UK, China, and India. FGD is a set of technologies used to remove sulfur
dioxide from exhaust gases of coal-fired power plants (see USEPA (2003)). We choose it because
of the readily available data about the timing of the implementation of FGD. We investigate the
following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1. The unit costs of sulfur abatement through FGD are constant over time and
across countries, and the time of introduction in a given country is determined by the marginal
damage cost of sulfur emissions, which is a linear function of income per capita, and an increasing
function of the size and population density of the country.

We have data on the time of adoption (which we define as the firstyear when at least 5 percent
of coal capacity has FGD installed), GDP per capita (from Maddison (2010)), population, and land
area. The time of adoption ranges from 1970 (Japan) to 2016 (India).45

Ideally we would perform an econometric test of a structuralmodel, but since we have only
six observations we limit ourselves to a calibration exercise. We base the equation to be calibrated
on equation 8.2,W = X/exp(Pφ). That is, we assume multiplicative utility following the climate
literature. Since we do not have data on measured pollution concentrations, we assume thatφ = 1,
making marginal damages approximately independent ofP as long as total damages are small in
relation to total utility. This assumption is also in line with the literature on damages from SO2

where log-linear damages are typically assumed.6 We then approximateX by real GDP, which we
denoteY, and convert to per capita terms (sow is per capita utility, andy per capita GDP):

w= ye−P.

The next step is to think carefully about the implications ofmodelling different countries,
which differ in surface area and population as well as GDP and pollutingemissions. The con-
centration of pollution will (if the pollution is uniformlymixing and remains exclusively over the
territory in question) be linearly related to emissions perunit of area, and damages (if they affect
humans directly) should be a function of concentration. Denoting the area asH (recall that we

3For a specific example of the kind of idiosyncracies that may be relevant, consider sulfur emissions to the atmo-
sphere in the UK and the US. In the UK there has been a rapid decline in SO2 emissions since 1960, driven mainly by the
replacement of coal by oil and gas in the overall energy mix. This shift was partly driven by the increase in road transport,
but also by the ‘dash for gas’ in electricity generation, driven in turn by a steep decline in the price of gas relative to coal.
In the US, sulfur emissions started to decline in the mid-1970s (see for instance Stern (2005)), at least partly due to thein-
troduction of the clean air act in 1970. However, Ellerman and Montero (1998) demonstrate that the steep decline in sulfur
emissions was facilitated by the significant fall in transport costs of coal which occurred subsequent to the deregulation
of the railroads in the 1980s, which reduced the cost of shipping coal from the Powder River Basin; this coal is both the
cheapest and cleanest in the US.

4, where the values for Germany are adjusted upwards by 14 percent to reflect the difference between average German
GDP and West German GDP

5The year of FGD introduction is taken as the first year when at least 5 percent of coal capacity has FGD installed.
The sources are as follows: Maxwell et al. (1978), Figure 2; US EPA (1995), Figure 4; Taylor et al. (2005) Figure 4;
Markusson (2012) Table 1 (we assume that the 5 percent threshold was reached in 1993); Wang and Hao (2012), where
the text implies that implementation of FGD took off around 2005; and lastly for India, Black and Veatch (2016), one of
many available documents showing that India announced a stringent FGD program to start in 2016. GDP data is taken
from Maddison (2010), extrapolated for India using equivalent data from the World Bank.

6See for instance Muller and Mendelsohn (2007), especially equation 12 in the additional materials, and the dose–
response function of Barreca et al. (2017).
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previously normalized it to 1) we have

w= yexp

(

− P/L
H/L

)

.

This equation puts issues ofscaleinto focus: it implies that if we replicate the economy (doubling
P, L, andH but holdingw andy constant) then the proportion of gross producty lost to pollution
damages will remain the same. However, when we consider pollution transport it is clear that this
will not in reality be the case: for an airborne pollutant, given a larger territory, a bigger proportion
of emissions will land within the territory and thus cause damage there.

To account for pollution transport, we introduce a transport coefficientδ, whereδ is the pro-
portion of emissions transported out of the territory, and

δ = exp(−θH1/2),

whereθ is a positive parameter.7 As H → 0, δ→ 1, and asH →∞, δ→ 0, so for a very small
territory almost all the pollution emitted leaves the territory without causing damage ‘at home’,
whereas for a very large territory the reverse applies. So givenδ we now have

w= yexp

(

−(1− δ)
P/L
H/L

)

.

Finally, and also related to scale, the above equation showsthat when land areaH increases, pol-
lution damages decrease because the concentration of pollutant decreases. This effect should be
straightforward if population and emissions are spread homogeneously over the territory. How-
ever, in reality they are spread inhomogeneously, and furthermore if the degree of inhomogeneity
is an increasing function of the sparseness of population (because people concentrate in cities even
in sparsely populated countries) then the effect of increasingH/L will be weakened. To allow for
this possibility we introduce a parameterω as follows:

w= yexp

(

−(1− δ) P/L
(H/L)ω

)

.

So whenω= 1 population is uniformly distributed, whereas whenω= 0 overall population density
has no effect because the population and electricity production are always confined to a sub-area
in proportion to the size of the population. It remains to findmarginal abatement benefits by
differentiatingwL w.r.t. P to obtain (after approximatingy= w)

MAB= φ(1− δ)(L/H)ωy. (8.7)

To calibrate the model we must find values forθ andω. We chooseθ to match the observation
of Smith and Jeffrey (1975) that around 75 percent of UK emissions leave the territory, yielding
θ = 0.826, and implying that in the largest countries (the US and China) around 83 percent of
emissions cause damage within the territory. This leaves uswith ω, which we choose in order to
fit the data as well as possible, i.e. we find the value ofω which yields the set of six estimates
for MAB with the lowest variance. This yieldsω = 0.524, implying that a doubling in population
density leads to an increase in marginal abatement benefits by a factor of approximately

√
2.

The results are illustrated in Figure 8.8, in which we show estimated marginal abatement
benefits over time for each country, with a circle showing thetime of FGD adoption. The cross-
country variation in estimatedMABat the time of adoption gives an idea of the variation which is
unexplained by the model. Note that—with the minor exception of Japan, which adopts ‘early’—
the countries adopt in the expected sequence and at expectedtimes; small shifts in timing (between
0 and 3 years) would have all the other 5 countries adopting atthe same level of estimatedMAB.
According to the estimates, both Japan and China adopt at somewhat lower benefit levels than
the other four countries. These are also the two countries with the steepest rises in benefits of
adoption, linked to their very high rates of economic growthat the time of adoption. In Japan
this rapid growth—in both GDP and pollution flows—led to a dramatic increase in pressure for
environmental improvements from the population, and the so-called ‘pollution diet’ of 1970; see
Avenell (2012).

Figure 8.8 shows that we can rationalize most of the large differences in the time of adoption
of FGD based on the model. Furthermore, inspection of the data shows that some of the simpler
explanations that might be proposed are decisively rejected. For instance, there is no single level of
GDP at which countries adopt FGD and thus reduce sulfur emissions. Furthermore, there is little
evidence from the model that the unit costs of FGD have declined over time, thus encouraging

7The power of 1/2 follows because if the area of the territory doubles, the average distance to the border is multiplied
by
√

2.
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Figure 8.8. Estimated marginal abatement benefits for the six countries plotted
over time, and at the time of FGD adoption.

lower-income countries to adopt at lower marginal benefit levels than the early-adopting higher-
income countries.8

8.B. Appendix: Stokey (1998)

Our model is closely related to that of Stokey (1998). He we explain the similarities, and the
differences. In Stokey the abatement function is defined in such away that final-good production
X is a Cobb–Douglas function ofP andA: X = PαA1−α.9 But since abatement is restricted to
be non-negative,X reaches a corner whenX = P = A. The ppf is thus constant returns, hence
when plotted in (p, x) space it is invariant to changes inA. However, in (P,X) space we see that
asA increases—which causes the WTP to reduce pollution to increase—we move from a corner
solution in whichP and X are both maximized, to an internal solution in which consumption
is sacrificed in order to abate pollution. In Figure 8.9(a) wehave Cobb–Douglas production (so
demand for the polluting ‘input’ grows with total production) and the damage function is specified
such that damages are proportional to total income. The result is that the pollution flow is constant
for all internal solutions, as we see in the figure. (Stokey assumes that damages grow faster with
income, yielding an EKC.) The big question raised by the analysis is why the production function
has the form assumed. Why does the marginal product of pollution suddenly drop from a strictly
positive level to zero? This question has not been satisfactorily answered in the literature.

The big difference between our model and that of Stokey is that in our model the restrictions
on the ppf are derived as a necessary consequence of the nature of the pollution-producing process
(cf. Murty et al. (2012)), whereas Stokey’s ppf is simply assumed. Among other things this means
that our solution is internal, and furthermore that we can easily specify empirically grounded
models which are special cases of our general model. In Figure 8.9(b) we see that pollution
first rises, and then falls very abruptly, due to an abrupt switch to the clean technology. The
reason for the abruptness is that the technologies (clean and dirty) are perfect substitutes, while
the indifference curves are almost straight lines since marginal damages are independent of the
quantity of pollution.

8.C. Appendix: Proofs

8Note that,ceteris paribus, technological progress is not expected to drive down FGD costs. Technological progress
implies that more goods can be produced using given inputs, however if it is neutral or unbiased then it will not change the
relative prices of these goods. So in an economy with just twogoods—an aggregate consumption good and sulfur capture
through FGD—neutral technological progress implies that given inputs of labour–capital can produce more of both, but
should not change the price of one relative to the other.

9Although Stokey hasβ which is identically equal to 1/α.
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Figure 8.9. The path of polluting emissions (a) in the Stokey model compared
to (b) our model.

The utility function is the same in each case (U = Xe−P, soη = 1). In Stokey
the equation for the ppf isX = A1−αPα up to the limit ofX = P, whereas in our
model we have the convex combination of two alternative technologies: the first
is dirty, with the production functionX = A1−αDα

1 −w1D1 whereP = D1; and
the second is clean, with the production functionX = A1−αDα

2 −w2D2 where
P= 0. Parameters:α = 0.2, w1 = 0.2, w2 = 0.6.

8.C.1. Proof of Proposition 1. Use equation (8.3) and the definition ofY (equation 8.1) to
show that whenD2 = 0,

(

ψ1ALL
P

)1−α
(

α−φPφ
)

= w1ePφ .

Now let ALL→ 0 and show that this implies thatP→ (α/w1)1/(1−α)ψ1ALL, so in the limitṖ/P= g.
Then letALL→∞ and show that this implies thatP→ (α/φ)1/φ.

8.C.2. Proof of Proposition 2. First we state the closed-form solutions forT1a andT1b, and
then derive them.

T1a =
1
g

log

[

D1(T1a)
AL(0)L(0)















w1e(ψ1D1(T1a))φ

α−φ(ψ1D1(T1a))φ















1/(1−α) ]

, (8.8)

and T1b =
1
g

log

[

D2(T1b)
AL(0)L(0)















w2e(ψ2D2(T1b))φ

α−φ(ψ2D2(T1b))φ















1/(1−α) ]

, (8.9)

where D1(T1a) =
1
ψ1

(

αψ1

φ

w2−w1

w2ψ1−w1ψ2

)1/φ

andD2(T1b) =
1
ψ2

(

αψ2

φ

w2−w1

w2ψ1−w1ψ2

)1/φ

.

(8.10)

Up to some timeT1a, input 1 is used exclusively, and the quantityD1 is the unique solution
to

ALL = D1















w1
e(ψ1D1)φ

α−φ(ψ1D1)φ















1/(1−α)

. (8.11)

Given thatD1 is the solution to 8.11, we can find marginal damages fromD2 whenD2 = 0, using
equations 8.1 and 8.3:

φ(ψ1D1)φ−1ψ2(ALL)1−αDα
1e−(ψ1D1)φ .

And then we can find the condition for starting to use input 2, which is that the marginal social
costs of each input are equal:

w1+φψ1(ψ1D1)φ−1(ALL)1−αDα
1e−(ψ1D1)φ = w2+φψ2(ψ1D1)φ−1(ALL)1−αDα

1e−(ψ1D1)φ ,

hence φψ
φ−1
1 Dφ

1(ALL/D1)1−αe−(ψ1D1)φ (ψ1−ψ2) = w2−w1 .

Substitute forALL using 8.11 to yield (after some algebra)

(ψ1D1)φ =
α

φ
· w2−w1

w2ψ1−w1ψ2
ψ1.

KnowingD1(T1a) we can substitute in to equation 8.11 to findAL(T1a)L(T1a), and henceT1a.
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By a similar argument we can find the final time at which both inputs are used, which we
denoteT2a. At T2a, D1 = 0, and the marginal social costs of each input are equal. Thenwe have,
by symmetry,

(ψ2D2)φ =
α

φ
· w2−w1

w2ψ1−w1ψ2
ψ2,

and ALL = D2















w2
e(ψ2D2)φ

α−φ(ψ2D2)φ















1/(1−α)

. (8.12)

What happens betweenT1a andT1b? To answer this question, ideally we would solve forD1

andD2 as functions ofALL (which we now denote asA for clarity). However, we cannot solve in
closed form, and must instead solve for the slopes∂D1/∂A and∂D2/∂A in this interval, using the
theory of implicit functions.

We want to prove thatD2 increases whileD1 decreases across the interval when both are
strictly positive. First take 8.3 and write

G1(A,D1,D2) = w1+
[

φPφ−1ψ1−α/R
]

Y= 0 (8.13)

and G2(A,D1,D2) = w2+
[

φPφ−1ψ2−α/R
]

Y= 0, (8.14)

where P= ψ1D1+ψ2D2, R= D1+D2, and Y= A1−αRαe−Pφ . (8.15)

Then the implicit function theorem tells us that












∂D1/∂A

∂D2/∂A













= −














∂G1/∂D1 ∂G1/∂D2

∂G2/∂D1 ∂G2/∂D2















−1

·












∂G1/∂A

∂G2/∂A













.

This is relatively straightforward to solve. Firstly we have

∂G1/∂D1 = −αw1/R+ψ1w1φPφ−1+ [ψ2
1φ(φ−1)Pφ−2+α/R2]Y,

∂G1/∂D2 = −αw1/R+ψ2w1φPφ−1+ [ψ1ψ2φ(φ−1)Pφ−2+α/R2]Y,

∂G2/∂D1 = −αw2/R+ψ1w2φPφ−1+ [ψ1ψ2φ(φ−1)Pφ−2+α/R2]Y,

and ∂G2/∂D2 = −αw2/R+ψ2w2φPφ−1+ [ψ2
2φ(φ−1)Pφ−2+α/R2]Y,

and secondly

∂G1/∂A= −(1−α)w1/A

and ∂G2/∂A= −(1−α)w2/A.

Now use some tedious algebra, or a program such as Mathematica, to show that












∂D1/∂A

∂D2/∂A













=
1−α

A

[

φPφ−2α

R
(ψ1−ψ2)

]−1

{

(φ−1)
[

(w2ψ1−w1ψ2)+
Y
R

(ψ1−ψ2)
]

−ψ1
P
R

(w2−w1)

}−1

















−(w2−w1) α
R2 − (w2ψ1−w1ψ2)φ(φ−1)Pφ−2ψ2

(w2−w1) α
R2 + (w2ψ1−w1ψ2)φ(φ−1)Pφ−2ψ1

















.

The signs of all the terms in this expression are unambiguous, except for the term in curly brackets.
Denote{·}−1 = Ω−1. To signΩ, first use the first-order condition (8.3) to show that

R= αY
ψ1−ψ2

w2ψ1−w1ψ2
and P= φPφY

ψ1−ψ2

w2−w1
,

and insert these results to yield

Ω = (w2ψ1−w1ψ2)/α
[

(φ−1)(1+α)−ψ1φPφ
]

.

We know that (φ−1)(1+α) > 0, but how large isψ1φPφ in comparison? From equation 8.10 we
know that at the start of the transition

D1 =
1
ψ1

(

α

φ
· w2−w1

w2ψ1−w1ψ2
ψ1

)1/φ

,

while D2 = 0. So at the start of the transition,

φPφ = αψ1 ·
w2−w1

w2ψ1−w1ψ2
,
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and if

(φ−1)(1+α)/α> ψ2
1 ·

w2−w1

w2ψ1−w1ψ2

thenD1 is declining at this point whileD2 is rising. Furthermore, returning to the original ex-
pression forΩ we know that during the transitionP/R declines whileY/R increases, hence the
inequality continues to hold.

8.C.3. Proof of Proposition 3. First we must define ann-technology economy precisely.

Definition 2. An n-technology economy is an economy with alternative inputs j= 1, . . .n, with
associated parameters wj andψ j . Of these n inputs, input1 is the cheapest and input m is cleanest.
And input k+1—where k∈ (1, . . .m−1)—is the input such that

wk+1−wk

wk+1ψk−wkψk+1
<

wk+m−wk

wk+mψk−wkψk+m
(8.16)

for all m ∈ (2, . . . ,n− k). Furthermore,(φ− 1)(1+α)/α > ψ2
j (wj+1−wj)/(wj+1ψ j −wjψ j+1) for

j = 1, . . . ,m−1. Finally, the initial state AL(0)L(0) is such that only input1 is used.

Now to the proof. During a transition fromk to k+1, equation 8.3 shows that

wk+φψkP
φ−1Y= wk+1+φψk+1Pφ−1Y,

and hence Pφ−1Y=
1
φ

wk+1−wk

ψk−ψk+1
.

So during the transition,Pφ−1Y is constant. Now assume that the transition tok+2 startsduring
the transition fromk to k+1. Then (analogously to equation 8.3) we have

wk+φψkPφ−1Y= wk+1+φψk+1Pφ−1Y= wk+2+φψk+2Pφ−1Y

But sincePφ−1Y is constant during transitions, the transition to inputsk+1 andk+2 should have
started simultaneously, which is ruled out since equation 8.16 is never satisfied with equality. So
the transition tok+2 can only start after the transition tok+1 is complete, which completes the
proof.





CHAPTER 9

Technotopia?

The power of Sapiens over the Earth has been increasing for the last 70000 years or more, first
gradually, then rapidly, and recently explosively. This process shows no signs of abating: consider
automation and robotics, which allows each human hour of work to achieve extraordinary changes
to the configuration of the physical materials on Earth, bothat large scales (moving mountains)
and small (manufacturing microchips and editing genes). Inthe book so far we have analysed
the Malthusian phase of rapid population growth, and the consumerist phase during which we
use our increased power to increase consumption per capita.In this chapter we ask whether the
consumerist phase can continue or whether it is doomed due toits internal contradictions. We
then discuss the possibility of a new ‘technotopian’ phase during which use improved technology
to give ourselves radically increased leisure time (and less work) and devote significantly greater
resources to the protection and development of public goodsincluding the global environment and
other species.

9.1. Is unsustainability sustainable?

We begin by discussing whether the consumerist phase (global capitalism, if you like) is
doomed due to its internal contradictions, or whether the system can carry on muddling through,
leaving accidents and environmental disasters in its wake.We are unable to find convincing evi-
dence that the system is doomed: unsustainability may be sustainable. If true this has profound
implications for those campaigning for (or simply wishing for) a global economy which takes
greater care of the natural world.

9.1.1. Humans (sapiens) are trashing the planet.In this section we argue for the following
hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2. We are getting richer and healthier, but trashing the planet.

So far we have learnt that improvements in technology give humans increasing power over
the global environment. Over tens of thousands of years, up to around 1700 AD, humans used
this increasing power to extract a greater total quantity offood (and create better shelter) from
the environment, and hence increase their population. Along the way, humans caused massive
waves of extinction wherever they went, especially in areaswhere they had not co-evolved with
the existing flora and fauna. On the other hand, some species—such as wheat—were favoured.

Since 1700 technological progress has accelerated dramatically, and with it our power over
the global environment. We dig up ever increasing quantities of natural resources, and there is
little or no sign that the supply is about to dwindle. We also tend to emit ever increasing quantities
of pollution, but here we see a clear tendency for pollution flows to rise and then fall, due to the in-
troduction of various regulations, typically mandating the use of alternative, cleaner technologies.
We can easily understand the choice to introduce such regulations as a response to an increasing
willingness to pay for environmental quality, driven in turn by increasing income. (Richer people
are willing to pay more for a good environment, since the environment and consumption goods
are imperfect substitutes.)

The long-run trend is that we use our increased power over theglobal environment to make
ourselves richer and healthier. The benefits are of course unevenly spread, but nevertheless the
long-run trend is clear, even for the poorest, as we see in Figure 9.1. In Figure 9.1(a) we see the
rapid and remarkably steady growth in global product. The global financial crisis of 2008 shows
up only as a blip, as the drastic effects of the crisis in Europe and North America are balanced
by the quick recovery and subsequent rapid growth in the restof the world, especially Asia. In
9.1(b) we see how the absolute number of people in extreme poverty has fallen steeply since the
early 1990s. Note however that there has been a huge shift—over the period shown in Figure
9.1—in the distribution of those in extreme poverty (under 1.90 USD/day). Up to 1990 most
were in East Asia, followed by South Asia, and finally sub-Saharan Africa. Over the following 25
years, extreme poverty in East Asia (dominated by China) hasalmost disappeared, and in South
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Figure 9.1. Trends in global production, population and poverty: (a) Global
product, constant dollars, log scale; (b) The distributionof global population
by income category (2011 PPP dollars per day); (c) The distribution of global
population by life expectancy at birth. World Bank data.

Asia (dominated by India) it has fallen substantially. But in sub-Saharan Africa it has increased
significantly and a large majority of extremely poor people now live there.

Despite our increasing WTP for environmental quality, we continue to trash the planet. We
emit vast volumes of carbon dioxide. These emissions are already causing significant changes in
the climate which are certain to continue and strengthen, aswell as acidification of the oceans. We
are causing loss of species on a massive scale; according to Thomas et al. (2004), 18–35 percent
of species will be committed to extinction by 2050. The pointstands, even if He and Hubbell
(2011) claim that the Thomas et al. estimate is high-end possibility which may be overestimate by
a factor of around 6.

Figure 9.1(a) also shows that there is no sign that global growth is about to slow down dra-
matically. See also Figure 1.2. This is hardly surprising when we consider that growth is driven
by technological progress, and technological progress is continuing at a rapid pace in the leading
economies, at the same time as existing technologies are diffusing rapidly to economies behind
the technology frontier. So if growth is to stop it will either be because of deliberate decisions we
have made, for instance to work less and take more leisure, orit will be because of some form of
collapse of the social or ecological systems on which the economy depends. How likely is such a
collapse?

9.1.2. Ecosystem services and nature.Analysis of the likelihood of social upheaval or col-
lapse is beyond the scope of this book. We instead focus on ecological collapse. Consider the
following alternative hypotheses.

Hypothesis 3.
• We rely on services provided by the planet, and by trashing the planet we are destroying

the planet’s ability to provide these services in the future.
• Therefore, if we carry on trashing the planet the loss of these services will lead to us

getting poorer and sicker.

Hypothesis 4.
• We are adaptable and ingenious.
• Therefore we can carry on both trashing the planet and getting richer and healthier,

indefinitely.

Consider for instance climate change. What do mainstream climate models predict about
the effects of climate change on the global economy? If we start withNordhaus (nobel prize,
together with Paul Romer, 2018) we see that the predictions are that damages will be modest
when measured as a proportion of global product. For instance, Nordhaus (2018) estimates that
damages from 3°C warming would be just 2.1 percent of global income, and even an extreme
6°C warming would cost a relatively manageable 8.5 percent of income. As long as there are
only level effects (and no effect on the long-run growth rate) this is pretty modest. For instance,
Brexit is likely to cost the UK far more, because it will damage the growth rate of the economy
(by isolating the UK from Europe and thus reducing competition and slowing the spread of ideas).
Of course, Nordhaus does not then draw the conclusion that weshould not act on climate change;
on the contrary, since the costs of cutting emissions are farlower than the benefits in terms of
avoided damage, we should definitely act far more strongly than we are doing so far. Even those
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who are far less sanguine about damages, such as the late Marty Weitzman (2011), argue that the
point is that although the risk of very bad outcomes is small,it is not small enough, and hence
these outcomes should weigh very heavily in the policy calculus.

Now assume that you care about the planet, and would like to help redress the balance be-
tween the pursuit of material wealth and care of the planet. What to do? Consider the following
two strategies.

(1) Find evidence for hypothesis 3, or try to convince othersof its veracity.
(2) Persuade others to care too: either more about the planet, or less about material wealth!

There are of course other strategies. For instance:

(3) Demonstrate that the system (e.g. ‘global capitalism’)is going to crash anyway, irre-
spective of the state of the planet. And argue that since it’sgoing to crash we might as
well slow it down gently and save the planet at the same time.

The first strategy is fine as long as hypothesis 3 holds. But what if it doesn’t? If you’ve pinned
all your arguments onto it, and it turns out not to be true, you’re in trouble. Maybe following the
second strategy would be a better idea? In this chapter I willsuggest that hypothesis 4 is probably
true, and therefore that strategy 2 is much preferable to strategies 1 and 3, which are both very
risky.

If hypothesis 2 is true, then strategy 2 is almost certainly preferable to strategies 1 and 3,
which are both very risky. Think about this when studying theliterature. What are the approaches
of the following authors?

• Jackson (2009)
• Rockström et al. (2009).
• Meadows et al. (1972).

9.2. Lessons from historical adaptation

The regulated market economy has shown a remarkable abilityto adapt and react to crises
when they arise, including environmental crises. When major problems are discovered with a
direct effect on the welfare of the rich, decisive action is taken. CFCs, DDT, etc. Climate?

On the other hand, we know that environmental crises may often have far-reaching conse-
quences for nature, and sometimes for human welfare. And when the consequences areonly for
nature, not a lot tends to get done. Consider for instance theBaltic Sea, or bird populations in
Europe.

Finally, there are examples of civilizations that have collapsed, apparently due to environmen-
tal collapse. E.g. Easter Island. What lessons are there here? E.g. Brander and Taylor (1998).

9.3. Financial and other crises

Growth—building on technological progress—in the industrial era has been remarkably re-
silient, and there is no evidence that this is likely to change.
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We know that financial crises—especially large-scale ones across many countries—typically
have severe and long-lasting effects. However, such a crisis does not signal the death-throes of
capitalism, the collapse of the system under the weight of contradictions. We know why the recent
global financial crisis occurred, and we know why recovery from it is so slow. The reason is the
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lack of confidence in the future which is widespread among agents, a lack of confidence which is
rational for each individual in the knowledge that everyoneelse lacks confidence. It is a gigantic
coordination problem, the solution to which is either some massive shock (such as WW2 in 1939)
or gradual, inch-by-inch progress.

9.4. Uncertainty and future crises

So the global economy will very likely be able to keep going asit has up to now, for decades
or even centuries to come. Growing, triggering environmental problems and even catastrophes,
and then solving them. All the while, the space for the non-human or ‘natural’ world is likely to
be circumscribed ever-more by our thirst for consumption, consumption of everything from food
to wilderness experiences.

Unsustainability—defined as the trashing of the planet by global capitalism—may be sus-
tainable for centuries to come. (Assuming that we accept this description of what is going on
today.)

To turn this around we need policies driven by politicians elected by voters who value so-
called global public goods more highly relative to materialconsumption, compared to today.

Alternatively, we need a technological breakthrough whichdrastically reduces or even elimi-
nates the cost advantage of fossil fuels over clean energy sources.

An advantage of the second alternative is that it would bringon board countries which care
little about the planet.

But even this wouldn’t ease the pressure on habitats, both onland and in water.



CHAPTER 10

A ‘chilling out’ phase?

10.1. Consumerism

Firms want to sell more stuff, employ more people, etc. The market economy has its own
dynamic. Or something.

10.2. ‘Green’ consumerism

Green consumerism is a tricky business. The key problem is rebound. If you don’t consume
one thing, but your income is unchanged, you will consume something else instead, or invest in
capital which may be just as bad. It is an impossible task for individual consumers to weigh up
the environmental effects of their actions. We need consumers to elect politicians who enact laws
which (a) lead to external effects being internalized in the prices of goods (in borderline cases),
and (b) lead to highly damaging or unnecessary practices being banned (in black-and-white cases).
A recent example of the latter is the ban on incandescent light bulbs in both the US and the EU.

10.3. Conspicuous consumption, labour, and leisure

10.3.1. Background chat, very preliminary. Are we prioritizing consumption of goods too
highly, and preservation of nature too low? But we elect governments in a democratic process, and
they choose policies which determine these priorities.

But what about the Easterlin paradox, the claim that increasing average income in a country
is only weakly correlated with increasing happiness and well-being? Does this not suggest that
the all-out effort to work harder and produce more is a rat-race with no winner?

This idea links with the ideas of Thorstein Veblen (see for instance Veblen, 1899), who coined
the term ‘conspicuous consumption’ to capture the idea thatwe consume in order to be seen to
consume, and by being seen to consume we raise our status which is gives us utility. However, in
order to consume we must earn income, and in order to earn income we must work, and in order
to work we must sacrifice leisure, and the sacrifice of leisurereduces our utility.

Putting Veblen’s ideas into a modern economic context, if weconsume to gain status, then
there is a consumption externality: one person’s higher status is her neighbours’ lower status,
driving down their utility. Therefore each individual’s choice to work long hours to earn more
money and consume more has a negative external effect on that individual’s neighbours. And, in
the global village, that might mean everyone else in the global population.

Consider climate negotiations. Is it possible that a major stumbling block in these negotiations
is not the desire of China and India to get richer, but rather the desire of China and India tocatch
up with the OECD countries in terms of wealth and income per capita? And, by the same token,
the desire of the richest countries that China and India should not catch up with them in terms of
wealth and income per capita, implying that China and India (by virtue of their higher populations)
would wield much more economic power than USA and the EU?

Why do politicians constantly exhort their citizens to adopt growth-friendly policies so that
they do not lose out in the ‘global race’? There is no global race: countries which adopt new tech-
nology less aggressively—and countries whose populationswork less and take more leisure time
—have lower GDP per capita than other countries, but they have neither higher unemployment nor
necessarily lower welfare. Why then the political obsession with growth and productivity? Could
it be that citizens compare their consumption rates across borders, and furthermore that politicians
gain utility from observing that ‘their’ economies are larger and more powerful than those of their
neighbours?

If the above is true (or partly true) then it is highly likely that we worktoo hardand take
too little leisure time for our own good. More precisely, if everyone worked less and took more
leisure time, everyone would be better off! And this applies irrespective of spin-off benefits for
the environment and nature. In the next section we build and solve a simple model to demonstrate
the mechanism.
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10.3.2. A very simple model.Assume a population of identical households indexed byi
where the utility of a given household is described by the following function:

ui = cα1
i r1−α1−α2

i (ci/c̄)α2 .

Hereci is consumption,r i is leisure, and ¯c is average consumption across all households. Further-
more,α1 andα2 are parameters the sum of which is less than 1. For convenience define

α = α1+α2.

Production is a linear function of labour, but consumption is reduced by an income tax at a flat
rateτ, and boosted by a lump-sum transfer of public goods which is equal to average production
l̄ multiplied by the tax rate. Thus we have

ci = l i(1− τ)+ l̄τ.

Leisurer (for recreation) is equal to total timeRminus labour time, i.e.

r i = R− l i .

Now take the tax as exogenous and work out how much each household chooses to work. To
do so, substitute into the utility function to yield

u=
[

l i (1− τ)+ l̄τ
]α

(R− l i)1−α/c̄α2.

Take the first-order condition inl i and solve to show that

l i = αR− (1−α)l̄τ/(1− τ).

So when income tax is zerol i = αR: as labour income dominates the utility function (α high)
households devote more of their time to labour and less to leisure.

Now assume a symmetric equilibrium such that average labourl̄ is equal to the labour sup-
plied by householdi, l i . Inserting this into the above result we have

l i = l̄ =
αR

1+ (1−α)τ/(1− τ)
.

Now the question for a regulator is, what level of taxτ maximizes utility for households?
Economic theory tells us that if markets are perfect then theoptimal tax should be zero, hence
l i = αR. But if there is a consumption externality—i.e. ifα2 > 0—then this no longer holds.

To solve the problem, we insert the expression forl i as a function ofτ into the utility function
—noting that in symmetric equilibriumci = c̄ and (as already stated)l i = l̄ —to obtain

u=

[

αR
1+ (1−α)τ/(1− τ)

]α1
[

R− αR
1+ (1−α)τ/(1− τ)

]1−α
.

Simplify to obtain

u= R1−α2αα1ω−(1−α2)(ω−α)1−α,

where ω = 1+ (1−α)τ/(1− τ).

Take the first-order condition inω to solve for the optimalω, and then use the definition ofω to
solve for the optimal tax:

τ =
α2

α1+α2
.

So, the stronger the weight of ‘conspicuous consumption’ inutility, the more labour income should
be taxed.

How big is the effect? Assuming conspicuous consumption has equal weight to consumption
in utility then labour income should be taxed at 50 percent. The effect of the tax is to reduce labour
supply by a factorω. And if leisure has 50 percent weight in utility (implying thatα = 0.5 so in
laissez-faire the individuals would work 8 hours and have 8 hours of leisure time, assuming that 8
hours are needed for sleep) thenω = 1.5, so labour supply is reduced by one third.
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10.3.3. Conclusions on conspicuous consumption.The above model should not be taken
too seriously: it is based on assumptions which are plucked more-or-less out of thin air rather than
backed by careful argument and empirical evidence. Nevertheless, it demonstrates that there may
exist sound economic arguments for governments to discourage labour and encourage leisure even
in the absence of environmental damage from production. However, if internationalconsumption
externalities are important then it is only rational for national governments to impose such policies
if their neighbours do the same. Perhaps this is why Europeaneconomies have (collectively) been
able to hold down or even reduce working hours over recent decades, whereas the US has lurched
dramatically in the opposite direction.1

1For a reference to give an introduction to the field, see Aronsson and Johansson-Stenman (2008). On international
comparison of working hours see Prescott (2004).
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APPENDIX A

Mathematical appendix

A.1. Growth rates

What is meant by a growth rate? What is a constant rate of growth? And how is growth best
represented graphically? Assume we are interested in GDP, denotedY. A constant rate of growth
in Y implies thatY grows exponentially, such that (for instance) the time it takes for global product
to double is constant. Mathematically we haveY= Y0egt, whereY0 is global product at time zero,
g is the growth rate, andt indicates time.

Consider for instance an economy growing by 3 percent per year, and with initial GDP of
1× 109 USD/year. We then havey = y0egt wheret is time measured in years,g = 0.03, andy0

is initial GDP. If we ploty against time we get the familiar exponential form; Figure A.1(a).
However, this is a poor way to organize data as it is hard for the eye to interpret: given a curve of
increasing slope it is not generally possible to determine by eye whether it represents a constant,
increasing, or decreasing growth rate. For instance, compare the curve to Figure A.1(b), which
plots the functiony= y0(1+ t2.5/5300). This is not exponential growth, but this is far from obvious
from the figure.
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Figure A.1. Two different growth patterns, illustrated using a linear scale ((a)
and (b)) and a logarithmic scale ((c) and (d)).

In order to see the true growth trend, take the (natural) logarithm of the equations. In the case
of exponential growth we have

ln(y/y0) = gt. (A.1)

So we have a straight line through the origin, the slope of which isg; Figure A.1(c). The second
equation results in the curve shown in Figure A.1(d), where we can see that the growth rate is
initially zero, subsequently increases, and then declines.

Another advantage to plotting the logarithm of a growing variable is that the relative sizes
of fluctuations are also shown in proportion. Consider for instance the data showing USA’s GDP
from 1870 to 2008, Figure A.2. Consider the size of the fluctuations in GDP before and after the
great depression and WW2. Have the fluctuations increased over time, decreased, or remained
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the same? From A.2(a) it is very hard to tell; a naive interpretation of the curve would be that
the fluctuations have increased. However, when we plot the logarithm (A.2(b)) we see that the
fluctuations in GDP in the second period were smaller than in the first, as a proportion of GDP at
the time.
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Figure A.2. Two different representations of U.S. growth. The logarithmic
scale helps us to see both that the trend growth rate is very constant, and that
the fluctuations are smaller in the latter period (after WW2).

Finally, note that another way to illustrate growth data is through plotting the growth ratėY/Y
against time. Given a constant growth rateg we haveẎ/Y= g hence this yields a horizontal line
at heightg.

A.2. Continuous and discrete time

Dynamic economic models may be set up either in continuous ordiscrete time. In continuous
time we can think of time flowing, and also physical goods (such as natural resources or machines)
should flow in the sense that their quantities change gradually rather than suddenly jumping from
one level to another. In discrete time we divide time up into discrete periods, and the state of
the system jumps between one period and the next. Models in continuous time are often more
mathematically elegant, whereas models in discrete time may be more practical in some circum-
stances. Empirical (economic) data is typically collectedat discrete intervals, so we measure for
instance total production and natural resource use in a quarter (three months), rather than the flow
of production and resource use at each instant. In some economic models the assumption of dis-
crete time is crucial because it is assumed, for instance, that firms all invest simultaneously and
periodically.

Mathematically the appearance of models in discrete and continuous time is typically very
different, but the results are typically essentially the same (as long as it is practically possible
to model the system using both). Assume a process of exponential growth in continuous time.
Following the examples of the previous section we assume

Ẏ/Y= g.
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Now consider measuringY at discrete intervals of one year, indexed byt, starting att = 0 when
we assume thatY= 1. What isY at t = 1?

dY
dt
= gY,

∫ Yt

Y0

(1/Y)dY=
∫ 1

0
gdt,

log(Yt/Y0) = gt,

Yt/Y0 = egt.

So att = 1 we haveY= eg, at t = 2 we haveY= e2g, and so on. Furthermore, we can write
Yt+1−Yt

Yt
= eg

and
Yt+1

Yt
= 1+eg.

So if we take measurements in discrete time we find agrowth factor1+ eg, or 1+ θ, whereas
in continuous time we have agrowth rate g. Note that wheng is small thenθ ≈ g, whereas
wheng becomes largeθ becomes significantly greater thang because compound growth during
each period becomes significant. Finally, if we let the period length approach zero theng also
approaches zero, andθ approachesg.

A.3. A continuum of firms

In macroeconomic modelling it is very common to assume acontinuumof firms (and indeed
households). Why do we do this, and what does it mean?

To understand this, assume instead that we have just one firm.This is nice and simple in
one sense, because aggregate production and aggregate demand for inputs is the same as the
production and demand of the single firm. However, there is a big problem in that this single firm
must then have market power, both on the market for inputs (e.g. the labour market) and on the
market for the final good. Of course, we know that market powerdoes exist in the real economy,
but to start off with a model of only one firm is unsatisfactory: typically we want to start our
models assuming the simplest possible case, i.e. competitive markets, and then introduce market
power later when it is relevant; furthermore, even when market power is relevant we are unlikely
to have pure monopsony or monopoly (only one buyer or seller).

In order to generate competitive markets in our models we need to add more firms. But how
many? In a competitive market the actions of any one firm have no effect on prices, firms are
price takers. But this implies that each firm must be infinitesimally small, its production must be
negligible compare to the total. Thus we need an infinite number of very small firms. So firms
are no longer countable, but we can measure their mass; and insome circumstances we may want
to claim that the mass of firms has grown (e.g. doubled), even though thenumberof firms is not
a meaningful concept. However, in most circumstances we simply assume that there is aunit
massof firms, or a continuum of firms measure 1. This has the advantage that, in symmetric
equilibrium, production per firm is the same as aggregate production from all the firms (and the
same holds for input demand).

To see this mathematically, index firms byi and assume thati ∈ (0,1). Production from firm
i is denotedYi , and total production from all firms isY. All firms produce the same good. Then
total production is simply the integral across all the firms,

Y=
∫ 1

0
yidi.

Now, if the equilibrium is symmetric so all firms produce the same amount thenyi is simply
constant (it does not vary asi runs from 0 to 1), and

Y= y,

wherey is production by any onerepresentative firm.
Note that in more complex models the goods produced by the firms may differ, and the math-

ematics is slightly more complicated. These cases are analysed in detail in the main text when
they arise.
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